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America’s Carceral Empire:
Confinement, Punishment, and Work at Home and Abroad, 1865-1946
Abstract
This dissertation traces the imperial history of the carceral state from the formal abolition
of slavery in the United States (1865) to the declaration of Philippine independence (1946).
Through comparative case studies of federal prisons in the Northwest Territories, Philippine
Islands, Panama Canal Zone, and plans for a national penal colony, it shows how federal penal
policy facilitated the growth of U.S. empire. Foregrounding the social history of people on the
ground in each of these sites, it reveals how wardens, guards, and colonial officials developed
racialized and gendered practices of mastery; and, how those they imprisoned struggled against
brutal regimes of forced labor. In this way, I illustrate how the techniques of hierarchical
classification and selective marginalization created in microcosm contribute to the understanding
of broader issues of sovereignty and racial capitalism during this period.
America’s Carceral Empire argues that carceral forms developed in ways that were shaped
by the legacy of racial slavery, settler-colonialism, overseas war-making, and the international
exchange of penological ideas and practices in a world of empires. After the Civil War, former
slaveholders and liberal-minded reformers came to agree on the morally redemptive value of
hard physical toil and penal colonies were imagined as an apprenticeship after slavery. In the
Pacific Northwest, U.S. marshals policed the boundaries of racial belonging and implemented
novel systems of racial management at the federal penitentiary on McNeil Island. Here, in what
came to be known as the most heterogeneous prison in America, the regulation of time was
central to schemes for producing different classes of imperial subjects. The ways that discourses
of fitness for prisoner promotion tracked fitness for freedom more generally were particularly
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pronounced in the U.S. colonial prison system in the Philippines. Prison revolt catalyzed broader
anti-colonial movements against U.S. occupation. Finally, prison administrators in the Panama
Canal Zone experimented with forced labor regime that sought to turn a majority West Indian
prison population into racialized day-laboring subjects that could be strategically deployed and
ultimately disappeared. Across each site, imprisoned intellectuals and activists identified
connections between imperialism and incarceration, providing the intellectual foundations for
lasting critiques of carceral colonialism.
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Introduction
“I can’t speak for all people of color, but for the Black masses, the main problem is racism – the
worldwide system of White Supremacy at home and abroad, headed by U.S. imperialism.”
~ Sundiata Acoli1

Like all research projects, America’s Carceral Empire began with a question. If so many
people, like Suniata Acoli, who experience state violence and imprisonment describe the root of
the problem as more global in scale, how come most histories of policing and prisons do not?
Today, millions of people sit behind bars in the United States. Each year, tens of millions more
are arrested, live under correctional supervision, and have fewer freedoms due to felony
convictions. The U.S. has the highest incarceration rate in the world, systematically locking up
far greater portions of communities of color than whites.2 The militarization of police forces and
movement of torture techniques between domestic and overseas U.S. prisons, meanwhile, has
heightened concern over the consequences of war-making, at home and abroad.3 Behind this

1

Sundiata Acoli, “Alliance Building in the Next Period,” in Matt Meyer, ed., Let Freedom Ring: A
Collection of Documents from the Movements to Free U.S. Political Prisoners (Oakland, CA: PM Press,
2008), 509. Sundiata Acoli has been confined in a cell for 23 hours a day inside federal prisons in Marion,
Illinois, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and Cumberland, Maryland, since 1973. He is 80 years old, and has
been eligible for parole since 1992. Assata Shakur, who was also arrested after a shootout with New
Jersey state trooper Werner Foerster, escaped from prison in 1979 and was granted political asylum in
Cuba in 1984.
2

See, Peter Wagner and Bernadette Rabuy, “Mass Incarceration: The Whole Pie 2017,
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/pie2017.html, accessed 15 January, 2017; Jean Chung, “Felony
Disenfranchisement,” The Sentencing Project, 10 May, 2016; Peter Wagner and Alison Walsh, “States of
Incarceration: The Global Context 2016,” https://www.prisonpolicy.org/global/2016.html, accessed 15
January, 2017. Rates of racial disparity in imprisonment are so high that some scholars have observed
there are now more black men under correctional control than were enslaved in 1850. See, Michelle
Alexander, The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness, (New York: The New
Press, 2010; 2012), 179; n.7, 288; Nsenga Burton, “More Black Men in Prison Today Than Enslaved in
1850,” The Root, 30 March, 2011.
3

See, for example, Jordan T. Camp and Christina Heatherton, eds., Policing the Planet: Why the
Policing Crisis Led to Black Lives Matter (New York, NY: Verso, 2017); American Civil Liberties
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contemporary crisis is a story of how federal penal policy developed in U.S. empire, and the
ways imperialism shaped the carceral state. This history reveals how certain modes of economic
development and political power have been grounded in ideas about race, gender, crime, and
sovereignty.
America’s Carceral Empire traces the imperial history of the carceral state from the
abolition of slavery (1865) to the declaration of Philippine independence from U.S. rule (1946).
Through comparative case studies of a territorial penitentiary in the Pacific Northwest, a colonial
prison in the Philippines, an extra-territorial jail in the Panama Canal Zone, and plans for a
national penal colony, it argues that postbellum prison expansion was driven by the legacy of
racial slavery, the demand for unfree labor on the colonizing frontier, and the international
exchange of penological practices in a world of empires. In 1865, the Thirteenth Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution projected forced-labor-as-punishment outward across space and forward in
time. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude shall exist “except as punishment for crime,” it
proclaimed, “in the United States or any place subject to their jurisdiction.”4 At the time, those
places included “Indian territory” and a vast expanse of western land. By the turn of the
twentieth century, the places under U.S. jurisdiction included Alaska, Hawaii, Midway, Wake,
Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines. In 1946, it was the most far-reaching statement of
federal penal policy.

Union, War Comes Home: The Excessive Militarization of American Policing Report, June, 2014,
https://www.aclu.org/report/war-comes-home-excessive-militarization-american-police, accessed 15
January, 2017; Spencer Ackerman, “Bad Lieutenant: American Police Brutality, Exported from Chicago
to Guantánamo, The Guardian, 18 February, 2015, https://www.theguardian.com/usnews/2015/feb/18/american-police-brutality-chicago-guantanamo, accessed 15 January, 2017.
4

Constitution of the United States of America, Amendment XIII, 1865.
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The continued growth of capitalism after the formal abolition of slavery relied on new
forms of forced labor. Experiments with race management inside federal penitentiaries, in
microcosm, created modes of selective marginalization and hierarchical classification that were
used on infrastructure building projects across U.S. empire, in places like the Northwest
Territories, Philippine Islands, and Panama Canal Zone. The imprisoned, like the enslaved before
them, were treated as a particular type of financial instrument, one that combined both labor and
capital in their physical body. Collectively, prisoners were also envisioned as a form of public
investment, given the “debt” they supposedly owed society. As many states turned to
privatization, federal initiatives in empire sought novel ways of producing racially-defined
benefits which extended far beyond financial returns. As the negative referent of freedom,
racialized convict laborers were symbolically deployed to discipline other groups of free and
coerced labor. Although motivated by profit seeking, prison labor regimes gave rise to more than
can be accounted for in standard race-neutral economic terms: they (re)produced unwritten
doctrines of imperial whiteness, understood in terms of divisible sovereign prerogatives, and
non-whiteness, inscribed on the criminalized bodies of subject populations.
In the construction of federal penal policy and the expansion of convict labor regimes can
be seen a doctrine of embodied sovereignty, which located power in the ability forcibly to move
subject populations around, compel them to work, extract value from them, and claim new
territory with them. Penal colonization, for example, was envisioned as a way to banish
racialized and criminalized segments of the population, stake out land, and pave the way for
future white settlement. In the Pacific Northwest, prison officials used indeterminate time
horizons to enforce compliance, and obedient work performance became the only way to
demonstrate readiness for release. Conditional liberation, a precursor of parole, operated
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according to a logic of colonial governance that promised future rewards for current good
conduct. In the U.S.-occupied Philippines, regional labor demands combined with fear of prison
revolt led colonial administrators to expand the use of convict transportation as a
counterinsurgency strategy. Prison wardens and guards in the Panama Canal Zone, meanwhile,
sought to produce a disposable day-laboring subject, as racially targeted laws ensnared canal
workers, creating a predominantly Black West Indian prison population who were forced to build
roads before ultimately being deported. In each of these sites of U.S. empire, power was defined
in terms of control over imprisoned bodies.
Each case also shows the different registers through which racial hierarchy was imagined
and produced. As imperial institutions, prisons functioned as a sorting mechanism by producing
different classes of political belonging and scales of domination. Nineteenth century penal
colonization schemes, for example, were often described in the terms of an American
apprenticeship after slavery. Convicts would learn to be self-supporting through outdoor manual
labor that would pave the way for higher orders of civilization, defined as white settlement and
urbanization. In the Northwest territories, federal “good time” laws put ultimate discretionary
authority in the hands of the warden, tellingly referred to as “The King” of McNeil Island, who
wielded power according to a monarchical, rather than economic, logic of political economy.
Seemingly race-neutral metrics like “efficiency scores” resembled slave plantation accounting in
the way they sought to maximize value extraction by pushing downward on the immobility of
the labor force, using punishment as a factor of production.
Regional and religious differences were racialized in the U.S.-occupied Philippines, and
colonial convict labor was compared to the standards of “an American negro” or “a good white
laborer.” Differences were aggregated when determining things like the size and quality of
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prison rations, fed to “native and Asiatic” versus “European and American” prisoners for
example. But, they were disaggregated again when prison administrators sought to exploit
purported rivalries, between Tagalogs and Ilocanos for example, or long-standing regional
antagonisms. As General Leonard Wood boasted to Secretary of Police W. Cameron Forbes, for
instance, Moros’ hatred of Filipinos made them ideal guards for convict road building projects in
Mindanao: they “hopped from one foot to the other” waiting for the opportunity to kill any
prisoner who stepped over the “dead line.”5 Finally, while Gold and Silver payrolls served as
monetary metaphors structuring racial segregation in the Panama Canal Zone generally, the
presumed indebtedness of West Indian contract workers was used to justify expanded powers of
subjugation and deportation and was symbolized by an iron ball and chain.
The modes of racial governance created inside imperial prisons were also invariably
gendered. Nineteenth century federal penal policy facilitated the aggressive expansion of white
settler-colonialism, which took the patriarchal homestead as the ideal expression of freedom.
Criminality in this context was often understood in terms of deviance from performing certain
kinds of productive and reproductive labor, mapped onto the physical body. Gendered
segregation of prisons was based on ideas about the inheritability of criminality, and controlling
what policy makers thought of as the “perpetuation of the criminal classes.” Penal colonization
advocates took two distinct approaches to what they defined as the problem of criminal
reproduction, depending on whether the proposed penal colony was imagined to be a site for
future white settlement. The banishment model stressed rigid gender segregation, while the
colonization model proposed “joining” male and female prisoners. Drawing on examples from

5

W. Cameron Forbes Papers, MS Houghton Library, Harvard University, Journal Vol.1, Feb., 1905,

159.
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French and British penal colonies, some schemes urged providing wives to male prisoners as a
form of reward.
Gendered ideologies of governance were particularly evident in the administration of
colonial prisons in the Philippines, as prison officials put white supremacist doctrines of mastery
into practice. At the Iwahig penal colony on Palawan Island, for instance, W. Cameron Forbes
and John R. White designed a gendered hierarchy of prison grades whereby male convicts could
progress from “settler” to “colonist” through three stages — called barrack, home, and free zones
— earning the privilege of a wife and family as an incentive to labor.6 These strategies of racial
and gendered management that were pioneered inside prisons shaped notions of colonial
governance more generally. In the Panama Canal Zone, the Isthmian Canal Commission
imported several hundred women from Martinique, prompting an investigation into whether they
had been brought to work as prostitutes to “settle” male workers from the West Indies.
Each case also illustrates how people struggled against America’s carceral empire and
resisted the violence done to their bodies in the name of sovereignty. Likening disproportionate
imprisonment, white mob terror, and rule without consent to a form of colonialism, Black
activists and newspaper editors sought to reconfigure the relationship between sovereignty and
“black criminality.”7 In so doing, they laid the foundation for a critique of the U.S. prison system
as an imperial institution designed to further empire abroad and internal colonialism at home.8

6

W. Cameron Forbes Papers, MS Houghton Library, Harvard University, Journal Vol. II, August,
1906, 76-77.
7

Following Khalil Muhammad’s use of the term, I use “black criminality” here to refer to the object
of statistical discourse that was instrumental in shaping postbellum social science and public policy. See,
Khalil Gibran Muhammad, The Condemnation of Blackness: Race, Crime, and the Making of Modern
Urban America (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2011) .
8

The discussion of internal colonialism is taken up at greater length in the epilogue.

6

Inside the federal penitentiary on McNeil’s Island, prisoners resisted in daily quotidian ways,
like foot dragging, and in more drastic fashion, such as striking, and escaping. Reflecting on their
treatment, imprisoned writers repeatedly called out the imperial dynamics at work in the prison.
In the Philippines, anti-colonial activists’ experience with mass criminalization and
incarceration turned prison revolt into a powerful symbol of radical freedom. The theme of
imprisoned leaders returning as harbingers of liberation was central to the katipunan
brotherhood, organized in opposition to Spanish and U.S. imperialism. Revolutionaries like
Felipe Salvador spread an alternate vision of freedom, breaking from the violence and forced
labor of U.S. sovereignty doctrines. When asked to define independence, one Tulisan prisoner
answered: it was the abolition of labor, taxes, policing, and prisons. In the Canal Zone, AfroPanamanian novelist Joaquín Beleño redefined freedom in opposition to U.S. imperialism in the
tragic ending to his narrative based on the life of Lester Greaves, a West Indian man sentenced to
fifty years at hard labor for falling in love with a white woman. Beleño’s protagonist found
freedom and safety in a form of revolutionary suicide, as he lay dying, shot in the back for
walking off the road gang in protest.9 Finally, Yoshitaro Amano’s memoire from his
confinement in the Canal Zone at the start of the Second World War provides first-hand
testimony denouncing the reach of America’s carceral empire during wartime.

Historiography and Method
Given the scope of the project, America’s Carceral Empire engages literature from
several fields of study. It is situated within histories of crime and punishment in the United

9

Joaquín C. Beleño, Gamboa Road Gang / Los forzados de Gamboa (Panama City, R.P: Ediciones
Libería Cultural Panameña, 1959).

7

States, Latin American, and Southeast Asia, along with more recent global histories of convict
labor. By focusing on territorial, colonial, and extraterritorial prisons, I draw on studies of race
and gender in U.S. empire to understand the dynamics and consequences of postbellum prison
expansion. Finally, I combine insights from Critical Race and Ethnic Studies and the History of
International Legal and Political Thought to make sense of what these comparative case studies
reveal about the nature of embodied sovereignty and racial capitalism.
Studies of crime and punishment in Early America and the wider Atlantic World tend to
separate the imperial from the national, focusing either on empire or on post-independence state
formation. The extent to which eighteenth-century British criminal transportation to her North
American colonies is considered a source of colonial resentment and cause for the American
Revolution, for instance, usually separates histories of convict labor before and after 1776.10
Thus, while histories of criminal transportation and penal colonization in British, French, and
Iberian empires have shown how banished convicts shaped European colonization and formed a
“criminal Atlantic,” the history is periodized in a way that can make it appear as an historic

10

David Hackett Fischer and James C. Kelly, argue the convict trade was “deeply resented” (Bound
Away: Virginia and the Westward Movement, Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 2000,
58); Alan Atkinson refers to the “explosion of resentment” over convict trade as a cause of the American
Revolution (“The Free-Born Englishman Transported: Convict Rights as a Measure of EighteenthCentury Empire,” Past and Present, Vol.144, 1994, 115); Aaron Fogelman writes that “Americans came
to reject bound white labor…” (“From Slaves, Convicts and Servants to Free Passengers: The
Transformation of Immigration in the Era of the American Revolution,” Journal of American History,
1998, 62-3); Gwenda Morgan and Peter Rushton suggest that refusal to accept convict labor shipments
marked “the creation of a distinctive American identity,” (Eighteenth-Century Criminal YTransportation:
The Formation of the Criminal Atlantic, New York, NY: Pelgrave Macmillan, 2004). See also, Abbot E.
Smith, Colonists in Bondage: White Servitude and Convict Labor in America, 1607-1776, Chapel Hill,
NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1947; 1965), 120; A.G.L. Shaw, Convicts and the Colonies: A
Study of Penal Transportation from Great Britain and Ireland to Australia and other Parts of the British
Empire (London, Eng.: Faber and Faber, 1966); Bernard Bailyn, Voyagers to the West: A Passage in the
Peopling of America on the Eve of the Revolution (New York, NY: Random House, 1986); Roger Ekirch,
Bound for America: The Transportation of British Convicts to the Colonies, 1718-1775 (Oxford, Eng.:
Oxford University Press, 1987).
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backdrop to the rise of the penitentiary.11 It also risks reinforcing an exceptionalist teleology that
obscures the ways in which British criminal transportation served as a model for policy makers
in the newly-formed U.S. imperial republic.
The rise of the penitentiary framework has generated foundational histories of prison
systems in the U.S., Latin America, Southeast Asia, and much of the rest of the world.12 The
literature on early nineteenth-century U.S. prisons, for instance, has followed a kind of social
order paradigm: assuming growth was a response to political pressure and rising crime rates
within a finite and territorially-bounded political space, this line of argument places greatest
emphasis on containment as a mechanism of social control by charting a transition from corporal
punishment to incarceration in disciplining institutions.13 Assuming the nation as the proper
container for these histories, they focus on one or another state penitentiary. Even the most

11

Gwenda Morgan and Peter Rushton, Eighteenth-Century Criminal Transportation: The Formation
of the Criminal Atlantic. See also, Timothy J. Coates, Convicts and Orphans: Forced Labor and StateSponsored Colonization in the Portuguese Empire, 1550-1755 (2001); Ruth Pike, Penal Servitude in
Early Modern Spain (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 1983); David Eltis, ed., Coerced and
Free Migration: Global Perspectives (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 2002). Christopher
Tomlins provides a crucial exception to the separation of imperial convict transportation from the
continued use of convict labor in Freedom Bound: Law, Labor and Civic Identity in English America,
1580-1865 (New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2010).
12

See, for example, Adam Jay Hirsch, The Rise of the Penitentiary: Prisons and Punishment in Early
America (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1992); Ricardo Salvatore, Carlos Aguirre, and Gilbert
Joseph, eds., The Birth of the Penitentiary in Latin America (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press,
1996); Greg Bankoff, Crime, Society, and the State in the Nineteenth-Century Philippines (Manila, Phil.:
Ateneo de Manila University Press 1996); Daniel V. Botsman, Punishment and Power in the Making of
Modern Japan (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005); Mary Gibson, “Global Perspectives on
the Birth of the Prison,” (American Historical Review, 2011).
13

See, David Rothman, The Discovery of the Asylum: Social Order and Disorder in the New Republic
(New York, NY: Aldine, 1971); Dario Melossi and Massimo Pavarini, The Prison and the Factory:
Origins of the Penitentiary System (New York, NY: Rowman and Littlefield, 1981); Michael Meranze,
Laboratories of Virtue: Punishment, Revolution, and Authority in Philadelphia, 1760-1835 (Chapel Hill,
NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1996). Much of this literature is inspired by Michel Foucault’s
foundational analysis of the rise of the penitentiary in Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison,
trans. Alan Sheridan (New York, NY: Penguin Books,1977).

9

ambitious survey works, like Rebecca McLennan’s study of the “making of the American penal
state” focus on state-level prison policy, New York in her case, extrapolating outward to the
national.14 Building on this literature, I expand the frame to include U.S. empire.
Similarly, the path-breaking work on the explosion of racialized incarceration and convict
leasing after the formal abolition of slavery in the U.S. remains geographically restricted to one
or another, typically Southern, state.15 Yet, the convict leasing era was also marked by aggressive
continental and overseas expansion. The so-called convict clause of the Thirteenth Amendment,
which created “slaves of the state” as one justice put it, applied in federally controlled territories
and any future place that would fall under U.S. jurisdiction. Tracing how federal penal policy
drove white settler-colonialism and overseas imperialism, therefore, brings territorial, colonial,
military, and extraterritorial prisons into view. At the same historic moment when convict
leasing was being abolished in most states domestically, the largest penal colony in the world
was a U.S. prison farm in the Philippines.
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Studies of race, gender, and crime in postbellum U.S. history have shown how targeted
patterns of incarceration, forced labor, and violence gave rise to modern America.16 The
modernization of the South was built not only on the backs of the Black men forced into the
convict-lease and chain-gang systems, but also Black women.17 Gendered racial terror, as
historian Sarah Haley puts it, constructed criminalized blackness along with white femininity to
produce Jim Crow modernity.18 By making connections between this new literature gendering
the history of convict labor with that on race and gender in U.S. empire, the following chapters
examine the racialized and gendered ideologies of white mastery that were developed in
territorial and overseas prisons.19
America’s Carceral Empire also contributes to recent scholarship on comparative and
global histories of convict labor. There is a substantial body of work on convict labor across
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European empires which is now beginning to incorporate U.S. empire in a meaningful way.20 I
draw from the related literature on imperial policing to understand the relationship between
military, law enforcement, colonial governance, and the administration of prisons.21 Each chapter
is organized to foreground the social history of what happened to people on the ground in the
Pacific Northwest, Philippines, and Panama Canal Zone while also considering what their stories
reveal about the growth of the U.S. carceral state, the workings of global economy, and practices
of sovereignty.
Centering racism, imperialism, and patriarchy as motive forces in the history of political
economy is a core commitment in the field of racial capitalism. This work is animated by the
insights of Black feminism and what has come to be known as the Black radical tradition.22 As
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Angela Davis has long maintained, as the “spawn of slavery” U.S. prisons developed a logic of
racialized punishment that went beyond the economic logic of profit maximization.23 Accounting
for the specific ways in which the expansion of prisons in U.S. empire not only facilitated the
growth of capitalism but produced racial hierarchies, served as a basis for white supremacy, and
determined patterns of immiseration and enrichment, therefore requires a set of terms that are
distinct from the race-neutral, heavily quantified, and highly abstracted language of traditional
histories of political economy.
Finally, this dissertation examines how modes of racial and gendered violence worked
out in microcosm were constituted by, and in turn helped constitute, ideas and practices of
sovereignty at the core of America’s carceral empire. Drawing on Michel Foucault’s work on the
body as site of sovereignty, it takes up the question of how sovereign prerogatives were
separated, delegated, and put into practice under U.S. settler-colonialism and overseas
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imperialism that are unaccounted for in European social theory.24 Through each chapter it
becomes clear that prison expansion not only extended legal jurisdiction but also forged a
distinctive type of U.S. racial sovereignty founded in domination.25 To understand this history of
racialized and gendered carceral violence requires excavating what these practices looked like
for federal policy makers like Lyman Trumbull, wardens like O.P. Halligan at McNeil Island,
colonial police secretaries like W. Cameron Forbes in the Philippines, and prison guards like
Robert Lamastus in the Panama Canal Zone. It also means listening carefully to the twinned
critiques of incarceration and imperialism from radical intellectuals and activists like Ida B.
Wells, Charles Gano Baylor, Felipe Salvador, Joaquín Beleño, and Yoshitaro Amano.

Chapter Summary
America’s Carceral Empire opens with a counterfactual: what if the United States had
established a national penal colony in the nineteenth century? The first chapter examines a range
of penal colonization proposals to uncover what they reveal about the ways that prison systems
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develop differently in empire. It argues that certain forms of criminal transportation were folded
into other categories in antebellum America, such as the interregional slave trade and Indian
Removal, and have been subsumed under those historical headings since. Focusing on how the
“Jefferson-Monroe Penological Doctrine” evolved after the demise of the African Colonization
Movement, it shows how the Thirteenth Amendment’s provision providing for forced labor as
punishment in new territories turned federal penal policy into an instrument of imperial
expansion under white settler-colonialism. It further suggests that penal colonization proposals
kept alive the idea that racial segregation might take territorial form, and generated new ideas
about criminal reproduction and population management. Chapter One closes with a discussion
of the ways that critiques of racially targeted incarceration, violence, and empire lay the
intellectual foundations for understanding prisons as imperial institutions. The fact that a national
penal colony, in the form most associated with European empires was not established during the
nineteenth century has made it difficult to see the imperial dimensions of the U.S. carceral state.
The second chapter moves from the plans to turn Alaska into a penal colony to consider
the first federal penitentiary west of the Rocky Mountains, built on McNeil Island in the Puget
Sound. Opened in 1875, McNeil Island served as a territorial penitentiary run by the U.S.
Marshals Service over the decade preceding Washington statehood and remained under federal
control into the twenty-first century. Marshals used McNeil to assert federal sovereignty in the
Northwest Territories, to regulate boundaries of racial belonging, and to develop novel
techniques of race management through forced labor clearing land, grading roads, farming, and
boat building. A series of federal “good time” laws naturalized imprisonment and were
implemented according to a colonial logic of governance. As prisoners resisted and escaped,
Marshals and guards developed a network of surveillance that relied on the official and unofficial
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deputizing of white settlers, who assumed they could take the law into their own hands. As
professional wardens took over from marshals, McNeil became a case study site for penologists
who met regularly in national conferences and at the gatherings of the International Penitentiary
Commission. By the time McNeil Island’s “honor farm” was being described as “the prison
without walls” in the 1920s, a U.S. prison farm in the Philippines, also called the prison without
walls, was the largest penal colony in the world.
Chapter Three shows how the U.S. colonial prison system in the Philippines was
designed to move prisoners around as both counterinsurgency and racial management strategy.
As with other prisons in U.S. empire, forced manual labor was the core penological principle.
Prison administrators like W. Cameron Forbes invoked a monarchical doctrine of personal and
political sovereignty, deploying an absolutist theory of power at once imperialist, white
supremacist, and patriarchal. His experience building the prison system informed how he acted
as colonial governor when his time came. Prison revolt became a symbol of wider revolutionary
struggle, and the lived experience of mass criminalization shaped the meanings of freedom for
imprisoned anti-colonial activists like Jacinto Limjap, Felipe Salvador, and Juan Leandro
Villariño. Ultimately, their alternate ideas and practices of sovereignty opened new ways of
thinking about liberation.
Circuits of early twentieth-century U.S. empire brought administrators, engineers, and
military personnel who had served in the Pacific Northwest and the Philippines over to the
Panama Canal Zone. The fourth and final chapter considers how ideas about white mastery were
implemented by military men turned police captains and prison guards. Through the example of
convict road building projects, it argues that racial regimes of forced labor were designed to
monetize imagined indebtedness and produce disposable subjects. Joaquín Beleño’s book about
16

the road gang reflects those conditions of disposability, illustrating the agonizing predicament of
what some have called the población chatarra (disposable peoples).26 In conclusion, Yoshitaro
Amano’s account of his internment during World War II, reveals how forced labor continued to
be a source of torture, humiliation, and as he put it, animalization.
America’s Carceral Empire begins with a question about how to reframe the history of
U.S. prison expansion, and it ends by acknowledging some of those who have called attention to
the imperial dynamics of incarceration. Reflecting on discussions of “internal colonialism” from
the 1960s and 1970s, the epilogue asks what alternate potentialities might be opened by this
history of the ways prisons grew up in racial slavery, settler colonialism, and overseas empire.
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Chapter 1
The Jefferson-Monroe Penological Doctrine: Schemes for a National Penal Colony
In 1901, John P. Foley revived a lengthy correspondence between Thomas Jefferson and
James Monroe on penal colonization from one hundred years earlier, in 1801. Foley was
particularly interested in their plan to establish a “black penal colony” to punish rebellious slaves
in the wake of Gabriel’s Revolt in Virginia. The penal colony was earnestly discussed by state,
federal, and foreign governments because southern states were “fully alive to the dangers of
negro uprisings,” he wrote. Foley reasoned that had the “territorial conditions” at the beginning
of the nineteenth century been what they were by the end — that is, had the U.S. “then been in
possession of Alaska, the Philippines, Hawaii, or any other islands” — Jefferson and Monroe
would surely have realized their plan. Looking back from the end of the century, Foley was
alarmed that, as he put it, “a criminal state of affairs has arisen which makes the consideration of
the old proposition very nearly imperative.” Leaving no doubt as to what he meant, he advocated
for banishment as punishment for what he called “the most heinous crimes committed by black
men.” John Foley was a Jefferson scholar and spent the good part of his adult life compiling The
Jefferson Cyclopedia, a ready-reference guide to his political thought. Of the thousands of
excerpts of Jefferson’s writings, what he coined as “The Jefferson-Monroe Penological
Doctrine” appears to be the only one he felt strongly enough about to publish an editorial about
in the newspaper.27
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John Foley’s was just one among hundreds of penal colonization proposals made over the
course of the nineteenth century. The Jefferson-Monroe Penological Doctrine, however, usefully
captures several common elements of these schemes. These plans recurred again and again,
serving as a touchstone for changing understandings about the relationship between race, crime,
and sovereignty. Features such as acquiring new territory in order to banish criminalized
segments of society, using distance to punish, designing the system to pay for itself, and
imagining that penal colonization would advance manifest destiny reveal surprising continuity in
the imperial dynamics of debates over nineteenth-century prison expansion and criminal
transportation. As such, the Jefferson-Monroe Doctrine provides a kind of ideological throughline for rethinking the relationship between slavery, empire, and the rise of the penal state.
At the dawn of the twentieth century, the idea of establishing a national penal colony to
which all states could banish certain types of law breakers had a wide array of support. Hundreds
of proposals were made over the course of the nineteenth century, and several bills were
introduced in state legislatures and in Congress. In addition to career politicians, these schemes
were advanced by slaveholders, land speculators, businessmen, newspaper editors, labor leaders,
clergy, philanthropists, and prison reformers. Plans to banish criminalized segments of the
population were almost always racialized and gendered, inflecting ideas about race, gender and
crime into the moral and financial panics of the day. They were concocted amid successive eras
of slavery’s expansion, settler-colonialism, and overseas war-making, envisioned as a way of
developing new territory and fulfilling manifest destiny.
After the Civil War, criminologists and penologists drew on international precedent,
attending conferences and exchanging ideas with the world’s other major imperial powers.
Opposition to penal colonization was likewise forged in this context, and took both imperialist
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and anti-imperialist forms. Many African American newspaper editors were especially critical of
penal colonization schemes, denouncing imperialism abroad and incarceration at home as they
sought to reconfigure the relationship between race, crime, and sovereignty. The repeated
attempts to establish a national penal colony reveal with striking clarity how slavery and empire
shaped nineteenth-century federal penal policy; the struggles against them serve as a reminder
that the carceral state was built through a series of contingent public policy decisions based in
shifting and contested sets of ideas about danger, deviance, and the ability to perform certain
kinds of work mapped onto the physical body.
Focusing on criminal transportation and penal colonization rather than brick-and-mortar
prisons turns attention away from the traditional “rise of the penitentiary” story which has
characterized the antebellum historiography. Much of the literature has followed a kind of socialorder paradigm, charting the growth of prisons in response to rising crime rates and political
pressures within the territorially-bounded space of the nation-state. This line of argument
typically draws from European social theory to examine containment as a mechanism of social
control by tracing the transition from corporal punishment to incarceration in isolated
penitentiaries in one particular state or another.28 Studies of the federal prison system,
meanwhile, have tended to read more like official (pre)histories of the Bureau of Prisons.29 This
has limited the understanding of how slavery, settler-colonial expansion, and empire influenced
federal penal policy.
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This is in part because much of federal penal policy typically falls under other headings,
such as colonization, interstate commerce, the interregional slave trade, or “Indian removal.”
While the national government was not yet in the business of building brick-and-mortar
penitentiaries in antebellum America, federal agencies became increasingly involved in defining
and policing all sorts of crimes, particularly those that crossed borders. Think, for instance, of the
way the Constitution’s commerce clause led the Marshals Service to enforce the Fugitive Slave
Act, or of the way that military troops were continually tasked with inventing new forms of
punishment, confinement, and forced labor as they waged wars of conquest and forcibly
transported various groups of Native Americans.
Beginning with the antebellum histories of slave-trading, colonization, and Indian
removal, this chapter then turns to examine penal colonization schemes in the context of
postbellum prison expansion. Proposals for a national penal colony became particularly forceful
after the Civil War, deepening the major political fault-lines of Reconstruction: namely, the place
of free black, immigrant, and indigenous peoples in the nation, the relation between state and
federal government police powers, and the uses of newly acquired territories. After Secretary of
State William Seward’s acquisition of Alaska in 1867, which many thought he purchased for a
penal colony, it became the primary focus of these plans.30 The growth of the “penny press” and
rise of syndicated news outfits widened circulation and profoundly changed the role of the press
in national debates over crime and prison reform. The economic downturn, known as “the panic
of 1873,” triggered a frenzy of interest in penal colonization, and labor unions pressured state
legislatures to introduce penal colonization legislation that would insulate them from competition
with convict-made goods. During Reconstruction, prison farms and colonies were described as a
30
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kind of American apprenticeship system after slavery, designed to teach the values of hard work,
self-motivation, and obedience to authority. By the end of the nineteenth century, the emergent
fields of criminology and penology were shaped by international comparisons and crossfertilized with other new disciplines of thought, like eugenics and race science, which were
investigating the inheritability of criminality. Black activists fought against disproportionate
imprisonment, disenfranchisement, lynching and mob violence. Likening their treatment to a
form of colonial rule, they developed the intellectual foundations for a critique of prisons as
imperial institutions.

African Colonization and Criminal Transportation
The correspondence between Thomas Jefferson and James Monroe regarding the
establishment of a penal colony for slaves convicted of insurrection revealed how certain
politicians imagined penal policy within an imperial framework. In this instance, Monroe and the
Virginia Legislature wanted President Jefferson to find a place to transport prisoners “out of the
limits of the U.S.”31 Following their request to first consider somewhere in Africa, Jefferson
asked the U.S. foreign minister in London to bring the proposal to the British Sierra Leone
Company, which was already in the business of African colonization. Coupling penal
transportation with other black colonization schemes might make the plan more successful,
Jefferson suggested. By enlisting ship captains who could bring back “commercial articles”
enough to turn a “sufficient profit” and cover the expense of the voyage, they could also lower
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what he saw as the otherwise prohibitively high costs of long distance penal transportation.32 The
only commercial vessels outfitted for the forcible transport of large human cargoes were, of
course, designed for slave trading. In practice, therefore, this plan sought to use the transatlantic
slave trade from Africa to subsidize the cost of penal transportation back to Africa.
Embedded in this proposal was the idea that post-conviction punishment should be
designed to pay for itself, through some combination of privatization, outsourcing, or both. He
and Monroe also searched for ways to extract value from those they wanted to deport. Jefferson
was evidently concerned that taxpayers across the entire republic would be unwilling to finance a
national spatial solution to what was perceived as a localized threat. Given the cost of
transatlantic transportation, Jefferson and Monroe explored hemispheric schemes. Where, “could
we procure land beyond the limits of the United States to form a receptacle for these people?”
they wondered. Jefferson considered how it might affect relations with other empires on the
northern, southern, and western frontiers, before ultimately deciding that a noncontiguous
territory, such as an island, would be best.
Jefferson and Monroe were also evidently preoccupied with the racial composition of the
young republic. They worried that a penal colony should never be too close to the U.S., then or
in future. “Should we be willing to have such a colony in contact with us? … It is impossible not
to look forward to distant times, when our rapid multiplication will… cover the whole northern,
if not the southern continent, with a people speaking the same language, governed in similar
forms,” wrote Jefferson.33 This imperial vision of expansion across space was at the same time a
fantasy about white supremacy across time: “Nor can we contemplate with satisfaction either
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blot or mixture on that surface.”34 Here lay another enduring aspect of imperial penal policy: the
segregation of racialized and criminalized parts of the population might take territorial, not just
legal and institutional form.
The plan for a black penal colony following Gabriel’s Revolt in Virginia shows how
slavery nationalized penal transportation policy in antebellum America. Revolts like the 1811
German Coast Uprising in Louisiana led even the fiercest defenders of local autonomy to beg for
U.S. military intervention when militias looked to be outmatched.35 Sentences of transportation
between states and territories, along with deportation abroad, required the federal government’s
powers over interstate commerce and international affairs. Along with the 35 enslaved and free
black people who were hanged after Denmark Vesey’s Conspiracy in South Carolina in 1822, for
instance, another 43 were transported out of the United States.36 Following Nat Turner’s
Rebellion in 1831, state legislators in Mississippi began requiring “certificates of character” from
slave-exporting states verifying those being transported were not “criminals.”37
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The terror of family separation, being deported or “sold down river” as punishment, was
not only wielded on plantations but also in courthouses. According to recent studies of states like
Georgia, sentences of transportation, defined as “sale out of state,” made up as much as one
quarter of punishments meted out against enslaved and free people of color before the Civil
War.38 The Constitution’s commerce clause meant that the federal government was ultimately
responsible for adjudicating the “chattel principle,” policing the Fugitive Slave Act, and
determining the future of slavery in the territories. The federal government’s powers over
interstate commerce and newly acquired territories proved vital therefore to forced transportation
and colonization schemes. This was true not only of determining locations, but also of raising the
necessary revenue. Yet, for the most part this form of criminal transportation was mystified as
commerce at the time, and has therefore been largely understood as part of the history of slavery
and the slave trade rather than that of the penal state.
The idea that transportation should be funded through expansion rather than taxation was
resilient. Indeed as historian Eric Foner has recently reiterated, Abraham Lincoln’s
administration pursued colonization schemes in Latin America and the Caribbean much later
than is typically known. In his 1861 annual message to Congress, for example, Lincoln urged
that they consider acquiring new territories not only to settle but also to fund the colonization of
38
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slaves freed under the First Confiscation Act.39 He also signed contracts to colonize black people
to Chiriqui, on the Isthmus of Panama, and Île á Vache, off the coast of Haiti.40 As with
Jefferson’s desire to establish noncontiguous colonies to avoid “blot or mixture,” according to
this imperial capitalist framework, the land market served as mechanism through which the
imagined costs of enslaved humanity were rendered equivalent to the supposed value of white
supremacist racial purity.41 The ability to pursue such plans relied on the projection of diplomatic
and military power in the hemisphere, commonly understood in terms of the Monroe Doctrine.
Abolitionists were quick to denounce these federal actions, and to make the connection
between criminal transportation and other forms of colonization. Flagship abolition newspapers
like the Liberator, for instance, ran stories decrying colonization and critiquing the way that
neighboring nations were being treated like penal colonies. For example, Samuel Green, a sixtytwo year old freedman in Maryland was sentenced to ten years after a constable searched his
house and found a copy of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Green was pardoned from the Baltimore
penitentiary by the governor on condition that he leave the country, for the “penal colony of
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Canada.”42 In a speech in 1862 on the future of black people in the slave states, Frederick
Douglass summed up the opposition to the colonization bills before Congress thus: “If such a
measure can become a law, the nation is more deeply wicked than any abolitionist has hitherto
ventured to believe.” Indeed, “the whole scheme of colonization would be too absurd for
discussion, but that the madness of the moment has dropped the voice of common sense as well
as common justice,” Douglass concluded.43
With the demise of the African Colonization movement and the expansion of black
freedom, signaled by the passage of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments,
however, came the rise of a new form of expansionism: state sponsored forced-labor-aspunishment. Invoking the legacies of Thomas Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln was instrumental
in crafting the legal architecture for this most enduring statement of federal penal policy at the
end of the Civil War. When Congress passed the Thirteenth Amendment in 1865, they
determined more than the end of slavery. The language of the amendment’s “convict clause” —
outlawing slavery and involuntary servitude “except as punishment for crime” — also codified
government's authority over two of the most abject forms of unfree labor. It applied, moreover,
not only within the thirty-six newly reunited states but to “any place subject to their
jurisdiction.”
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The phrasing prohibiting slavery and involuntary servitude except as punishment for
crime was drawn from the Northwest Ordinance, written by Jefferson in 1787. Senators like
Lyman Trumbull preferred the amendment’s “Jeffersonian language” to that of Radical
Republican Senator Charles Sumner, which was based in the French Declaration of the Rights of
Man and did not include the convict clause, because it was free of foreign associations.44
Trumbull and his allies also pointed out that the recent passage of the 1862 Act banning slavery
in the federal Territories had also incorporated Jefferson’s wording.45 Legal scholars suggest that
using Thomas Jefferson’s language helped to win the support of War Democrats, including
Abraham Lincoln’s Vice President, Andrew Johnson.46
The end of the African Colonization movement did not put a stop to white supremacist
advocacy of racial banishment. During Reconstruction, a flood of proposals for criminal
transportation and the creation of a black penal colony were developed in explicit conversation
with earlier colonization efforts. These ideas again took territorial form when U.S. Secretary of
State William H. Seward purchased the Alaska Territory from Russia in 1867, as it was rumored
that he had done so with penal colonization in mind. Vehement anti-black racists and so-called
“Redeemers” immediately began reprinting Seward’s statements on colonization. Rowan Hinton
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Helper, for example, promoted the 1868 publication of his book, Negroes in Negroland, by
announcing it contained the views of prominent federal officials, including Secretary Seward’s
statement, that: “The great fact is now fully realized that the African race here is a foreign and
feeble element, like the Indians, incapable of assimilation.”47 Thus, as the Thirteenth
Amendment projected forced-labor-as-punishment into the territories, certain whites became
fixated on Alaska and islands in the Pacific as places to ship unwanted racialized and
criminalized others.

Indian Removal and Penal Colonization
The history of Indian Removal further demonstrates the role of the federal government in
developing forced transportation practices. The powers to wage war, sign treaties, acquire
territory, and negotiate international trade were all invoked in the violent process of
dispossessing indigenous people of their land. Yet, through the criminalization of frontier
violence local courts also became crucial sites for everyday contests over the means of extending
jurisdiction over new territory, deploying what historian Lisa Ford has termed “settler
sovereignty.”48 This triangular dynamic reveals something unique about the way race and crime
became instrumentalized as modes of imperial expansion under the U.S. Constitution’s federalist
system.
Recent work in the history of international legal and political thought has shown how
white settlers carried forward ideas from European political theory, like that of a customary
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imperial constitution, to justify aggressive expansionism.49 In arguing that European and
American political theorists envisioned two distinct international orders, one between Europeans
and the other for non-Europeans, for instance, historian Edward Keene argues that the latter
depended on the principle of “divided sovereignty.”50 The concept that certain sovereign
prerogatives, like the power to punish, were divisible and could be delegated to institutions and
individuals on the colonizing frontier became incorporated into the political theory of men like
Thomas Jefferson.51 Yet, if certain powers of sovereignty could be uncoupled from discrete
territorial jurisdiction, the processes by which they were recombined had particularly devastating
consequences for Native Americans in the antebellum United States.52
Arguing that a sea-change in settler-Cherokee relations occurred in 1820s Georgia, Ford
shows how modes of theft and violence which had previously been understood as acts of warfare
49
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rather than crime were criminalized so as to bring them under the territorial jurisdiction of local
courts. As with much of the social history of crime and punishment, she emphasizes the role of
public execution as the ultimate symbol of sovereignty, the right to punish as the power over
death.53 Yet tracing punishment beyond execution to include transportation shows how appeals
to race, crime, and sovereignty were invoked to justify governmental management of life through
forcibly moving people around. Federal transportation schemes were often based in powers of
war among what Jane Burbank and Frederick Cooper have summarized as rights-bearing male
property owners, white settlers, subordinated Africans, and excluded Indians, whom they viewed
as conquered foreigners and treated as internal and external enemies.54 Thus, the modes of forced
transportation carried out against Seminoles, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, and Cherokees
were the result of overlapping legal doctrines and theories of individual, local, and national
sovereign power.
Federal laws like the Indian Removal Act of 1830, signed by President Andrew Jackson,
were part of the ongoing process of asymmetric warfare that scholars like Laleh Khalili have
shown were used to consolidate carceral techniques that would be deployed in colonial wars and
counterinsurgency campaigns around the globe.55 Yet they also never fully replaced the
dynamics of criminalization used to try and dispossess and subjugate Native Americans, as
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Luana Ross illustrates.56 Although the reservation itself has been likened to a penal colony,
federal agents also explicitly proposed banishing certain Native Americans to island penal
colonies after the reservation system had already been put into practice. Following the “Mondoc
War” of 1873, for instance, Army officers in Washington, D.C., favored transporting “the whole
gang of captured Mondocs to Alaska.” It would serve as a practical test of popular penal
colonization schemes, one newspaper reported, but would be unfair to “bonafide settlers” to send
“Captain Jack” and company among them.57 Other federal agencies, like the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, were also concerned that those banished to the penal colony would eventually mix with
the other settlers there, leading either to violent conflict or racial “amalgamation.”
Penal colonization was also imagined as a solution to federal restrictions on local
attempts at forced transportation. White settlers in Arizona and New Mexico in 1885, for
instance, were blocked in their request to transport Apaches and Chiricahuas to “Indian
Territory” by Congress.58 The Commissioner of Indian Affairs therefore recommended that “the
less guilty of the rebellious Chiricahuas be transported to an island in the Pacific Ocean, as a
penal colony.”59 At issue, according to the Secretary of Interior’s report, was the new
Presidential Administration’s changing position on Indian policy, toward a kind of
assimilationist annihilation: “withdraw government supervision and those who would not pass
away would soon be absorbed,” as one editorial put it. “After incorporating into our body politic
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four million blacks in the state of slavery and investing them with citizenship and suffrage, we
need not strain at 200,000 Indians. They should only be an additional morsel, and a very small
one,” quipped the article. “Such a course, however, would be more cruel and destructive to the
Indian in the helpless condition to which the extension of settlements will soon reduce him than a
war of extermination,” it concluded, rehearsing the century-old argument that the federal
government was actually protecting Native Americans from the more destructive force of white
settler-colonialism.60

The White Press Calls for National Action
The nineteenth century press was instrumental in creating a national call to action on
penal colonization as a federal response to crime. As scholars like Alexander Saxton have
shown, the rise of mass circulation daily, known as the penny press, itself was largely due to the
popularity of stories about crime and prostitution.61 Publications like George Wilkes’ National
Police Gazette specialized in this genre, while others like the New York Sun got their start in
lurid crime reporting and later diversified their coverage. The individual biographies, political
affiliations, and business ventures of owners, editors, and journalists provide insight into their
advocacy of a federal penal colony, yet the designs of the proposals themselves also carry traces
of the underlying social, economic, political, and racial motives of the day.
Even when newspapers were not using explicitly racial language, they developed a set of
terms that coded crime and criminality as black. As historian Khalil Muhammad has shown, the
process of “writing of race into crime” was profoundly molded by scholarly and statistical
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discourses that made their way into policy proposals, political rhetoric, and the popular press.62
Terms used to describe those who should be sent off to penal colonies — scum, refuse, villains,
vagrants, rascals, pests, beasts, fiends, brutes, lazy beggars, and dangerous classes — conveyed
racial meaning to certain audiences, especially after the Civil War. Thus, even as the press
sought to influence public opinion about penal colonization in particular, it also shaped broader
discourses about race, criminality, and the range of available ways of addressing what was
framed as an increasingly urgent crisis of ever rising crime rates and perpetually overflowing
prisons.
Antebellum penal colonization proposals were not always so racially targeted. When
George Wilkes’ Police Gazette pushed the cause in 1847, for example, it was described as
enabling prisoners to rise above their “degraded destiny” and aid the “spread of civilization.”63
Redeeming the convict’s soul, in this formulation, was part and parcel of westward expansion.
While the labor of slaves, clearing land, planting crops, and building infrastructure, was often
described as advancing civilization, they themselves were not. This mode of expansion, similar
to the British system, was about acquiring new territory by sending dangerous or otherwise
unwanted white citizens there to occupy and develop it. “The vast Pacific is dotted with a
thousand locations where the scheme of transportation might be successfully carried out,”
suggested the Police Gazette, “and if we are not mistaken there are several islands off the coast
of Oregon and California where this humane and necessary reform might be commenced.”64 Like
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Jefferson and Monroe’s search for some non-contiguous “receptacle” to banish those perceived
as a threat or contaminant, this imperial formula was about staking claim to new land.
Years later, George Wilkes and Charles D. Poston tried a similar approach to
colonization with a Mexican land grant to the Lower California Company, in which they owned
shares. After trying in vain to induce white settlers with offers of 160 acres free land and recruit
as many as 10,000 Chinese contract laborers, they pitched the French government to send
communard prisoners there.65 This project involved a who’s who of pro-expansion Democratic
wealth, like banker August Belmont and Panama transportation millionaire Cornelius Garrison.
Wilkes and Poston’s position as journalists, however, meant that such schemes went beyond
political lobbying to more a national stage. As a correspondent, Poston ensured that the New
York Herald featured the story for several months.
After the Civil War, however, the torrent of penal colonization proposals became more
focused on “black crime.” Many of the calls for federal action looked to the model of the British
empire: the apprenticeship system after slavery was abolished in the British West Indies. While
the proposals to turn Alaska into an “American Botany Bay” referenced British penal
colonization in Australia, they also implicitly argued for the expansion of federal penal policy to
act as a form of “American apprenticeship.” During Reconstruction, opponents of racial equality
in the South were particularly hawkish in pushing penal colonization as a form of apprenticeship
for black people after slavery. Even those who were unsure about the prospect of actually
establishing a colony in Alaska argued that penal colonies were “words which sound well on the
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ear of slaves but are most repulsive to citizens free born.”66 These type of claims hinged on the
idea that former slaves turned vagrants were responsible for rising crime rates, and actually
sought imprisonment as a form of free-loading. Arguments in favor of penal colonization often
used the same set of terms used by advocates of the apprenticeship system in the British West
Indies and U.S. South: namely, that convict colonists would learn obedience to law, cultivate
habits of industry through hard physical labor, and benefit from the fresh air of outdoor work.67
For the racist southern Democrats known as “Redeemers,” penal colonization not only
promised to banish “colored carpetbaggers” but also to relocate the federal troops who occupied
southern states following the Civil War. Many of the proposals for a national penal colony
therefore recommended it be guarded by U.S. Army officers, so that prisoners might learn
obedience to authority through “military discipline.”68 According to their formulation, penal
colonization would help fulfill manifest destiny not through settlement but through banishment.
Many Northern Democrats agreed. In his daily paper the New York World, for example,
Democratic supporter Manton Marble claimed that Alaska was wanted as a penal colony in order
to fulfill the racial mission of manifest destiny.
Marble was deeply involved in Democratic party politics. He had endorsed Democratic
presidential candidate George B. McClellan in his campaign against Lincoln in 1864, and turned
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his newspaper into the main party organ in New York City with financing from wealthy
Democrats like August Belmont and Samuel Tilden. Referring to Alaska as a “field of
reconstruction,” Manton Marble recommended sending the Radical Republicans and “colored
carpetbaggers” who “infest the South” to the penal colony there.69 “We rejoice at the acquisition
of Alaska, because it is part and parcel of the mighty North American continent, every inch of
which should belong to the United States, and the acquisition of which ‘peaceably if we can,
forcibly if we must’ ought to be made a cardinal plank of Democratic platforms,” he wrote.
“Then, with our capital in the great Mississippi Valley, our country will enter a career of
greatness surpassing all other nations in the world. Louisiana, Florida, Texas, and California
were all acquired under Democratic administrations,” he concluded, “so let this be the glory of
Andrew Johnson’s administration.”70 Manifest destiny for men like Marble, as it had been for
Thomas Jefferson, was about geographic expansion as well as racial purification through
banishment and territorial segregation.

Penology in a World of Empires
The public discussion of penal transportation and colonization drew on the emergent
fields of criminology and penology during Reconstruction. After the first National Prison
Congress held in 1870, U.S. delegates took a leading role in organizing the International
Penitentiary Congress (IPC), whose inaugural meeting took place in London in 1872. Enoch C.
Wines and Theodore Dwight had assembled a massive study on the U.S. prison system, and
along with many of their contemporaries, looked to international examples to assess the best
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course for reform. This was a moment when “the world had not yet agreed,” as the New York
Tribune put it, “whether transportation is on general principles a desirable substitute for
imprisonment.”71 Indeed, at the first meeting of the IPC, the U.S. joined delegates from England,
France, Russia, Italy and Holland to debate the topic.72
The IPC’s Executive Committee was made up of delegates from every European country,
except Portugal, along with the United States, Mexico, Brazil, and Chile. The United States sent
sixty delegates, including two Supreme Court judges, the most of any member country. As if
invoking the penological Monroe Doctrine, these delegates claimed to speak for “The United
States and Mexico.”73 In the IPC’s discussion of transportation, examples from the British,
French and Russian empires featured most prominently. Although British convict transportation
to North America and Australia were held up as successful cases, delegates were careful to show
that they had since moved away from the practice. The Russian case presented some definitional
challenges, as the committee secretary put it, as “Russia might deny that deportation to Siberia
was properly transportation and might call it inland colonization, just as if destitute children were
sent from New York to some distant part of the Union.”74 The recent establishment of French
penal colonies in Algeria, Guiana, and New Caledonia was seen to provide the most salient
contemporary case studies.75
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The debate over whether transportation was “admissible and expedient in punishment of
crime” proved inconclusive, and was ultimately left open to individual member states. The subcommittee agreed that transportation served both the need to “protect society” and to act as a
deterrent, through the threat of banishment. They also agreed on the need to distinguish the
earlier British mode of penal colonization from the more recent French one. For example, the
Dutch delegate argued that the “English system” should no longer be honestly considered
because it “dooms natives to extinction.” The Russian delegation, for their part, advocated
transportation in circumstances where territory needed developing.76 Principal U.S. delegate
Enoch Wines sided most strongly with the new directions being taken in British penology,
particularly the work of Alexander Maconochie in Australia being carried forward by Sir Walter
Crofton in England and Ireland.77
Dr. Wines had established the groundwork principles for the National Prison Association
in the U.S. the previous year. The “new science of prison discipline” Wines outlined in 1871 was
his adaptation of Maconochie’s “marks and credit plan” and Crofton’s “Irish System” to
American circumstances. These two penological systems were based in the “necessity of labor”
and in harnessing the “prisoner’s hope.”78 Crofton began developing his “Irish System” after the
1854 Act of British Parliament substituted “conditional liberation” for transportation.
Conditional liberation, as the term suggests, was a form of correctional supervision that set a
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series of limits on full freedom and was an early precursor to parole. Like Maconochie’s prison
“currency,” it was the product of ideas about colonial governance which provided “incentives”
for proving one’s fitness for freedom through work and obedience. Together, these systems
represented the “admiration, example, and chief hope of all practical students of the new social
science of prison discipline,” according to the National Prison Association’s Executive
Committee.79 Thus, while Enoch Wines did not advocate transportation per se, he did incorporate
international models that were just as profoundly shaped by empire.
In the U.S., news of the International Penitentiary Congress meeting in London in 1872
along with an acute financial crisis, known as the “panic of 1873,” unleashed a torrent of plans
for penal transportation and colonization in Alaska. Charles Nordhoff was foremost among these
new champions and his proposal in Harpers, “What Shall We Do With Scroggs?,” was the most
widely recirculated.80 Nordhoff pointed directly to the IPC, quoting Italian criminologist Count
di Foresta’s conclusion that “transportation with compulsory labor in a colony” was “the best
punishment for great criminals.”81 Alexander Maconochie’s success with the penal colony of
Norfolk Island, Nordhoff urged, proved it would work in Alaska. Nordhoff was persistent, even
challenging delegates at the National Prison Association, including Enoch Wines’ son, Frederick
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Wines, to debate the issue fifteen years after he had originally laid out his penal colonization
plan.
Charles Nordhoff’s arguments in support of a penal colony in Alaska reflected central
aspects of prior proposals while introducing several new elements. The nation’s prison system
was in crisis, he exclaimed, with state and local prisons overflowing and rampant corruption at
all levels. This was too high a burden for taxpayers to bear, especially as high rates of recidivism
proved the system was not working to reduce the criminal population at large. Nordhoff
calculated that one in 450 adults between the age of 16 and 40 were in jail of some kind. The
claim that this ratio was ever-increasing added particular urgency to his appeal. In short, he
argued that the public should embrace the establishment of a penal colony in Alaska because
“society would rid itself, by a natural and proper method, of the human beasts who prey upon it,
and threaten its security.” Schemes to separate off purportedly dangerous or unwanted segments
of the population were not new. Nor was the idea that this segregation could take territorial
rather than institutional form. Yet Nordhoff provided a level of detail to his proposal that made it
the most widely cited and circulated proposal to date.
The logistics of Charles Nordhoff’s proposal read like an American version of the
apprenticeship system implemented by the British in the West Indies after slavery. Unlike the
legendary West Indian “treadmill,” the most common symbol of racial punishment through
unproductive labor, convicts at the Alaskan penal colony would be reformed through productive
labor, Nordhoff explained. The bracing environment would spur industriousness, and outdoor
work would be good for their health. By developing the territory, the tax-paying public would
see a return on its investment both from the Alaska purchase and the costs of the criminal justice
system. Military guard would provide additional cost savings, according to Nordhoff’s plan.
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There was no lack of work for them do to clearing land, mining resources, felling and hauling
timber, and building roads. In this way, the penal colony was held up as a win-win: convicts
would be given a future career in a new land, and the rest of society would get something back
for what they had put in.
Nordhoff’s plan, and others like it, was worked out in the context of global reorganization
in regimes of forced labor following the formal abolition of slavery in many parts of the world.
As such, his reference to the treadmill, for instance, instantly signaled the distinction being made
in the post-emancipation United States that the formulation of forced-labor-as-punishment was
reformatory only when “productive” and intended to make individuals and institutions “selfsupporting.” Indeed, in proceeding years prominent journals like The North American Review
carried proposals suggesting that a few years of penal “slavery” was necessary preparation for
free colonization.82 Among the degrees of unfreedom being implemented elsewhere across postemancipation societies in the era of continued white settler-colonial expansion and overseas
European colonialism, schemes like Nordhoff’s implied that the American penal apprenticeship
would be superior.83

(Re)productive Labor Politics
As the apprenticeship was described as preparing the formerly enslaved for freedom,
convict colonization was imagined as paving the way for civilization. While penologists came to
agree on productive labor as the central tenet of postbellum prison reform, labor organizations
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became increasingly active in fighting convict competition. Most often articulated in terms of the
damage done to patriarchal male-headed households, the labor lobby protested that convict-made
goods suppressed wages, degraded the honest workingman, and threatened to make him unable
to support his family. Through their search for solutions to “the convict labor problem,” they
established a hierarchy in modes of production, pushing for convicts to be allowed only to
engage in manual labor requiring brute force — clearing forests, breaking ground, building roads
— and reserving industrial and skilled work for free citizens. The underlying sentiment was as
much about retribution as it was economics, however. Not only should convict labor be
prevented from competing with free labor, but penal servitude must always be of a lower order:
more exhausting, dangerous, painful or demeaning. In short, it should always be somehow
worse.
Local and national labor organizations, like the Manufacturers and Workingmen’s
Protective League, the Knights of Labor, and the Anti-Convict Contract Association, lobbied
state legislatures to pass anti-convict contract legislation and to memorialize the U.S. Congress
to establish a national penal colony. When Senator Gibbons of Alameda introduced joint
resolution No.31 to the California legislature in 1874, for example, it stated the penal colony in
Alaska would “obviate the evil of brining convict labor into competition with the labor of law
abiding citizens.”84 Similarly, Assemblyman Col. Charles T. Trowbridge described the penal
colonization resolution he brought to the New York legislature in 1879 as the only solution to the
convict labor problem. “Trade unions and workingman’s guilds from all over the state are
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constantly protesting the legislature about prison competition in the various trades,” reported the
New York Herald, Trowbridge’s scheme will protect honest industry.85 In 1884, the New Jersey
legislature abolished convict contract labor at the same time as they passed the joint resolution
recommending Alaska be used as a penal colony.86 Labor politics were likewise behind the
Rhode Island legislature’s request for a congressional inquiry into a national penal colony, and
the bill introduced into Congress and referred to the Committee on Territories in 1885.87
The Knights of Labor were especially vocal in arguing that penal colonization would
instantiate the proper hierarchy of productive labor. In their petition to the Michigan legislature,
for example, the Jackson Knights of Labor pointed to the way other empires had profitably used
convicts to develop resources in new territories.88 The views of prominent Knights of Labor
members from New York, Washington, D.C., and Massachusetts were collected and reprinted in
newspapers, like the New York Herald, that supported the idea. As master workman John E.
Smallwood put it: “Let us get rid of these men and women who here do absolutely nothing for
the good of their kind. Let them go to this new country, develop its resources, and pave the way
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for a higher order of civilization.”89 The Alaska territory was perfectly suited for a penal colony,
Henry Morrison proclaimed at a Knights meeting in New York, because it was still “wild.”90
This hierarchy in modes of production also took on urban versus rural dimensions; “The further
removed from the centers of population such violators are the better,” commented John H.
Thompson.91
Embedded in these views that penal colonization might establish order in modes of
production were sets of ideas about modes of social and biological reproduction. Women were
required for male convicts to stay on after the expiration of their sentences, it was suggested, and
create a “new life” in the territory. As the editor of the Cincinnati Daily Gazette put it, “unless
wives were provided for the convicts, the foundations of a permanent colony could not be
established.”92 As the various schemes were elaborated, some proposed that the wives of convict
colonists be sent along with them, while others suggested joining them with female prisoners.
Still others opposed establishing a penal colony “on a criminal basis;” believing criminality to be
hereditary, they claimed it would be passed down to their progeny in their tainted blood.
This issue had been raised at the London convention of the International Penitentiary
Congress as well. When the French recently established the penal colony of New Caledonia, for
example, executive committee secretary Edwin Pears reported that they instituted a “law to
transport females to the island for marriage with convicts after their provisional or definite
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liberation.”93 These women were chosen from among female prisoners who “expressed a desire”
to go there, they said, and were first held at a special institution under the religious Ladies of
Charity before being transported.
The proposals introduced into state legislatures referenced the gendered dynamics of
these international examples. Remarking on the success of British penal colonization in
Australia, for example, Col. Trowbridge proposed that a man with a sentence longer than ten
years “be allowed to take with him his wife and children.”94 He also made provisions for the
children that would be born there, suggesting that soon there would be a “thriving colony.”
Discharged prisoners under his scheme would be granted land on condition that they remain
there and that they help develop the agricultural and mineral resources so that the mainland U.S.
taxpayer might see some return on their investment in the Alaska territory. Thus, at its core,
Trowbridge’s penal colonization plan relied as much on reproductive labor as it did on
productive labor.
The editors at the New York Herald claimed that correspondents in Chicago, Boston,
Philadelphia, Richmond, and Albany report that “public opinion” generally favors the creation of
a national penal colony because, as they put it, “the growth of the criminal classes is relatively
more rapid than the growth of the population.”95 Thus, they had come to the “natural conclusion”
that prisons “with a penal colony as an outlet” was the only true solution. The national penal
colony in Alaska would become self-sustaining, they concluded, as working in the open air
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would lead to convicts’ “physical, mental, and moral restoration” and the commutation of
sentences for “good behavior” would provide a “ticket to settle” in Alaska.96
These sorts of proposals favored strict gender segregation of penal colony convicts, often
on separate islands in Alaska or on other islands further across the Pacific. As Chicago Mayor
Carter H. Harrison told prison officers assembled in his city for a national conference in 1884,
for instance, the “progeny of the worst elements of society who have taken from the blood of the
parent the criminal taint,” are filling up the charitable institutions, and the nation’s prisons are
overflowing.97 When Prison Reform Association agent Alonzo A. Webb was sent to Alaska to
report on the feasibility of a penal colony in 1887, he told the local paper he was there because
“the criminal element is constantly increasing.”98 In this way, new statistical discourses about
rising crime rates became conflated with notions that poor families bred criminals and that, like
some congenital disease, criminality could be passed down through the blood. These kinds of
views about gender and reproduction directly informed federal policy discussions on the matter.
When commissioner of labor Carroll D. Wright was asked to report on the prospect of a national
penal colony, for example, he found most objectionable that it would “increase the opportunity
for the preparation of the criminal classes through heredity.”99
The same assumption about the inheritability of criminality surfaced in arguments
opposing penal colonization as well. As a reporter from the Alaska Herald put it, for instance,
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“we do not believe in the wisdom of building a community upon a criminal basis.”100 Or, as the
Springfield Republican sarcastically phrased their opposition, “how long would it take 1,500 men
in a year, without wives and children, to populate Alaska, with its millions of square miles, we
leave the calculating machine to compute.”101 Patriarchal conceptions about women’s
reproductive labor, either through coerced unions or enforced separation, therefore undergirded
discourses for and against the creation of a national penal colony.
The gendered logic of criminology and penology was worked out in relation to wider
patterns of thought about population management particularly evident in the rise of eugenics and
race science.102 Sometimes using thinly veiled euphemisms about the nation’s health, proposals
for an Alaskan penal colony became framed in terms of their “incalculable advantage to us both
in the physical and moral sense.”103 In a report for the National Prison Reform Association
toward the end of the nineteenth century, criminologist John D. Milliken was more explicit,
listing sterilization and castration under the heading of “colonization.”104 A bill to establish a
penal colony in Alaska was again being prepared in Congress, as a way to segregate criminals.
“Asexualization of certain classes, to be enforced by appropriate legislation, is now vigorously
urged by medico-scientists,” wrote Milliken, “as the most reasonable, scientific, humane and
natural means of preventing crime.” Racially specific castration laws had been on the books in
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territories like Kansas, he noted, for “any negro or mulatto” convicted of attempt to rape, defile,
or compel any white female to marry. The Michigan legislature had just narrowly defeated a bill
for the “emasculation of certain feeble-minded, rapists, and felons upon a third conviction.”
While survey data showed the measure was popular, Milliken himself believed the law infringed
the most sacred of all natural rights: “that of perpetuating existence through offspring.” After
briefly discussing other marriage and immigration restriction statutes, John Milliken concluded
his section on penal colonization with the subject of lynching: “It is a notorious fact that it is
practically impossible to punish members of a mob criminally, for it dominates, intimidates,
subdues and corrupts public sentiment and public sentiment controls the courts.”105 He
recommended fining whole municipalities to appeal instead to their financial self-interest.
Thus it was through lynching that penologists like John Milliken formulated the
relationship between reproduction and race, crime and sovereignty at the end of the nineteenth
century. Invoking the “Jefferson-Monroe Penological Doctrine,” John P. Foley advocated
banishment as punishment for “the most heinous crimes committed by black men” as a deterrent
to the criminal classes and an alternative to white vigilante mob terror.106 Foley was not alone.
Responding to the lynching of John Henderson for the murder of Mrs. Valley Younger in
Corcinana, Texas in 1901, the wife of a retired police justice detailed his dream of a “New Code”
adopted by the “Outraged Citizens of the United States of America.”107 This revolution in our
methods of punishment, reported “Mrs. Magistrate,” was an issue fit for a presidential campaign.
Imprisonment was not a sufficient cure for criminality, according to the police justice, as they
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inevitably polluted society again upon release. He dreamed therefore that the criminal population
be banished forever, shut out beyond the pale of civilization: “In a word, segregation is the only
cure.”108
At the dawn of the twentieth century, as U.S. troops deployed in Cuba, Puerto Rico,
Columbia, Samoa, and the Philippines, penal colonization was held up as an answer to the “race
problem” at home. Apparently, this context of imperial expansion made it easier to envision
segregation taking on a territorial in addition to a legal and institutional form. According to the
retired Texas magistrate, now that the “New Code Party” had won, under the leadership of “an
intrepid President” the first order of business was to establish penal colonies: “one in Alaska for
male offenders, and one in Hawaii for female transgressors … Crime was checked… society was
saved.”109 This was a spatial solution to what was imagined as the entwined problem of rising
crime rates, the inheritability of criminality, and racial danger.
The details of the scheme invoked the historical imagery of the slave trade. Guards armed
with clubs and revolvers oversaw the “human freight” as they faced the awful prospect of
banishment, “a punishment a thousand times worse than death.” The ship to Sitka, Alaska, was
“built expressly for the convict service,” and striped like the trains. “A leviathan monster that
swallowed a thousand men at the mouthful, to drop them behind the awful walls of Alaska.” As
the guards escorted the prisoners into this “floating coffin” they saw it was not lined with cells,
but was rather just one “gigantic cage.”110
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In addition to the way that gendered territorial segregation was thought of as a method for
controlling criminal reproduction, it was also justified in terms of protecting white womanhood.
As the Texas police magistrate told his wife, “your sisters in the federation of clubs could discuss
no greater topic” than how to create environments that would save those living in remote places
from the fate of Mrs. Valley Younger (who had allegedly been murdered by John Henderson).111
Other Texas newspapers referred to Henderson’s lynching as “a priceless heritage of the AngloSaxon race, which commands that no one shall lay forceful hands on the body of a woman.”112
The members of the lynch mob were never prosecuted.
Here was a prime example of what criminologist John Milliken referred to when he wrote
that lynch mobs sought to dominate public opinion and control the courts. A note to the governor
warning not to try and prosecute the mob was signed, “Every white man in Navarro County,”
and Justice of the Peace H.G. Robert’s coroner’s verdict pronounced Henderson dead at the
hands of the “outraged citizens and the best people of the United States.”113 Days later, a black
school house was burned, shots were fired into the homes of other black Texans, and “the
negroes in the neighborhood were warned to leave in forty eight hours.”114 Imposing a fine on
the town of Corsicana, or on all Navarro County, as report of the National Prison Reform
Association had suggested, was clearly not going to stop this terror. Nor could any amount of
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money measure, let alone repair, the loss, fear, and trauma caused by this form of white
supremacist vigilante violence.

The Black Press Views Imperialism and Penal Colonization
Many African American newspapers denounced penal colonization, as they had with
earlier black colonization schemes designed by whites. Black newspaper editors condemned the
southern convict system as a disgrace to civilization worse than the penal colonies of the British,
French, and Russian empires, simultaneously warning against attempts to replace it with U.S.
penal colonies. Some sarcastically pointed to penal colonization as a way to banish white
supremacists to various circles of hell, thereby flipping the script on other formulations of the socalled “race-crime” problem. As the postbellum era of white settler-colonial expansion erupted
into full-scale overseas war-making, the black press vigorously protested the racial subjugation
of dark skinned people at home and abroad.115
At the end of Reconstruction, some black journalists used the popularity of the proposed
Alaskan penal colony to decry racial violence and voter suppression. In 1879, for example, The
Weekly Louisianan ran a story suggesting that the Alaskan territory be divided up into circles of
hell, like Dante’s Inferno. Louisiana’s white-supremacist “bulldozers” would be transported to
their own special circle, called “Tensas parish,” while the “Florida” circle would become
synonymous with the “dishonest canvassing boards” carrying out black voter suppression after
the recent withdrawal of federal troops from Louisiana, South Carolina, and Florida. “Breathett
County” Alaska would be home to the “Kentucky murders,” forever symbolizing the evils of
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mob rule.116 Indeed, forty-five people had been killed in the last rash of violence in Kentucky,
leaving local papers to complain that the magistrates, sheriffs, jurors, and constables were all
complicit in these violations of the law.117
Other black-owned newspapers saw how penal colonization was being proposed as a
replacement of the convict lease system, particularly after the widespread circulation of George
Washington Cable’s exposé, The Silent South, in 1885.118 The Huntsville Gazette, for instance,
pointed out that Alabama was agitating for a penal colony to replace their state convict system.119
The New York Age and Leavenworth Advocate, meanwhile, called Georgia’s convict system a
disgrace to civilization ten times worse than Russian Siberia or French New Caledonia. At the
heart of their critique were the issues of racial disparity in incarceration and the targeting of
black youth. “Of 1,649 convicts in its camps, 1,526 are Afro-American,” reported the paper in
1891.120 Southern white judges, the article explained, were in the habit of giving ten-year old
black children ten-year long sentences.
The Black Press also found ways of critiquing penal colonization’s gender dynamics. The
African Methodist Episcopal Church paper, the Western Christian Recorder, ran a story on “how
matings are made” in the British penal colony on Andaman Island.121 Female prisoners were
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completely segregated in a separate prison, the article reported, and made to work in a clothing
shop. If they refused, their hair was cut short, they were put in men’s clothes, and forced to work
outdoors digging up the soil. If that failed, female prisoners were thrown in a cell filled with
thorn-covered branches. One prisoner who still refused “to do a lick of work” after three days of
punishment in that cell, was made to sit atop an elevated “dunce block” day after day. Even
supposed incentives were circumscribed by gendered modes of punishment in this environment.
After a certain number of prisoners had earned their “ticket-to-leave,” female prisoners were
lined up by caste and religion and eligible male prisoners came and inspected them one by one.
“Some of these men haven’t seen a woman for ten years, maybe, and they look very curiously at
them.” The men state their name, age, religion, crime, and personal history, while “covertly
casting their eyes along the line to see if there are any further down that he likes better…” If she
liked him, the reporter explained, they go to a table and her history was read to him. If a “match
is made” the guards gave the pair the afternoon to “spark a little,” after which time they were
allowed to visit for one hour once a week for three consecutive weeks.122 It is impossible fully to
understand what forms “liking someone” took in this environment structured by regimes of
forced labor, torture, surveillance, and sexual violence.
Yet it did not stop there. After the initial match and three-hour trial period, imprisoned
couples were sent to the nearby Nicobar island chain, given some government land, provisions,
and left alone. Only one English officer could be found who could withstand the climate of the
Nicobar Islands, according to the article, and he could not keep a family there because they
would get fever and die within six months. If the ticket-to-leave prisoners had children, they
were “left with the parents until they die off, for the Nicobars are so unhealthful and full of fever
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that people don’t live very long there.”123 On occasion when the couples fought, one might kill
the other, and the survivor would be sent back to the Andaman penal colony. The Western
Christian Recorder illustrated this eventuality with a sketch of a turban-wearing Indian convict
armed with a knife, grabbing his wife as she recoiled in horror.124 This was the fate of such
coerced criminal unions, the paper implied, and of penal colonization’s attempts to control
reproduction through a kind of territorial-based sterilization.
Along with the critique of criminal transportation and penal colonization, many black
newspapers began increasingly to equate the denial of rights and white violence in the U.S. to a
form of colonial rule itself. As they had done by inverting the racial meanings of Alaskan penal
colony schemes, these articles denounced Anglo-Saxon law-and-order, humanity, and
civilization, as mere pretense for racial despotism, if not thoroughly irredeemable concepts
altogether. As the Indianapolis Recorder put it, “Anglo Saxon mastery” was again asserting
itself in the name of humanity.125 Responding to the most recent lynching in Georgia, a journalist
for the Iowa State Bystander asked in desperation, “are those white people insane?” If the action
of the Southern States is called civilization, they continued, and the “frightful crimes” are not
stopped, “then we had better close the school house, burn the books, tear down the churches, and
admit to the world that Anglo-Saxon civilization is a failure.”126
In May of 1898, the Cleveland Gazette asked if “America is any better than Spain” in
terms of enforcing colonial unfreedom upon its subjects.127 Anti-imperial activist Charles Gano
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Baylor published long letters in the Richmond Planet arguing that Anglo-Saxon law-and-order
was invoked to put down the black Cuban political challenge to Spanish rule and U.S. invasion.
“The American Negro cannot become the ally of Imperialism without enslaving his own race,”
he proclaimed. “Freedom under Sovereignty Referendum government, being once firmly
established in Cuba, will then be asserted in South Carolina, Mississippi, and Louisiana where
liberty now ‘lies bleeding’ under the heel of a ferocious white minority race rule.”128 In other
words, just as racial violence was exported outward, new tactics of colonial rule would be
imported back into the Southern states.
Or, as the Coffeyville American reframed it, strategies of colonialism pioneered in the
South were now being extended in the name of civilization: “It would be deplorable to have…
the people of Cuba or Puerto Rico ruled as the Negroes of the South have been ruled… this kind
of ‘civilization’ ought never to be extended to new territory.”129 Lewis H. Douglass, son of the
famed abolitionist, extended this critique to President William McKinley’s Philippine policy
saying that Filipinos should not be governed as vassals, serfs, or slaves. “No sane, honest man in
the country believes that equal and exact justice… will be had where race hate is indulged in by
the men who denounce Filipinos as ‘niggers’ and only fit to be subjected to the white race has
full sway,” he wrote. “Now its expansion means the extension of race hate and cruelty, barbarous
lynchings and gross injustice to dark people.”130 Centering anti-black racism as the source of
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violence, political subjugation, and the miscarriage of justice provided the foundation for further
critiques of the U.S. legal system’s culpability in producing forms of internal colonialism.
It also required redefining who, and what, was criminal. The Cleveland Gazette, New
York Age, New Orleans Southern Republican, and Washington Bee all ran stories describing the
forcible annexation of Cubans or Filipinos as “criminal,” while the Richmond Planet called the
war in the Philippines one of the “foulest crimes” ever attempted.131 Overseas war-making was
not only wrongfully slaughtering freedom fighters, it was unjustly imprisoning broad swaths of
the civilian population, argued the Philadelphia Defender.132 Imperialism abroad was
inextricably linked to the same sort of ruthless aggression that was causing lynchings at home,
which were described as the “basest and most atrocious crimes known to criminology.”133 This
twinned critique of the criminality of lynching and imperialism underscored political
organizations like the “National Negro Anti-Expansion, Anti-Imperialist, Anti-Trust, and AntiLynching League” in Chicago. In staking out his opposition, League President W.T. Scott called
out lynching and mob rule as both criminal and imperialist.134
The single greatest force in systematically redefining lynching as a criminal act was Ida
B. Wells-Barnett. Speaking out against mob violence North and South at the National AfroAmerican Council in Washington, D.C., in 1899, she also called upon black people to oppose
belligerent expansionism.135 Referring to the recent rash of lynchings as “the reign of outlawry,”
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in her work Lynch Law in Georgia, Ida B. Wells explained that “the real purpose of these savage
demonstrations is to teach the Negro that in the South he has no rights that the law will
enforce.”136 In denouncing lynching, disenfranchisement, and second-class citizenship, activists
like Ida B. Wells, along with the black press, likened the treatment of African Americans in the
South to overseas war-making and colonialism. Appeals to justice figured prominently in the
growing torrent of arguments against slaughter, imprisonment, and rule without the consent of
the governed. Lynching, the convict lease, and racial disparity in the penitentiary system were all
conspiring to subjugate black people as colonial subjects. From this line of thought comes the
insight that prisons might in fact be best understood as imperial institutions, designed to produce
different classes of political subjects.

Conclusion
Within the series of nineteenth-century proposals to establish a national penal colony can
be seen the most vital issues of federal penal policy and prison expansion in U.S. empire. The
Jefferson-Monroe Penological Doctrine, as John Foley called it, showed how criminal
transportation schemes were shaped by the fear that the oppressed might rise against their
oppressors, and worked out alongside other colonization schemes. It also contained several
enduring elements of later penal colonization proposals, namely that distance could be used to
punish, that the segregation of racialized and criminalized segments of the population might take
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territorial form, and that the system should be design to pay for itself either through privatization
or extracting value from the condemned themselves.
The debates over criminal transportation and penal colonization also highlighted crucial
tensions between state and federal governments, and between settler-colonial and other modes of
imperial expansion. Even as the federal government consolidated authority through Indian
Removal policies, white settlers continued to push for the creation of penal colonies as a way to
banish indigenous peoples from their land. If “settler sovereignty” worked to extend the
jurisdiction of local courts through the mechanism of criminalization in the antebellum U.S., as
Lisa Ford has demonstrated, it was ultimately the federal power to project forced-labor-aspunishment into existing and newly acquired territories that became the central engine of
postbellum prison expansion. As prisoners became “slaves of the state” during Reconstruction,
they were forced to clear land, grow crops, mine resources, and build the transportation
infrastructure that facilitated westward expansion and economic penetration into Latin America
and the Caribbean, across the Pacific Ocean, and beyond. Indeed, the territorially expansionist
character of the Constitution’s “convict clause” would determine the nature of forced labor
programs in the Pacific Northwest, Philippine Islands, and Panama Canal Zone.
Hierarchical conceptions of productive and reproductive labor were at the core of penal
colonization schemes, and obedient work performance became the agreed-upon mode for
proving readiness for release. In this way, as former slaveowners and liberal minded reformers
came to share proverbial common ground on the morally redemptive value of hard physical toil,
prison farms and colonies were described in terms of an American apprenticeship after slavery.
Racial hierarchies were articulated in terms of modes of production, and politicians and labor
organizations relegated convicts to perform only that work which would pave the way for
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“civilization,” which they envisioned as white settlement. Indeed, criminality itself might be
understood as a set of racialized and gendered ideas about deviance and the ability to perform
certain kinds of labor, mapped onto the physical body. As penologists pontificated about the
inheritability of criminality, women’s reproductive capacity became the object of obsession. In
the plans both for enforced gender segregation and coerced convict unions can be seen how
reproduction was always at the heart of penal colonization.
While power over populations within a designated territory has long been considered a
defining feature of sovereignty, the nineteenth-century expansion of federal penal policy shows
how the constituent prerogatives were separated out and deployed. Here, it was evident that the
locus of sovereignty lay in the very criminalized bodies of those prisoners being made to perform
unfree labor in new territories claimed by the United States. This embodied sovereignty was
comprised of the power forcibly to move those bodies, extract labor from them, monetize them,
and claim new land with them. Yet the contingent histories of penal colonization schemes that
were never realized also serve as a reminder that the carceral state was built through a series of
public policy decisions that were once made and can likewise be made differently, or unmade
altogether.
The federal government never established the penal colony in Alaska, but it did create a
federal penitentiary on an island in the Puget Sound. McNeil Island, the subject of the next
chapter, became both the site of experiments with racial management of prison labor and an
outpost of America’s carceral empire. The network of federal prisons has always been more farflung than state penitentiaries, and schemes using distance as punishment have proven more
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resilient than might be expected.137 In fact, not only does the U.S. have the highest per capita rate
of incarceration in the world, it also has the largest prisoner transportation system.138
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Chapter 2
Doing Time: Race Management in the Pacific Northwest
In 1870, U.S. Attorney General Amos T. Akerman dispatched his agent to find a site for
the first federal penitentiary west of the Rocky Mountains. He traveled from Washington, D.C.,
through the Isthmus of Panamá, and up the Pacific coast. In the end, he chose McNeil’s Island in
the Puget Sound. McNeil Island prison was run by the U.S. Marshals Service from the day it
opened in 1875 until the first professional warden was appointed in 1893. Unlike other territorial
prisons in the West, which were typically handed off to local legislatures once statehood was
achieved, McNeil remained under the control of the federal government throughout its history.
From the outset, McNeil Island served as a crucial disciplinary institution pushing a form of
carceral colonialism into the Pacific Northwest: it was used to regulate boundaries of racial
belonging, to assert federal claims of sovereignty and jurisdiction, and to experiment with
techniques of race management and forced labor.
Theories of time were central to postbellum prison expansion in the Pacific Northwest. At
the broadest level, the use of time as punishment has long been a feature of “rise-of-thepenitentiary” type studies of incarceration. In Michel Foucault’s classic formulation, levying on
the time of the prisoner made it seem as if a convict had injured not just the victim but society as
a whole. The prison is natural, he explains, just as the use of time to measure exchanges is
natural in our society.139 Angela Davis makes a similar connection between the increasing use of
time as punishment and the use of a labor-time theory of value to measure capitalist
commodities.140 In both cases imprisonment is naturalized, making it seem self-evident. As
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federal authorities expanded prisons into the Northwest Territories, the mechanism of
exchanging offense for duration was transformed by a series of federal laws allowing for the
commutation of sentences for “good behavior.” Determining an individual convict’s readiness
for release tracked wider colonial discourses about fitness for citizenship or self-rule. At McNeil,
said to be the most racially heterogeneous prison in America, these practices were often based in
an overarching world-historic sense of time in which civilizational hierarchies were plotted along
a linear timeline of development.
McNeil’s forced labor regime was shaped by developments in the emergent field of
penology during Progressive Era. As detailed studies of labor efficiency became the centerpiece
of “scientific management” by the end of the nineteenth century generally, prison wardens
experimented with efficiency gains and management techniques made possible by the
immobility of their captive labor force.141 Federal prisoners were tasked by racial category,
punished for “foot dragging” or refusing to work, and assigned efficiency scores that factored
into their “fitness” for freedom. The strategies for organizing work at McNeil illustrate how
many of the practices associated with scientific management during this time are in fact better
understood as “race management.”142 But before we examine the inner workings of the prison,
let us begin by looking at how prisoners found themselves there in the first place.
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Imperial Futures
After the Civil War, federal authorities established prisons in the Northwestern
Territories to try and bring about a certain vision of the future. Genocidal wars against Native
Americans and expansionist policies like the Homestead Act (1862) opened the flood gates of
settler-colonialism, incentivizing westward expansion in 160-acre allotments. The U.S. Marshals
Service policed this future-making. In 1870, Congress voted to put the marshals and their prisons
under the control of the Attorney General in the newly-established Department of Justice.
Echoing earlier methods of criminalizing routine frontier practices, arrests for “Selling Liquor to
Indians” became a central way to expand federal authority.143 Indeed, eight of the first ten
prisoners Marshal E.S. Kearney brought to McNeil Island had been sentenced for the crime.
Throughout the period from the prison’s opening to Washington statehood, 1875-1889, it
accounted for the overwhelming majority of prisoners incarcerated there.144 For more than a
decade before statehood, and more than a decade after, on average over half of all those doing
time at McNeil were sent there for “Selling Liquor to Indians.”
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Figure 2.1 Selling Liquor to Indians as a Percent of all Crimes at McNeil, 1877-1945145

Marshals also used crime to regulate boundaries of racial belonging. As with McNeil’s
first prisoner Abraham Gervais, many of the prisoners during this era were described as “halfbreeds” or “squaw men.”146 Indian Agents in the Northwest complained that the liquor trade
lured Indians off of reservations, and simultaneously brought undesirable white settlers into
adjacent lands and surrounding areas.147 The policing of race and space was reinforced by local
statutes passed by the territorial legislature, like an 1858 law prohibiting the sale of liquor to
“Kanakas” (Hawaiian Islanders) and an 1879 law prohibiting liquor sales within one mile of the
Northern Pacific Railway during construction.148 Thus, a kind of interlocking containment
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strategy can be traced through the series of court decisions and legal maneuvers by which
territorial and federal authorities sought to shift the meaning of Indian prohibition laws from
applying in discrete areas to adhering to certain kinds of people.
This was carried out according to an imperial logic of time and development. Continually
denying indigenous sovereignty in the matter of alcohol required amending the “Indian Trade
and Intercourse Act” (1834), redefining what counted as “Indian country” and finally, applying
the law to “allotment Indians” themselves after the passage of the Dawes Act (1887). Using the
colonial logic of tutelage, Congress amended the “Indian Trade and Intercourse Act” in 1897 to
make it illegal to sell liquor to any Indian who received an individual land allotment during the
twenty-five years in which the title was held “in trust” by the government.149 In effect, this
projected federal authority to continue to police settler-Indian relations, during a probationary
waiting period, another quarter century into the future.
In addition to policing boundary-crossing “half-breeds,” the federal penitentiary in the
Washington Territory was used to bring wayward white settlers back into line, to refasten them
to the imperial program. Not all “pioneers were bent on empire-building or on establishing their
individual homesteads,” recalled one Bureau of Prisons publication. “There were outlaws also —
mutineers of sailing vessels, smugglers, men engaged in illicit traffic with Indians, and kindred
malefactors.”150 One of the ways the prison functioned to create a sense of belonging was by
involving Anglo-American and European settlers in manhunting criminals and recapturing
escapees. Enlisting settlers in these activities helped delineate who was “on the right side of the
law.” It also relied on a form of public-private collaboration which was a product of settler-
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colonial expansion, namely that certain governmental powers be delegated to private citizens.
These practices illustrate how federal authorities sought to make space racially intelligible in
order to govern it, and raised enduring questions about the relationship between violence and
sovereignty in the region: who had the power to “take the law into their own hands,” for
instance, when, and under what circumstances?
From 1870 to 1896, marshals were paid for specific services, like transporting prisoners
and recapturing escapees. Many suggested that they were “growing fat” off the so-called fee
system.151 They billed the Department of Justice through the office of the Attorney General, and
provided a long paper trail in the process. Over the years, a system for splitting the winnings was
worked out between marshals, settlers, and prison guards. Rewards provided added incentive for
settlers to get involved. When controversy arose, it was sometimes documented in McNeil’s
Daily Journal. In July 1890, for example, the guard made a record of the marshal’s insistence
that he be paid for recapturing “Jim-the-Indian,” as apparently there was some dispute over who
received the remuneration.152
Guards described the process of recapturing escapees in the prison’s journal. Typically, it
involved stopping work, locking down the prisoners, dispatching a search party, alerting settlers
on surrounding islands, establishing a watch at strategic locations, and sending a boat to
Steilacoom to notify the Marshal’s office and townspeople. For extended manhunts, they would
also raise a posse or employ bounty-hunters. In the majority of cases over the first few decades
of McNeil’s operations, private citizens proved crucial to recapturing escapees. When several
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prisoners escaped in spring of 1884, for instance, they were apprehended and returned by island
residents: “Mr. Byrd caught the deserters on the back of the island in the woods,” wrote the
guard, “Perry bring them home at 9:30pm.”153 When “Jim-the-Indian” escaped from the kitchen
in summer 1890, the “settlers were notified at once.” The following year when George Anderson
ran from kitchen duty, the alarm went out, the search commenced, and he was promptly “found
in the custody of a settler” over on Fox Island.154 Indeed, trusted settlers whose homesteads were
frequently used as watch houses became incorporated into routines of recaptures, what was
referred to in short-hand as the “usual steps.”155
The abolition of the fee-for-capture system further incentivized would-be bounty hunters.
“Wanted dead or alive” edicts put the question of deadly force squarely in the hands of those
seeking to make a “citizen’s arrest.” Consider, for instance, when Ed Hanson escaped his woodcutting crew. The call went out and seventeen men waited for him overnight on the Still Harbor
road. “He made his appearance about noon by Sherman’s house,” the guard recorded. “Sherman
could not persuade him to become a captive and after telling him to halt, shot him through the
bowels.” Hanson died at 4:30pm that day. Deputy marshals Crosby and Morris rounded up the
“extra force” and were off the island by 5pm.156
As representatives of federal authority in the region marshals also had to police settlers’
divergent visions of the future. This was demonstrated most dramatically when the leaders of a
white, anti-Chinese, mob were arrested under martial law and sent to McNeil to await trial for
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conspiracy in 1886. The authors of the “Petition and Resolutions of the Citizens of the Western
Washington Territory,” argued that the Chinese had put white men out of work, precipitating the
current “crisis,” and resulting in the impending doom of physical and moral disease. The threat,
in this white-supremacist patriarchal outlook, was aimed at their “homes, families, health,
decency, and morality;” a humiliating danger, in other words, to their sense of manhood.157
Nativists like George W. France reached deep into the past, using the Crusades to frame the
present moment as an epic battle between “Tartaric hordes and American citizens.”158 Others
projected their paranoia into the distant future: “Are we obliged to submit to the curse of
Mongolian depravity for an infinite number of years?” asked another writer.
The mob’s ringleaders were sent to the federal penitentiary on McNeil Island. The prison
register documents how James Montgomery, Louis Bales, John Hetzel, Earnest Gooding,
Charles Joles, and Jack Brooks were held for conspiracy. It also shows that witnesses, like Wing
Gee and William Main, were held at McNeil before trial.159 The decision to place the city under
martial law and to incarcerate the leaders of the white “citizen’s committee” at McNeil Island
revealed the role of the territorial penitentiary in the process of aligning white-supremacy to
empire under federal jurisdiction.160 In this way, the prison became a symbol of federal
intervention in a struggle for control over the pace and spoils of ethnic cleansing.
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Time and Race Management inside McNeil
Inside the prison, guards used coercion as well as brute forces to try and secure
submission and industriousness. In McNeil’s early years, prison officials’ priority was to
transform the landscape into an ordered, productive, and easily supervised site for disciplining
and reforming prisoners through hard physical toil. Prisoners cleared the land, erected structures
of their own confinement, planted and cultivated food, and built roads, wharfs, and boats.
Alongside guns and shackles, the marshal and his guards used time as a means of control. The
ideological architecture for this was created by a series of “good time” laws passed by Congress.
McNeil prison records, like the Daily Journal and the Rules and Regulations, show how they
were put into practice on the ground. Prisoner writing, on the other hand, reveals how the
operation of time was continually negotiated through prisoners’ own ways of “doing time.”
Taken together, the kind of economy of suspended opportunity costs, of perpetually-delayed
gratification, and the language of fitness for promotion reflected broader colonial discourses of
the era.
Congress passed the first statue providing for the reduction of prison sentences for “good
behavior” in 1867, and amended it the year McNeil opened (1875). The modified schedule of
“good time credits” allowed federal prisoners in territorial institutions to earn up to five days off
their sentences per month. Many of the ideas about using time in prison management were drawn
from the burgeoning field of penology, represented most prominently by Enoch Wines and the
National Prison Association. The Association’s 1870 “Declaration of Principles,” for example,
urged that a progressive classification of inmates based on character be combined with “a welldevised and skillfully-applied system of rewards for good conduct.” On paper, the idea was that
“the prisoner’s destiny should be placed, measurably, in his own hands; he must be put into
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circumstances where he will be able, through his own exertions, to continually better his own
condition.”161 In the highly circumscribed world of the prison, however, the economic logic of
self-interest and effort-harnessing did not work the same as it did in the formal economy.
The idea of quantifying rewards in terms of time was further elaborated in the so-called
“Three Prisons Act” (1891) and the “Good Time Law” (1902). The first, empowered the
Attorney General to “establish rules for commutation for good behavior,” not to exceed two
months off of a sentence per year.162 The latter, created a graduated schedule of credits according
to sentence length: a prisoner serving one to three years could earn up to six days per month off
their sentence, those serving three to five years could earn seven days a month, those serving five
to ten years could earn eight days, and anyone doing over ten years could earn ten days off their
sentence per month.163 So in theory, the primary way for a prisoner to “better his condition” was
to earn an earlier release date. This kind of reward cost the prison nothing. Indeed, letting
prisoners out early actually saved money. It also profoundly altered the abstract equivalence
between crime and sentence, or offense and duration, by adding “good conduct” as the metric to
measure a sliding timescale.
Daily struggles for control over time were recorded in the prison journal. For the most
part they involved what work would be done, by whom, and how fast. Prison rules set
punishments, for things like loafing or shirking, to push the pace of work. Guards recorded island
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comings and goings, work start and stop times, and punishment types and length as routinely as
they marked changes in season. Prisoners’ lived experience of time was structured by daily
routines of forced labor under constant surveillance. Typical journal entries listed the numbers of
prisoners working, out sick, and being punished. Their behavior was watched closely throughout
the day. In this environment of hyper-supervision, the slightest action could get a prisoner
promoted, demoted, or punished. “Indian Jack came out in the morning and refused to walk as
fast as the other prisoners and was locked in the dark cell,” reported one guard, for example.164
Other prisoners found themselves confined in the dark cell for using “insolent language.” As a
rule, all those who refused to work were locked in their cell, chained to the wall, or shut in the
dark cell. Their diets were reduced to fewer meals than those who were working, often of only
bread and water.
The type of work prisoners were assigned also shaped their experience of prison-time at
McNeil. Whether it was inside or outside, and the degrees of degradation and exhaustion all
factored into how fast time passed. Guards were instructed to assign prisoners according to
“character” and “ability.” Yet, as evidenced by their practices — punctuated by the epithets
throughout the journal — guards’ classification of prisoners usually charted a racialized
hierarchy of supposed development. While white prisoners appeared in the log books by name,
Native American and Chinese prisoners were almost always listed as a racial category.
Sometimes they were referred to singularly as “Black beard Indian,” “Big Chinaman,” or by
some phonetic guess at their name followed by “Indian” or “Chinaman” in parentheses; more
often, they were referred to collectively as a group.
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Racial assumptions about fitness to perform certain kinds of labor were informed by
imperialist stage-of-civilization theories. These, in turn, relied on a set of gendered analogies
likening “lesser-developed” peoples to women and children. Of the many different jobs required
of convicts, Chinese prisoners were assigned those considered more effeminate: washing,
ironing, cooking, cleaning, berrying. Often, the work was explicitly juxtaposed with more
“manly” labor in the daily journal: “Henly worked the prisoners on the back hauling and sawing
wood. Perry went berrying with the Chinamen,” wrote the guard in one early journal entry.165 Or,
as another guard put, Ellsworth and Perry worked the “men” out in the garden… “Chinamen in
the wash house.”166 Entry after entry shows how guards thought about race and gender as they
sought to organize the prison’s program of forced labor.
Punishments were often meted out as measures of time. When Edward Kulpitz was
“chained and locked in black cell for striking a Chinaman,” the guard recorded, “all good time
forfeited up to this date from Sept.22/89 25 days.”167 Here was the theory of “good time” put into
action. It shows how prison officials took an act of racial violence and, through the medium of
time, rendered it equivalent to twenty-five days he might have enjoyed on the outside. What is
less clear, in this instance, is whether for Kulpitz the action outweighed the hypothetical
opportunity cost. Or, whether any stretch of time was equivalent to the pain he caused his victim.
Quantifying punishments in terms of durations gave them an economic self-evidence, yet were
evidently also carried out in terms of a monarchical logic of political sovereignty above and
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beyond economy; in this case, as with imprisoning the leaders of the white mob, it had to do with
struggles over who controlled the legitimate use of force when it came to administering racial
violence.
Whether prisoners were punished alone or together with others also determined by of
ideas of race. Native American and Chinese prisoners were more often punished collectively.
“Chinamen all crying after they were locked in their cells,” wrote one guard. Next day, “the
Chinamen were all confined in their cells all day and fed bread and water for making complaints
about the food.”168 Had they all been equally vocal in expressing their displeasure with the food,
or would they have been punished collectively anyway? Having people to talk to at least, may
have been a better way to pass the time than being isolated in the defining darkness of the black
cell. But, solidarity could also be difficult to come by when conditions become overcrowded. In
order to make room for the temporary detention prisoners from Kings County, for example, “27
Chinamen were made to occupy two cells… Indians were put two in each cell — this
arrangement leaves room to accommodate the number expected,” a guard wrote.169 In this
instance, it seems that stereotypes about race and collectivity and white prisoners’ history of
racial violence were all used to justify stuffing twelve and fourteen people into cells designed for
two.
As the prison became increasingly professionalized, and marshals were replaced with
career wardens, time became ever more central to prison officials strategies for attempting to
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achieve submission. Prisoner memoirs from McNeil attest to this transition, and are saturated
with descriptions of different ways of doing time. Robert Stroud, who arrived in the first decade
of the twentieth century, was obsessed with the operation of prison-time. Writing about the 1902
“Good Time Law,” for example, he argued that while it was ostensibly intended to stimulate
good behavior and hard work, in realty it incentivized prisoners “to become sycophants and
stoolpigeons.”170 Because the loss of good-time for misconduct was administered arbitrarily, he
explained, it caused prisoners to panic when trying to earn it back. “The point is that there was
nothing big-hearted in the enactment of goodtime laws,” he concluded, “they were enacted for
the very practical purpose of making prisoners easier to manage.”171 For Stroud, the problem lay
primarily in the unpredictable lack of control over the day-to-day timeline of one’s life. Only a
system that gave a prisoner a “vested right” in all good-time earned, that could not be taken
away, seemed fair to him.
Everyone at McNeil had their own philosophy for doing time. According to Stroud,
“prisoners figure and refigure their goodtime allowances and the day of their discharge using
every conceivable method of calculation in order to convince themselves that the official figures
are wrong.”172 The warden, O.P. Halligan at the time, kept a little black book where he would
record the conduct of each prisoner before entering it into his official record. So long as it had
not yet been transferred, prisoners were unsure whether or not he had actually taken away their
good-time. “The King would never tell him, and it was dangerous to ask, for The King might
say, ‘Ha, let me see! I did take twenty-five days from you, didn’t I? I’d forgotten all about it. I
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will have the notation made on your official record at once.’ ”173 A smart prisoner, Stroud
counseled, would keep quiet if he had made a good record after losing his good-time. But, he
also never knew for sure when he was getting out. “The suspense was part of his punishment.”174
In the daily struggles to reclaim some modicum of control over the time, the discretionary
element ensured that the warden controlled the degree of unpredictability, that he ultimately
controlled time.
Prisoner writing from McNeil provides another view of the way that work assignments
structured time and hierarchies inside the prison. Robert Stroud remembered: “every new man
was put on a shovel, and I realized that no shirker would stay popular for long with the men who
had to do his share of the work.”175 As a shoveler, Stroud complained of the “mass of blisters”
that formed on his hands and then broke open, “leaving them raw and bleeding so that they stuck
to the shovel handle after each car was filled.”176 He described in detail the way that work was
organized into discrete tasks carried out by the excavating gang, embankment gang, car crews,
and pushers. There was even a hierarchy among new and veteran shovelers; the amount of dirt
loaded by ten shovelers into three or four cars was then dumped on the newbies who only had
two cars, “so it kept them humping to stay ahead.”177 Thus, the experience of time and physical
exertion were structured by skill, number of fellow workers on any given task, and by the
material reality of the equipment itself. The higher the skilled position, the more time a prisoner
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had to rest. Unlike the shovelers, “the guard never drove the embankment gang or gave its
members any orders,” Stroud explained, because they relied on them to direct the work and
ensure the safety of the other men.178
Robert Stroud’s memoir also reveals how intimate time was negotiated and manipulated.
Stroud wrote that Warden Halligan tacitly condoned sex between prisoners so long as it did not
interfere with work.179 Indeed, at night the warden had his guards to patrol the cellblocks with a
lantern, rather than a flashlight, so as to respect prisoners’ privacy. McNeil’s newly-rewritten
rules incorporated intimate vulnerabilities as surveillance and management techniques. “You
must go to bed promptly when the retiring bell is given… placing your shoes at the cell door and
the rest of your clothing where it can be plainly seen.”180 According to Stroud, guards could see
in a single lantern-lit glance if anyone had put their clothes on in an attempt to escape. The
humiliation of trying to runaway naked, he suggested, was a powerful deterrent. During the
daytime, Stroud reflected, “lovemaking at work… because it tended to break down discipline,
was more serious than pederasty, which of course was committed in moments of privacy.”181
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The length of a sentence could determine possibilities for romantic intimacy. When
Stroud first arrived at McNeil, he was celled with Mike and Tom in a two-bunk cell. He
volunteered for the placement, as he knew Mike from jail in Juneau, Alaska. He described Mike
as a big Irishman without “an ounce of fat on his hard, well-muscled body.” As he lay in bed
naked the first night, “luxuriating in the sensation,” he anticipated intercourse with Mike. When
Mike got into bed, Stroud “could not help rolling against him.” He asked him to take off his
stinky undershirt, and suggested it was better to sleep naked. Telling Mike to put his arm around
him, he said: “‘Should you kick or push in your sleep, I will be like the colored girl in the story,
I’ll just have to push back, because there is no place to go.’ ” And, “with a little giggle,” he
turned his face to the wall. Yet, Mike rebuked Robert Stroud’s advances. “‘Remember kid!’
Mike whispered, ‘twelve years is a long time. I only have three. I can do mine standing on my
head. You can’t. Good night and sweet dreams.’” They exchanged one last futile flirtation, Mike
said he would spank him and Stroud answered that he wished he would, and that was the end of
their friendship. Referring to himself in the third person, Stroud reflected somberly: “The Writer
lay awake for many hours, staring into the blackness. Trying to puzzle out the riddle of the future
and the problems of his emotions in this new environment.”182
Sentence length also circumscribed prisoner organizing. Roy Gardner, who came to
McNeil only briefly, framed it in terms of wolf vs. coyote time.183 Coyotes were sneaky and
cowardly types, doing short sentences for larceny, theft, dope smuggling, and such. “These
penny-ante crooks, shunned and ignored by the wolves, serve as ‘anchors’ to drag against any
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successful convict organizing by the more dangerous inmates,” Gardner explained. They were
transferred to federal prisons, “not as incorrigibles, but as an antidote to convict organizing.”184
Wolves, on the other hand, were doing long stretches for the type of things that dominated crime
headlines. There were “prairie wolves” who traveled in packs, “timber wolves” who were in for
robbing banks or trains, and “lobo wolves” who were respected as unbroken and acknowledged
as leaders.185 Thus, the dynamics of prisoner organizing were shaped by prisoners’ perceived
time-horizons, by their understanding of what they did, or did not, have to lose. These prison
writings, when read alongside other prison records, attest to the ways that the relationship labor,
punishment, race, and sexuality was reconfigured by time on McNeil Island.
When using time in administering the prison, officials evidently looked back to the age of
plantation slavery. Robert Stroud, for instance, thought that prisons in the West combined the
worst and best penology from the South and the North. He was clear about the influence of
slavery: forcing prisoners to do agricultural work, he wrote, “required the development of no
new techniques, since the system had been well worked out on the large plantations of the South
during slavery days… Generations of large slave gangs had worked under mounted gun guards
and the lash,” he continued, “they had even developed an efficient system of running down
runaways with dogs.”186 In Stroud’s final estimation, the prisoner was still a slave with no
rights.187 The quotidian documentation in McNeil’s Daily Journal of weather, work, and torture
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as factors of production certainly did resemble slave accounting. The prison’s records show how
a labor-time theory of value was modified for prisoners. A price for their labor was set at a
devalued rate, and the value of anything they produced was calculated against the costs of
maintaining and guarding them. They were assigned an efficiency score based on the number of
days they worked versus days they missed due to sickness or punishment. In this way, prison
accounting carried forward practices pioneered in slavery in which prisoners, like slaves, were
tallied as capital.188
Prison managers at McNeil can be seen as employing a kind of imperial technology of
time. The dynamic between offense and duration was also changed by the series of federal good
time laws as they altered the abstract equivalence between time and punishment by inserting
conduct as a way to prove readiness for release (and sometimes citizenship). They shifted the
discretionary power of who determined such readiness from judges and courts to wardens and
the Attorney General, and later to an emergent group of penological experts. Thus, while many
of the techniques of surveillance, punishment, and labor compulsion bore traces of slavery,
others were clearly pioneered in outposts of empire, at territorial prisons like McNeil Island.
Here, prison record-keeping became a form of imperial race-making. As empire-building and
race-making were intwined in the Pacific Northwest, as they were elsewhere, regimes of forced
labor in prisons became key sites of experimentation with racial management. It was the
combination of theories and practices of “racial development” and “racial competition,” as
historians David Roediger and Elizabeth Esch recently put it, that gave rise to a “thoroughly
modern” form of U.S. imperialism.189
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Fugitive Time
The temporally janus-faced nature of America’s carceral empire in the Pacific Northwest
— looking back toward slavery and forward to imperial forms of prison management — became
particularly apparent in systems of surveillance that extended far beyond the prison itself. Over
the course the nineteenth century, U.S. marshals enlisted bounty-hunters in tracking fugitives,
and deputized settlers to make arrests. The dramatic growth in newspaper circulation over the
first two decades of the twentieth century brought news of escapes to ever wider audiences,
thereby involving more people in networks of recapture. Recapturing escaped prisoners raised
crucial and enduring questions about the relationship of time, violence, and sovereignty: who had
the power to “take the law into their own hands,” for instance, when, and under what
circumstances?
Surveillance was about controlling time and visibility, about how long someone could
remain out of sight or who appeared out of place in the landscape. The U.S. Marshals Service
knew this perhaps better than anyone. They had been charged with enforcing the Fugitive Slave
Act (1850), and carried the institutional memory of tracking run-away slaves with them into the
West in the decades after the Civil War. Marshals had also long worked together with private
citizens. Yet, if the old slave patrols were primarily comprised of a wealthier slave-owning class,
suspicious of poor whites as potential thieves, the postbellum Northwest territories saw a kind of
perverse democratization in the use of force.190
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From 1870 to 1896, marshals were paid for specific services, like transporting prisoners
and recapturing escapees. Indeed, many suggested that they were “growing fat” off the so-called
fee system.191 They billed the Department of Justice through the office of the Attorney General,
providing documentation of their role in the process. Over the years, a system for splitting the
winnings was worked out between marshals, settlers, and prison guards. Rewards provided
added incentive for settlers to get involved. When controversy arose, it was sometimes
documented in McNeil’s Daily Journal. In July, 1890, for example, the guard made a record of
the marshal’s insistence that he be paid for recapturing “Jim-the-Indian.”192
Time was of the essence when an escaped occurred, and guards tried to capture each
moment of the process and commit it to the prison journal. They described the steps that were
taken in a series of time markers. Typically, it involved stopping work, locking down the
prisoners, dispatching a search party, alerting settlers on surrounding islands, establishing a
watch at strategic locations, and sending a boat to Steilacoom to notify the Marshal’s office and
townspeople. For extended manhunts, they would also raise a posse or employ bounty-hunters.
In the majority of cases over the first few decades of McNeil’s operations, private
citizens proved crucial to recapturing escapees. When several prisoners escaped in spring of
1884, for instance, they were apprehended and returned by island residents: “Mr. Byrd caught
the deserters on the back of the island in the woods,” wrote the guard, “Perry bring them home at
9:30pm.”193 When “Jim-the-Indian” escaped from the kitchen in summer 1890, the “settlers were
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notified at once.” The following year when George Anderson ran from kitchen duty, the alarm
went out, the search commenced, and he was promptly “found in the custody of a settler” over
on Fox Island.194 Indeed, trusted settlers whose homesteads were frequently used as “a watch”
became incorporated into what the journal referred to in short-hand as the “usual steps” in the
routine of recapture.195
The abolition of the fee-for-capture system further incentivized would-be bounty hunters.
Through the process of raising a posse and deputizing settlers, certain prerogatives of the state
were delegated to private citizens. “Wanted dead or alive” edicts put the question of deadly force
squarely in the hands of those seeking to make a “citizen’s arrest.” Consider, for instance, when
Ed Hanson escaped his wood-cutting crew in the fall of 1902. The call went out and seventeen
men waited for him overnight on the Still Harbor road. He “made his appearance about noon by
Sherman’s house,” the guard recorded. “Sherman could not persuade him to become a captive
and after telling him to halt, shot him through the bowels.” Hanson died at 4:30pm that day.
Deputy marshals Crosby and Morris rounded up the “extra force” and were off the island by
5pm.196 Remarkably, this is the journal’s only entry to have a scrap of paper glued at the top and
folded over it. Perhaps, guards needed more space to record all the day’s events; or, maybe it
served quite literally as a cover up.
The proliferation of local and national news-outfits during the first two decades of the
twentieth century shortened the amount of time it took to get word out to settlers, and widened
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the range of people who had access to information about a fugitive’s possible whereabouts.197
The rise of news syndicates and improvements in communication technologies, like a national
wire service, profoundly changed the way people imagined time and fugitively. Suddenly, it was
as if anyone who wanted to could become the eyes and ears of a carceral continuum that even
extended across state lines. Nowhere was this illustrated more clearly than in the case of famed
escape-artist Roy Gardner’s multiple breaks from McNeil.
Roy Gardner’s story exemplifies many of the tendencies of white supremacist futuremaking. He was born in Trenton, Missouri, at a time when ex-confederates were regaining
political control and Jesse James was robbing trains wearing the distinctive masks of the Ku
Klux Klan. Like many adventure-seeking white men of his generation, Gardner traveled west
looking to be swept up in imperial circuits of militant masculinity. He joined the army and was
sent to Mindanao, in the Philippines Islands. Chafing under military discipline, he left for
Mexico to run guns during the revolution. “Being more of less a solider of fortune,” he wrote,
“the possibilities appealed to me.”198 After getting caught and then escaping from jail in
Hermosillo, he tried his hand at prize fighting, wound up doing two years at San Quentin for
jewelry theft, and finally took a welding job for the Panama-Pacific Exposition. He stayed and
worked in Bay Area shipyards a few years (until the armistice), before returning to Mexico
where he lost all his money gambling. This event, he writes in his memoir, caused him to begin
robbing trains. Gardner was caught in southern California in 1920 and sentenced to 25 years at
McNeil. He would escape and be recaptured three times over the next two years, creating a news
sensation.
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These were different circumstances than when Jesse James had dawned the overt symbols
of white supremacy to flaunt his invincibility. In making his getaway outside Del Mar,
California, Roy Gardner wrote, “I darkened my complexion a few shades until it was about the
color of a Mexican’s, and walked a couple of miles down the highway in search of a suitable
place to hide the money.”199 When a northwestern newspaper recounted the event, however, they
reported he was “convicted when he slit open 30 sacks of mail, blacked as a negro.”200 The
reporter, in this instance, had collapsed the intended gradations of racial difference into a
singular category of radicalized criminality: blackness.201 Thus, through their crime reporting,
newspapers also became involved in race-making.
Gardner’s first escape reveals how perceived time-horizons shaped possibilities for risktaking and collaboration. He made his move just outside Portland, en route to McNeil. After
overpowering the deputy marshals who were escorting him, he asked the other detainees to help
him in making their escape. The car thieves, however, did not want to run; “they had only
eighteen months to serve, and figured they’d rather do that than take a chance on more serious
trouble.” With the Chinese prisoners it was different, he thought, “so I invited Mr. Chong and
Mr. Ming to join me.”202 Gardner had the only gun, however, so after Kam Chong “loaned” him
$200 he left them to go their separate ways. He says he then went up to Canada to work as a
traveling salesman. It is no coincidence that his first haul had included $131,000 in Canadian
bonds. He then retuned to California, he said, to be with his wife and daughter.
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Upon his return, Roy Gardner was recaptured while gambling in Roseville, California. In
his account of it, Gardner railed against the system of collusion that had developed after the
abolition of the fee-for-capture system. “According to the law, no Federal officer is permitted to
participate in a reward paid for the capture of a fugitive,” he wrote. “This automatically barred
[postal inspector] Austin and some of the others. But there was an agreement made that night…
In a few months the reward will be paid, and I have an idea about what will become of the
money.”203 He was promptly put abroad another transport headed to McNeil, under the guard of
marshals Thomas Mulhall and D.W. Wrinckle. As the train neared Castle Rock, Washington,
Gardner escaped. He was aided this time by Norris Pyron, who was looking at a fifteen-year
stretch at McNeil. Newspapers jumped on the story, reporting each new development.204
Gardner’s second escape shows how the dynamics of newspaper coverage, whether
through excitement or panic, accelerated time. Bandit escaped this morning, battle expected
momentarily, speed manhunt for desperado, suspect flees from restaurant, ran the headlines.
“Working without a clue of any kind, the posse is displaying unmitigated enthusiasm according
to word trickling back to Kelso,” read one article, “and still holds high hope of being able to find
a hot trail.”205 Sure enough, posse member W.A. Pratt managed to trap Norris Pyron in the
outskirts of Kelso the very next day. As for Gardner, “with the zeal of man-hunters unflagging,”
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the paper reported, “it is conceded that it is only a matter of time until the fugitive will be forced
to come into the open for food.” Or, as another paper put it, that he would try and crawl through
the posse’s cordon when he gets hungry enough. Meanwhile, rumors continued to fly. One man
said he saw a figure skulking by the cemetery near the swamp, for example. Eighteen-year-old
Lloyd Paine said he had spotted a man, “showing no disposition to fraternize,” dodging through
the timber near Silver Lake.
Read alongside Roy Gardner’s memoir, the news coverage also provides insight into a
fugitive’s experience of time. As the papers suggested, it was determined by how long he could
stay hidden and go without food. It was also characterized by a series of suspicious split-seconds
and the perpetual fear of being discovered. When Gardner snuck down to grab a bite at
Restaurant Royal in Castle Rock, Washington, for example, he was almost immediately spotted.
“I was just in the act of dipping into it when I chanced to look out toward the sidewalk — and
that glance told me it was time to move — quickly!”206 The man he had passed on his way into
the restaurant, was now standing on the sidewalk “watching him intently.” When Gardner caught
his eye, the man abruptly walked away. This quick and wordless exchange was more than
enough to spook Gardner: “I took my hat and dashed out, turning a corner I ran full speed
through the town.”207 After making his way to Centralia, Washington, and dressing himself as a
bandaged burn victim, he checked into the Oxford Hotel. Noticing that a good deal of the news
columns were devoted to the hunt for Roy Gardner, he nevertheless felt confident in his disguise.
The next morning has he passed the front desk, “Mrs. Howell gave me a curt ‘good morning.’
Had I felt a little less secure,” he wrote, “I might have sensed the lack of warmth that had
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characterized her attitude towards me the day before.”208 Marian Howell had noticed, she said
later, that his eyebrows were not singed, making her suspect his story of being burned. Later that
day, she and officer Louis Sonny came to his room and arrested him. They marched him outside
and took pictures for a large crowd of local residents. Although marshal Holohan had led the
manhunt, a hotel proprietor and village policeman stood to split the $5,000 reward.209
Authorities finally manages to deliver Roy Gardner to McNeil Island penitentiary in July,
1921. After just six weeks in prison, however, he escaped again. During the fifth inning of a
Labor Day baseball game, while everyone was distracted, he and two other prisoners suddenly
dropped from the bleachers and ran headlong for the woods. Six guards rushed in pursuit, opened
fire, and shot all three escapees. They recaptured Lawardus Bogart, while Gardner managed to
get away even though a bullet had caught him in the leg. Everett Impyn lay dead. When Dr.
Charles Jento, the prison physician was interviewed about the escape, he said that Gardner had
chosen those two as decoys because they were the only two prisoners guards would not hesitate
to shoot. They were degenerates and “nobody had any use for them,” Dr. Jento said. If true, then
it seems Gardner banked on the added seconds he would gain by the guards shooting the other
men first.
Newspaper coverage, more than ever before, whipped up a collectively anxious
experience of the first ten days of his fugitively. Numerous articles catalogued the clues, sights,
and sounds of the ensuing manhunt, constructing the kind of timeline used in police work. Island
residents shot at shadows in the night, guards mistook deer for the bandit, and the search party
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fired from patrol boats into the water. A blood-stained piece of cloth provided the latest clue and
his capture was to be expected soon, the stories suggested.210 James McDonald, leader of the
woodsmen detailed by Warden Thomas Maloney concluded that “no living man could keep out
of sight for so long a time,” but vowed to return if developments warrant resuming the hunt.211
After a week and a half, the local hunt was called off and the search went national. The papers
kept up with the story as new clues emerged, people reported having spotted him, and his friends
and acquaintances were interviewed. They even debated best manhunt practices, and some
criticized the warden’s statement that dogs were no good. Many believed he was wrong, arguing
that the use of bloodhounds would surely have already led to Garnder’s recapture. One
newspaper strategically ran a column about an escapee from the Walla Walla state prison who
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had been tracked by bloodhounds to Eureka, California, and was now back serving his fifteenyear sentence.212
Remarkably, Roy Gardner also contributed to the coverage of his own story. He wrote an
account of his escape to George North, the editor of The San Francisco Bulletin, along with an
open letter to appealing to President Harding. Once again, his letters chronicled a series splitseconds, stolen moments, and odd hours that shaped a fugitive’s temporality.213 In his appeal to
the president, Gardner argued that if reforming a criminal were measured not by the length of the
sentence, but by the intensity of mental and physical suffering, then he had been “reformed a
hundred times over.”214 He was recaptured in Phoenix, Arizona, on November 15, 1921, by the
mail clerk abroad the train he was trying to rob. The San Francisco Bulletin ran the story with
accounts by Gardner and by Herman F. Inderleid, the clerk.215 And again, he framed risk-taking
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in terms of a bet against time: “I have seventy-five years staring me in the face, and if I get a
chance, I’m gone” Gardner wrote. “And I’ll take a long chance to make my getaway.”216 At
sentencing, Judge William H. Sawtelle told Gardner that although he was sentenced to seventyfive years, “how long you stay there depends entirely upon your own conduct.”
In all, Roy Gardner ended up serving eighteen years at Leavenworth and Alcatraz.
Writing his memoir from a prison cell, he described the way that prisoners were mentally
broken-down through solitary confinement. Time continued to haunt him. During the day
prisoners had something to occupy their minds, “but in the hours between 5 o’clock in the
evening and 7 o’clock in the morning comes the time that sears men’s souls and drives them
insane.”217 Indeed, time and insanity were recurrent themes throughout his life and writing. If
being locked inside drove prisoners crazy, according to Gardner, surveillance on the outside
made them forever paranoid. It was the “indescribable consciousness” of being “watched,” he
wrote; the sense that he was among people with whom he did not belong grew stronger as each
person turned for a second look. “It was the feeling of the hunted.”218 Gardner was released in
1939, and committed suicide on January 10, 1940.
Roy Gardner’s story provides unique insight into a fugitive’s time-horizons and the livedexperience of criminalization. It also shows how public perceptions about the times and spaces
of man-hunting were profoundly changed by the rise of syndicated news. The actions of law
enforcement, deputized posses, professional bounty-hunters, and everyday citizens chart
changing notions of policing, public safety, and the use of force in self-proclaimed “frontier”
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communities. The system of surveillance pioneered in the Pacific Northwest extended far beyond
the federal penitentiary. It also carried forward a set of assumptions that were deeply rooted in
expansionist settler colonialism; namely, that certain prerogatives of sovereignty, like the state’s
monopoly on the “legitimate” use of violence, were separable and could be delegated to private
individuals on the colonizing periphery.

Stages of Supervision
Alongside frenzied stories of escapes and recaptures, a series of federal laws established
stages of supervision for those deemed criminal. These calculated attempts to control time were
part of broader national and international conversations, and influenced by imperialist theories of
development. In explaining new policies, like parole, prison administrators borrowed literature
and techniques from “insular possessions” like the Philippines, debated the comparative
advantages of different “convict colonization” schemes, and worried about the standing of their
prisons in the community of “civilized nations.”
Federal probation, good time, and parole were envisioned as working together from the
start. Congress passed the federal good time law in 1902, parole in 1910, and probation,
introduced in 1909, passed in 1925. The “triplets” as penologists called them, “gave meaning to
each other;” they were designed to create stages of supervision before, during, and after
imprisonment.219 The federal parole boards were comprised of the warden, prison physician, and
Superintendent of Prisons and met each January, May, and September at Atlanta, Leavenworth,
and McNeil Island penitentiaries. The board had the power to revoke and re-incarcerate parolees,
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with or without restitution of the prior good time they had earned in prison. The U.S. Marshals
Service was tasked with supervising federal parolees and executing warrants for parole-violators.
The original federal parole law made prisoners eligible for early release after serving one
third of their sentence. McNeil’s Rules and Regulations explained that parolees would remain
under the legal custody of the warden until the expiration of their sentence, “minus good-time
earned.”220 The board, it reminded prisoners, would fix the limits of residence for parolees, and
had the power to issue warrants based on any reliable information that they had violated the
terms of their parole.221 This form of “conditional release,” as it was sometimes called, relied on
a speculation about a parole applicant’s future: whether they were likely to live without violating
the law and whether their release would be compatible with the welfare of society were the
primary criteria.
As with good time, prison officials made clear that this was not a “vested right,” as
Robert Stroud put it, but could be changed or taken away. This made things confusing and
unpredictable for prisoners and parolees who were continually counting down the days. Indeed,
when McNeil’s prison newspaper set out to explain that those paroled before the end of July,
1932, would serve the remainder of their minimum sentence, while those paroled after would
have to serve the rest of the maximum, the editor concluded exasperatedly: parole is not a right,
“but an act of grace.”222 Stroud was furious that the modification of the law also disqualified
good-time sentence reductions for parolees. Making a them serve the remainder of their original
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maximum sentence on parole, rather than the reduced sentenced earned by good behavior, he felt
was like making them serve their good-time all over again. Any prisoner serving less than ten
years “who is not an idiot,” he suggested, should knock-out the first person who looks at him
sideways, forfeit his good-time, serve his sentence straight-up, and go free rather than be
paroled.223 As Stroud recognized, the modified law also created parallel temporalities for
prisoners serving shorter sentences: one timeline anticipated release based purely on good-time
sentence reduction, another was based on serving one third of the original maximum sentence.
Which came first depended upon how long a prisoner was serving. Amidst the confusion, one
thing was made clear. Prison officials held the power to turn-back time, erase good deeds, and
reset the clock.
McNeil penitentiary’s newspaper, The Island Lantern, did more than get word out to
prisoners about things like changes in the parole law. Begun in 1924, it served to connect the
federal prison to national and international discussions in penology.224 Indeed, it served as a
primary site for exchanging ideas and practices of prison management, racial development, and
civilizational hierarchy. Even the newspaper’s visual culture reinforced stereotypes about
supposedly more and less evolutionarily advanced peoples. The cartoon the editor ran along with
the article about parole, for example, portrays a black prisoner to be doubly confused as the
white one. Drawn with the exaggeratedly thick lips of the “Sambo” character, he is also shown as
more disheveled. His torn clothing, moreover, reveal hairy elbows like those of a gorilla. The
resemblance to the racist imagery of black-face, went part-and-parcel with the newspaper’s
coverage of the frequent minstrel shows put on by the local Elks Club for prisoners at McNeil.
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The Island Lantern gathered information through imperial circuits that crossed the Pacific
Ocean. In covering parole, for instance, the editor remarked that while “it seems strange that one
of our insular possessions should be the home of so authoritative a chronicle of progressive
penology as the Philippine Prisons Review,” it contains “the best statement of parole.”225 The
article reprinted from the Philippines explained that the idea of parole had originated in the
British empire when convicts were given a “ticket-to-leave” and serve out the remainder of their
sentences in Australia. It went on to describe the current system of parole in terms of
civilizational standing: “the prevalent practice in almost every civilized country of the world of
releasing prisoners under certain conditions prior to the expiration of their respective prison
sentences.”226 Indeed, colonial administrators were well-practiced at creating policies full of
timelines and stipulations for partial freedoms.
The trans-pacific imperial borrowings became most pronounced when prison
administrators at McNeil Island anticipated hosting the annual American Prison Association
Conference in 1927, and prepared a one-hundred-forty-page special issue of The Island Lantern
in French and English for the International Penal Congress in Prague three years later. Evidently
concerned about their position among those “civilized nations,” the prison newspaper ran stories
comparing European and American prisons and solicited articles from experts on prisons from
around the globe. American prisons had been accused of being lax on punishments, and compare
unfavorably with Europe in terms of escapes one story announced shortly before the
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conference.227 One of the American Prison Association delegates said that American prisons had
been “branded as the worst in the world.”228
When the three hundred and fifty delegates came to visit McNeil in August, 1927,
warden Finch R. Archer proudly toured them through “Honor Farm,” established just one year
before. He had also prepared the first official history of McNeil Island federal penitentiary, and
called it The Prison Without Walls.229 According to the “honor system,” prisoners earned the
privilege of working on the farm and enjoyed a relative degree of freedom, without guns trained
on them, for instance. Although he did not state it explicitly, Archer was evidently well-aware of
the original “Prison Without Walls,” the name of the Iwahig Penal Colony on Palawan Island in
the Philippines. Indeed, shortly before he endeavored to create “Honor Farm” the Island Lantern
ran a story on Iwahig. “This colony is the most novel experiment ever tried out in the
reformatory treatment of criminals,” it proclaimed.230 Only prisoners with good records at Bilibid
prison in Manila had earned the privilege of becoming “colonists” at Iwahig, where prisoners
served as police and were even given an allotment of land and allowed to be joined by their
families “under certain conditions.”231 McNeil’s prison chaplain, C.W. Burr, had attend the
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International Penal Congress in London, where he would have heard the report on Philippine
prions firsthand.
Finch Archer also brought his own lived experience of colonialism administration to the
job at McNeil. Before becoming the warden in 1922, he had worked on a series of Indian
reservations. He wanted desperately for his legacy as a prison administrator to be the man who
transformed “a backwoods jail in the midst of a savage wilderness,” as one newspaper put it
when he resigned in 1934, into a truly modern penal institution. Penological modernity, during
his tenure, was thought in the temporal framework of colonial development.
Archer’s contemporaries knew this. Blake McKelvey, for example, concluded his 1933
assessment of “Penology and the Westward Movement” thus: “all things considered, the federal
government had scarcely shown sturdy leadership in territorial penology – the same government
that was so soon to take up the ‘White Man’s Burden’ across the seas, and there, incidentally, to
learn some progressive penology.”232 Clearly also thinking of the Iwahig Penal Colony, the
“Prison without Walls,” he cited famed penologist John Lewis Gillin’s study of “some
interesting penal developments in the Philippines Islands” to illustrate his point.
Yet subsequent histories of U.S. prisons, and the making of the penal state, seem to have
forgotten the ways they grew up in empire, alongside genocidal wars of expansion and racial
conquest. It is clear in the case of the McNeil Island penitentiary that a set of competing imperial
futures shaped carceral practice in the Pacific Northwest from the 1870s through the 1930s. At
first, it seems that the federal prison sought to adjudicate the pace and spoils of ethnic cleansing.
Inside the prison, time was used as a strategy to achieve submission and circumscribed
possibilities for risk-taking, intimacy, and prisoner organizing. Ideas about historic time
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bolstered the classification of inmates along racialized hierarchies of supposed civilizational
development. Time was also central to the network of surveillance and the stages of supervision
that extended beyond the prison itself. Above all, prison administrators sought repeatedly to
demonstrate that they were time’s final arbiters.

Conclusion
At the turn of the twentieth-century, historians were more accustomed to thinking about
prison expansion in the context of U.S. empire. Indeed, at territorial penitentiaries like McNeil
Island, penological modernity operated according to a logic of colonial development. The prison
purported to “refit” prisoners for productive citizenship. Fitness for freedom echoed discussions
about fitness for self-government. An individual’s readiness for citizenship, a territory’s
readiness for statehood, and a colony’s readiness for democracy tracked one another in eerily
parallel registers. Thus, over the latter part of the nineteenth century, the fates of prisoners held
in the only federal penitentiary west of the Rocky Mountains and of indigenous-, immigrant-,
colonial- subjects in territories like Washington, Alaska, Hawaii, and in colonies like Puerto
Rico, Guam, and the Philippines, were brought together in the minds prison wardens and
imperial administrators.
As federal “good time” laws changed the abstract equivalence of offense and duration in
imprisonment by adding conduct as a measure for potentially early release, work performance
became the central proving-ground to demonstrate fitness. Although work assignments were to
be determined by character and ability, these categories because racialized when they were put
into practice by guards on the ground. If using time as punishment is seen to be the hallmark of
modern imprisonment as it developed over the nineteenth century, then the example of McNeil
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island shows how it worked differently in settler-colonial empire. Using time to punish
naturalized imprisonment because of its economic self-evidence. The phrase “time-is-money”
perhaps best encapsulates the historic transition from event-time to clock-time that is often seen
as a defining feature of the rise of industrial capitalism.233 According to this formulation,
regulations in prison were meant to target individual self-control and industriousness, and
sacrifice in the present to achieve future goals would be proof of virtue. Yet, to certain prison
wardens and guards in the era of postbellum prison expansion, that “time-is-money” equivalency
was understood in terms of turning time into money through the efficiency gains of commanding
the labor of those deemed unfit for freedom.
Inside McNeil, using time, racial categories, and punishment as factors of production
was carried out according to a monarchical, rather than purely capitalist, rationality; that is, as a
practice of sovereignty above and beyond economy. At times this meant using federal authority
to reassert state-sanctioned white supremacy; other times, it required certain prerogatives of
sovereignty, like the monopoly on the “legitimate” use of violence, be delegated to private
individuals on the colonizing periphery. These practices were rooted in the history of plantation
slavery, but took on new life under settler-colonialism in the Northwest Territories.
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Chapter 3
Fearing the Flood:
Prison Revolt and Counterinsurgency in the U.S. – Occupied Philippines, 1899-1914
Bilibid prison in fact could be likened to a faucet
which though used day and night was never without water.234
In the days leading to the outbreak of war between the United States and the Philippine
Republic in early February of 1899, Filipino revolutionaries planned a revolt inside Bilibid
Prison. Prison physician, Dr. Manuel Xeres Burgos wrote to Philippine President Emilio
Aguinaldo urging that the effort to expel U.S. Army troops from Manila should begin in Bilibid:
“It is absolutely necessary that an order be received here permitting the uprising of those in
prison before the movement is begun anywhere else.”235 Meanwhile Jacinto Limjap, who had
been imprisoned by the Spanish for financing the revolution, submitted his plan for arming the
prisoners with rifles taken from the U.S. Army’s Pennsylvania Barracks at the Zorilla Theater
across from Bilibid. Having been proclaimed commander of the volunteers inside the
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penitentiary, he asked Teodoro Sandiko to authorize a battalion of 600 sandatahan, the
revolutionary force, to seize the American armaments. Limjap listed the officers he thought
should command the battalion. Sandiko passed the list on to Aguinaldo as they prepared to
muster the sandatahan at Calcoocan Station on the northern outskirts of Manila. Aguinaldo
instructed them to approach the sentinels at the Pennsylvania Barracks disguised as women so
they would not fire their guns to sound the alarm.236
This was the U.S. Army’s nightmare scenario. Having stationed troops in Manila to block
the revolutionary forces from the city, they were busy intercepting communications from leaders
of the Philippine Republic. In late January 1899, General Otis informed Admiral Dewey that he
feared a simultaneous attack from inside and outside the city would occur before their additional
troops arrived. At the beginning of February, they moved U.S. troops to higher ground at Santa
Mesa where they could overlook the rows of revolutionary army tents extending down the ridge
along the San Juan River that formed part of the “line of delineation.”237 On February 4, U.S.
troops fired on a sandatahan patrol in the village of Santol just below Santa Mesa; they returned
fire, and the exchange marked the official opening of war in the young republic. The initial U.S.
attack left 500 Filipinos dead and pushed Aguinaldo’s forces out of Manila.
The Bilibid prison revolt plot became the cornerstone of pro-imperialist justifications for
the war. In presenting the “Philippine Insurgent Records” to the War Department, for example,
Major John R. Taylor described the prison revolt as the trigger of a coordinated and widespread
uprising in Manila that would have slaughtered every American in sight. It was not difficult for
Jacinto Limjap to find volunteers “to rob, to burn, to rape, and to murder,” Major Taylor
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claimed, because that was why they were sent to prison for in the first place. Taylor argued that
as the uprising spread from Bilibid across Manila, servants would rise up and kill their masters,
insurgents disguised as civilians would fall upon U.S. Army barracks, and white people would be
massacred in the streets: “if the plan had been carried out no white man and no white woman
would have escaped.”238
Dean Worcester, who had just been appointed to the First Philippine Commission by
President William McKinley, relied heavily on Taylor’s narrative to assert that the Filipinos had
brought war upon themselves.239 In contrast to political claims of sovereignty, like the “Malolos
Constitution,” the specter of prison revolt was repeatedly pointed to as the prime example of how
Filipinos were treacherous, irrational, uncontrollably violent, and hence unfit for self-rule.
According to Worcester, and officials like him, it was prison revolt igniting mass urban uprising
that proved it was malicious “savagery” rather than “any fixed determination on their part to
push for independence to the bitter end” that led to their attack.240
Pro-imperialist propaganda minimizing the conflict as merely an “insurrection” against a
legitimate U.S. claim to sovereignty left a lasting imprint on the historiography of the PhilippineAmerican War in the United States.241 More recently, however, historians of U.S. empire in the
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Philippines have decisively challenged that narrative by revealing the scale of wartime atrocities
and the extent to which the conflict was waged as all-out war.242 Paul Kramer, for example, has
shown how the first few years of fighting turned on theories of “race-war,” particularly with the
escalation of guerrilla warfare after November 1899.243 War-making and racialization were
entwined, Kramer argues, as U.S. soldiers sought to define and generalize their enemy through
labels like “nigger” and “gugu,” and U.S. officials attempted to portray Filipinos as hell bent on
race-war against whites.244 Historians like Kramer and Alfred McCoy have also highlighted how
the planned attack on Manila and the order for an urban uprising featured in U.S. justifications
for the war, but there has yet to be any sustained analysis of the role of prison revolt in U.S.
counterinsurgency campaigns. From the inception, however, as accounts like Taylor’s and
Worcester’s illustrate, prison revolt lay at the core of white-supremacist fantasies of race-war in
the Philippines.
Prison revolt was also a central current running through the revolutionary struggles
against U.S. occupation in the Philippines. Social historians of these popular movements have
long warned against subsuming their various aims into a singular elite-nationalist narrative of
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seeking only political self-determination through the formal rights of the nation-state. By
focusing on the meaning of revolution to the masses, for instance, Reynaldo C. Ileto
demonstrates the vitality of messianic and millennial visions within these movements.245 He
shows how revolutionary ideas that surfaced in poetry and political street theater were channeled
into a “revolutionary style” by brotherhoods like the katipunan, and erupted in people’s uprisings
against Spanish and U.S. rule. Vicente Rafael meanwhile suggests that these revolutionary
movements opened a new experience of sovereignty, based in kayalaan, understood as “freedom
from the necessity of labor and the violence of law,” in contrast to U.S. and elite-nationalist
doctrines of sovereignty.246 Following this line of argument, prison revolt in the Philippines
might be seen not only as an affront to U.S. sovereignty, but as an alternative practice, or
expression, of radical freedom itself.
Breaking out of prison as an act of individual liberation leading to collective salvation
was a recurrent theme throughout the various waves of revolutionary activity in the Philippines.
Consider the case of Felipe Salvador in 1902. That year, U.S. officials tried to propagate the
fiction that war had ended by prematurely declaring a handover from military to civil
government. Governor-General William Taft led the Philippine Commission in passing a series
of legislation to try and render abstract sovereignty into actual jurisdiction on the ground. The
Sedition and “Bandolerismo” laws of 1902 provided the legal architecture for hunting down and
locking up all remaining “insurgents,” suddenly reclassified as outlaws and bandits rather than
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anti-colonial freedom fighters.247 Felipe Salvador was legendary. He had defeated 3,000 Spanish
with an army of 300 at the battle of San Luis in Pampanga in 1896, captured 100 Mauser rifles
from the Spanish, and led a triumphant march through Candaba after Pampanga had been
liberated from the Spanish in 1898.248 He had amassed an enormous following, and was routinely
tracked by U.S. intelligence forces. Ensnared by the new laws, he was captured in Nueva Ecija
on charges of sedition and transported to Bilibid prison in 1902. But when they passed Cabiao en
route, he escaped.
To his followers, Salvador’s escape was seen as an individual act toward communal
freedom. He had predicted it, telling his followers he went to jail voluntarily and would walk free
when he chose.249 It was also one among a series of prophecies featuring imprisoned leaders as
harbingers of liberation that had deep roots in the original katipunan. During the war against the
Spanish, Salvador promised the return of revolutionary hero Gabino Cortes along with seven
archangels to shield them from the bullets.250 In preparation for war against the Spanish, Andrés
Bonaficio and other katipunan leaders had ascended Mount Tapusi to write “long live Philippine
independence” in chalk on the wall of the Cave of Bernardo Caprio. King Bernardo, “hero of the
Indios,” was said to be “imprisoned in the cave, awaiting the day when he would break loose and
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return to free his people.”251 During Felipe Salvador’s escape, he too ascended a mountain top.
After wandering in the nearby forests and swamps Salvador climbed Mount Arayat and returned
with a prophecy: a great flood would wash away nonbelievers and precipitate the impending
battle for independence.252
A few months later, Felipe Salvador was accused of giving instructions to poison
members of the Philippine Constabulary’s drinking water. In early July 1903, Ludovico Isais and
several others were arrested and charged with the premeditated murder of nine Constabulary
officers in the barrio of San Miguel Pinatabunan, in the town of Concepcion, Province of
Tarlac.253 The prosecutor argued that Salvador had instructed them to poison the water with a
plant called tarampunay when they had visited him in Bugnot, where he was encamped with his
band. Given that a great many inhabitants of the barrio San Miguel were affiliated with his
association, the Santa Iglesia, the prosecution also claimed that the poisoning had been
immediately reported back to Salvador.254 The crime shocked U.S. observers and made its way
into popular accounts of the Philippines. Doctor John Bancroft Devins, who happened to be in
Tarlac at the time, wrote that he stopped to interrogate Isais and the other prisoners held in the
guardhouse “due to the boldness of their crime.”255 The prisoners confessed that “Salvador told
251
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me to do it,” Devins reported, adding that Felipe Salvador “professed to exercise a miraculous
and supernatural power, and had been attempting to rouse the people to resistance to lawful
authority.”256 While this was not yet the great flood Salvador had prophesied, poisoning the
police and encouraging resistance to colonial law certainly seemed symptomatic of his call to
purge nonbelievers. It was also part of a larger movement specifically directed against foreign
military and police forces.
The years following the U.S. declaration of civil government in 1902 were marked by
what the Philippine Constabulary referred to as the period of “papal resistance.”257 These militant
religio-political movements were led by messianic figures like Felipe Salvador, called “Popes,”
and traced their origins to the katipunan. According to the Constabulary, in addition to
Salvador’s Santa Iglesia, other resistance organizations included the Tulisans, Dios-Dios,
Colorados, Cruz-Cruz, Cazadoes, Colorums, Santo Niños, Guardia de Honor, Hermanos del
Tercio Orden, and Babaylane.258 Vic Hurley, honorary Third Lieutenant and chronicler of the
Philippine Constabulary, carefully recorded the messages and movements of these Popes. He
also uncovered visions of freedom defined in opposition to imperial notions of law and order.
Describing the Tulisan movement led by Ruperto Rio, self-proclaimed “Son of God” and
“Deliverer of the Philippines,” Hurley focused on the meaning of independence to the
organization. While being interrogated, a wounded Tulisan prisoner spoke about a box inscribed
with the term “independencia”; it was in the box, he told his captors, but had now flown away
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back to the Pope to be enclosed again in a new box. “The fanatic rolled his glistening eyes as he
drank in the thought of the approach of the millennium,” wrote Hurley. “ ‘When independence
flies from the box, there will be no labor, señor, and no jails and no taxes… and no more
constabulario,’ ” explained the prisoner.259 Here was a radical understanding of freedom
predicated on the abolition of policing, prisons, taxation and labor. Messianic leaders like
Ruperto Rios and Felipe Salvador were promising total revolution in the Philippines, social
transformation rooted in a collective experience of criminalization.
The revolutionary impulse also carried forward the metaphor of the flood. Two years
after Felipe Salvador’s escape en route to Bilibid, for example, the Philippine Commission
intercepted a call to arms. Writing to Dionisio Velasquez and all members of the Santa Iglesia,
estimated to be 50,000 strong, Salvador asked them to assemble to the brothers of the katipunan
and ready the soldiers: “ ‘I therefore request that you do all you can in order that we may have
our self-government within the month of October.’ ”260 The Constabulary believed he was using
the old Spanish Weather Bureau’s infrastructure to circulate predictions of floods and
typhoons.261 The Detective Bureau believed Manila to be continually in danger. “This city has
always been the storm center of these political typhoons, and the least variance of sentiment or
feeling of unrest is at once noted,” wrote Secret Service Chief C. R. Trowbridge.262 Although
Salvador’s plan for an uprising did not come to pass in 1904, revolutionary forces continued to
muster and would again break out in the “People’s Rising” of 1910. By that time it was clear
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that it was not only Salvador’s followers who believed the prophecy of the great flood, but U.S.
colonial officials were also thinking in terms of fluid dynamics about the revolutionary currents.
If Manila was the storm center, as we shall see, Bilibid would again be its epicenter.

Terrains of Counterinsurgency
In contrast to these revolutionary freedom dreams, U.S. officials operated according to a
definition of sovereignty as the state’s monopoly on the use of violence and ultimate power to
punish. Beginning by exiling political prisoners to Guam, they also increasingly used convict
transportation as a means of counterinsurgency and mode of colonial rule. The logic of
colonialism and experience of ongoing warfare led officials to imagine the whole population as
variously criminal, deviant, or otherwise deficient.
The U.S. counterinsurgency campaign relied on the production of geographic and
ethnographic knowledge as well as boots on the ground. Frustrated by ongoing guerrilla warfare,
military officials sought to map the unfamiliar terrain. At first, they used existing Spanish
atlases, borrowing heavily from their cartographic lexicon and colonial imaginary. Once they
began creating their own survey maps, the War Department overlaid another set of categories of
regional difference. Along with the census, U.S. colonial officials conducted population studies,
including anthropometric measurements of prisoners inside Bilibid. Together, these technologies
of governance produced a powerful and lasting set of ideas about religious, racial, and regional
difference that were mapped onto explanations of criminality over the first decade of U.S.
occupation.
The War Department’s first survey map of the archipelago reveals how overlapping
Spanish and U.S. imperial regimes produced forms of carceral innovation in their attempt to
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control rebellious terrain. According to Henry S. Pritchett, the Superintendent of the U.S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey Office, the Philippine Commission had commandeered a series of maps
being made by the Jesuit Observatory in Manila in 1899. This atlas, he informed President
William McKinley, “fairly represents the present state of geographic knowledge of the
Philippine Archipelago.”263 The Mapa Ethnographico, as it was called, symbolized some sixtynine different ethnic groups, lumped into three racial types, and plotted onto discrete areas of
land: territorio de los cristianos hispano-filipinos (colored orange), territorio de los cristianos
nuevos y los infieles (yellow), and territorio de los moros (green). The War Department’s first
survey map kept the Spanish tripartite division of the archipelago into degrees of religious
conversion, even retaining the color green to represent the Moro, predominantly Muslim,
provinces in the South. It also split the archipelago into North and South, shading some areas as
controlled by “civil provincial government,” and others as controlled by “Moro and other nonChristian tribes.”264
At the same time, census takers under the direction of the Philippine Commission
surveyed the islands’ peoples. The Census of the Philippine Islands presented a series of
carefully staged photographs of people from various islands arranged along a gradient of
supposed “civilization.”265 The census proved to be a devastating tool of imperial governance
with far reaching social consequences for the construction of criminality. Other forms of
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ethnographic knowledge were produced by officials like Dean C. Worcester and anthropologists
like Daniel Folkmar, whose Album of Philippine Types set out to classify the inmates of Bilibid
Prison. The operative spatial category for these men was a static North / South binary and
Folkmar sought to sort his subjects into northern (who he considered generally “tall and longheaded”) and southern (“short and broad-headed”) types.266 His theories rested on broader
anthropological and social scientific ideas of the day, particularly the belief in physiognomy and
phrenology that the outer surface of the head bore signs of inner character. What is especially
striking, moreover, is the eerie parallel between imagining the topography of the skull, with its
presumed regions of localized mental faculties, and the topography of the land, with presumed
regions of localized deviance.267
The conflation of theories about geography with natural history, climatology, and racial
science was central to the emergent fields of criminology and penology at the dawn of the
twentieth century. Attorney General Ignacio Villamor's massive multi-volume study, Criminality
in the Philippine Islands, sought to compile criminal statistics in order to advance regionalized
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explanations for what he came to call the “propensity to crime.”268 He was especially
preoccupied with the “influence of local conditions on crime,” and sought to show how
“aggressive tendencies” produced crimes against persons (parricide, murder, homicide, physical
injuries), “nutritive tendencies” caused crimes against property (robbery, theft, embezzlement),
and “genesial tendencies” resulted in crimes against public morals (adultery, rape, abduction,
seduction, corruption of minors). These tendencies, moreover, became mapped onto an imagined
geography that artificially cut the archipelago into three distinct regions identified in terms of the
prevalence of certain types of criminality. This new tripartite regional division formed a hybrid
of older Spanish geographies of religious classification and the rigid American North / South
geography of racial simplification and hierarchy. These areas were chosen, he insisted, because
of the “ethnological and geographic affinity between the inhabitants.”269 Mapping and the census
as technologies of rule were combined with the rise of criminal statistics to produce a carceral
geography that regionalized supposed deviance and target perpetrators.
The effect of the production of this kind of geographic knowledge, like the Attorney
General’s collection of regionalized crime statistics over the first ten years of U.S. colonial rule,
constructed a cartographic imaginary that fused criminality to discrete territories. According to
this explanatory scheme, Mindanao and the islands of the southern archipelago were seen to be
overly aggressive and insurrectionary, the islands of central and southern Luzon symbolized the
moral degeneracy associated with rapidly growing urban centers like Manila, and the far north
was seen as dangerously poor, hungry, and in need of improvement. Genesial crimes in the
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cities, reasoned Villamor, were surely the result of “the loosening, if not breaking up, of
religious beliefs, which leads to the relaxation of customs.”270 Ultimately, differently classified
peoples – civilian, subject, criminal, insurgent – were seen to necessitate different modalities of
rule, authorizing drastically different scales of violence.
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Figure 3.1 Mapa Ethnographico, Album of Philippine Types271
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Figure 3.2 U.S. War Department Survey Map, Philippine Census Images272
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Figure 3.3 Map of Aggressive Crimes, 1904 –1908273
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Figure 3.4 Map of Genesial Crimes, 1904 – 1908274
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Figure 3.5 Map of Nutritive Crimes, 1904 – 1908275
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Figure 3.6. Map of U.S. Colonial Prison Locations276
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The early reports of the Secretary of Commerce and Police show how thinking about
regionalized criminality informed counterinsurgency strategy. Writing in 1903, for example,
Secretary Luke E. Wright described the fear that “ladrones” and gangs of robbers would swoop
down and pray on the rest of the population before taking refuge again in the “mountain
fastnesses.”277 Indeed the official rationale behind Act. No.781 establishing “reconcentration
camps,” which caused tens of thousands of deaths due to starvation and overcrowding, was to
“protect” civilians living in outlying barrios from the supposed threat of these marauding
outlaws. In Albay, for instance, the rural population was corralled into zones just large enough
for them to grow hemp for which they were paid in “government rice” for several months; once
the “outlaws” had surrendered their weapons the “concentrated people” were allowed to return
home.278 “Formidable bands” of considerable magnitude, Wright argued, had sprung up in the
provinces of Rizal, Cavite, Albay, Iloilo, Cebu, Suriago, and Misamis. Their leaders, like Julian
Montalon in Cavite, had managed to evade capture by concealing themselves in the “remote
mountains.”279 In this paranoid environment, officials blurred the lines between preemption and
retribution, killing and incarceration. Their threat was clear. As Wright put it: “the speedy killing
and arrest and punishment… of outlaws has already produced a most beneficial effect and has
borne in on the minds of those likely to depart from the path of peace in future.”280 Sovereignty,
according to this formulation, was the power to punish criminals and manage populations.
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As U.S. officials consolidated cartographic and ethnologic knowledge to produce these
geographies of criminality they increasingly relied on incarceration and convict transportation in
their counterinsurgency strategy. First, they had exiled political prisoners to Guam. Then, over
the first decade of U.S. rule, they built a network of prisons around the archipelago and moved
prisoners to different locations in order to separate them from regional affiliations and bases of
support. As they developed more elaborate transport systems, officials also began strategically
creating and exploiting regional antagonisms as a novel way of managing convict labor.
Police and Commerce Secretary W. Cameron Forbes became obsessed with
transportation and prison administration as twin hallmarks of governance. Read alongside police
and prison reports, Forbes’ personal journal reveals the extent to which he saw himself as a
mastermind of convict transportation in the Philippines.281 Beginning with the establishment of
the Iuhit penal colony on Palawan Island, later renamed Iwahig, Forbes began using Bilibid as a
faucet, or valve: redistributing revolutionary pressure around the islands. Officially, the colonial
government started using convict transportation to relieve the overcrowding at Bilibid that they
blamed for the unsanitary conditions and rampant disease that periodically killed hundreds of
prisoners.
Tracing the plans for prisoner transportation through Forbes’ journal also shows how he
imagined it as a way of fixing the “labor problem” and building the requisite infrastructure to
maximize economic penetration of regions he deemed unproductive or underproductive. In fall
of 1904, for instance, he had promised to send 1,000 prisoners to General Wood to build roads in
Mindanao and another 500 to General Allen in Albay for work on the Tabaco-Lingao road.282 By
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the next year, General Wood requested an additional 250 prisoners to work on his railroad from
Overton to Marahui in Mindanao and the 1,000 prisoners used to complete the Tobaco-Ligao
road were moved to Jovellar to begin work on the Guinobatan project.283
In moving these prisoners around, Forbes sought to destroy local ties, exploit regional
antagonisms, and design new systems of racial management.284 Describing the road-building
project in Mindanao, for example, he gloated that he was able to save the Insular treasury the
money to guard them: General Wood “has an easy time guarding them as the Moros hate the
Filipinos and will be standing along the dead line hopping from one foot to the other waiting for
an opportunity to kill any prisoner that steps over.”285 Or, in Albay, when forty-two starving
prisoners fled the road-building camp, Forbes reported that they enlisted the help of eager
“natives” in hunting them down.286 Similarly, when thirty-six prisoners escaped by boat from a
work detail on Malahi Island, “natives” in the province “showed very active interest” in
recapturing them “dead or alive.” The escape launch, which soldiers had fired on from the shore,
was recovered “drenched with blood.”287
Regional differences were racialized in the minds of colonial officials, and they sought to
create civilizational hierarchies that could be used to manage various degrees of unfree labor.
The Benguet road-building project was especially illustrative of this. Begun in 1901, engineers
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had made only halting progress in pushing forward earlier Spanish attempts to make the Benguet
highlands “accessible to the white man.”288 After Taft and the Philippine Commission declared
their intention of making Bagio their summer capital, they brought in Major L.W.V. Kennon to
take over construction. He experimented with convict labor when 200 prisoners were sent from
Bilibid to Twin Peaks that year, but reported less than promising results. Disease had ravaged
them, many died, others escaped, leaving the rest so “demoralized” that they were “useless as
laborers.”289 Another problem according to Major Kennon was that working them near roadbuilding Camp 3, above the nine-hundred-foot sheer drop called “Devil’s Slide,” meant that they
could not be shackled while working without risk that they might fall off the cliff.
The larger population of unshackled workers were also racialized and criminalized in
Kennon’s view, and the two were co-constitutive. American Camp foremen had been given
police powers, he wrote, and “considering the class of workers there — Japanese, Chinese,
Filipinos, Igorrotes, and Americans including negroes — it is surprising to me that there is so
little crime.”290 Quoting his predecessor’s view of their supposed racial capacities to labor, he
reflected on the idea that Filipinos only worked under the direct charge of a white foreman: “they
quit or go idle the minute the eye of the white man is off them.” The inclination to “lay off,” he
continued, was common to the Filipino and the “American negro.”291 These road engineers had
figured that the Filipino was equal to about one-fifth the amount of work of a “good white
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laborer,” while the “Igorrote was a “vastly superior animal” and equaled “three Ilocanos or
Pangasinans in wage value.” Working parties of “different tribes,” Kennon concluded, “were
sometimes pitted against each other and a spirit of emulation was fostered which increased the
output of their labor.” The rivalry between Tagalogs and Ilocanos, for instance, created
competition over who was considered a better workman.292 Even though convict labor may not
have been as efficient for road work in this case, convict transportation enabled officials to pit
groups against each other and the strategic insertion of the criminalized subject as negative
referent for the relative degrees of freedom enjoyed by the other groups of workers was used to
symbolic effect.
The ability forcibly to move people around and compel them to work was used as a
counterinsurgency strategy and was considered a defining feature of imperial sovereignty for
men like W. Cameron Forbes, Leonard Wood, and L.W.V. Kennon. Indeed, Bilibid’s first
warden, George N. Wolfe, imagined a revolt of some two hundred detention prisoners to be
caused by “lack of work.”293 When authorities captured the “inciter of a riot in Samar,” Forbes
suggested work as the proper cure for such rebelliousness, that he be given “good employment in
Bilibid.”294 Contrary to the pronouncements of visiting officials like President McKinley’s
physician, Mr. Rixey, who remarked that it was “a pity the whole population shouldn’t serve a
term in Bilibid to be built up physically and made useful laborers,” however, the official and
unofficial record is riddled with evidence that prisoners were starved when incapacitated and fed
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more when put to hard labor.295 In 1904, the quantity and cost of rations for “native and Asiatic”
prisoners inside Bilibid, for example, was P0.16 while the rations for “European and American”
prisoners was more than double, P0.39. The average cost per ration for prisoners working on
roads in Albay Province meanwhile was P0.28.296 Evidently, prison administrators sought
disproportionately to press downward on the social reproduction of those held in captivity.
The categories of race and criminality not only affected the quantity and cost of rations
inside Bilibid, but also the type. That same year, an Executive Order had to be passed prohibiting
the use of “polished rice” in government institutions due to, “the relationship between a diet too
largely composed of such rice and the prevalence of beriberi.”297 Here in these reports, then,
were traces not only of how racialized criminal subjects were fashioned discursively, but also
how they were quite literally being made materially. Sovereign power in the prison system came
to be understood not only as the monopoly on deadly violence but as managing human life down
to minute calculations of cost and caloric intake.
By the time W. Cameron Forbes took over as Governor-General, he had developed a fullfledged theory of sovereign power based in his experience administering policing and prisons. It
was apparent in the systems he designed for controlling the mobility of certain targeted groups,
for commanding the labor of racialized criminal subjects, and for managing social and biological
reproduction. Yet, it was perhaps most clearly showcased in his rationale for how he used the
pardon. Unlike the American system, “under the Spanish system the Governor-General was
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viceroy with all the powers of the king and as such could pardon anywhere,” Forbes wrote in his
journal. “The Filipinos liked to have their Governor-General full-powered and I took these
actions without any question as to my power and without any questions raised by anyone
else.”298 Likening himself to a benevolent monarch, Forbes’ vision of imperial power was
infused with the white-supremacist and misogynist notions of having complete discretion over
those he considered beneath him.
Patriarchal self-fashioning underpinned Forbes’ gendered ideology of imperial
sovereignty. He took pride in being able to judge a “nice girl” from a “quarrelsome hussy,” or a
“very dainty pretty little Filipina” from “undesirable women of the lower class,” and to use his
discretionary power selectively to pardon them.299 He grabbed every chance to “ridicule men
with long thumbnails,” what he considered an unmanly “oriental sign of degradation” proving
that they “belong to a class who does not have to work.” As they “can’t be of any use” to their
people, Forbes wrote, “they might as well stay in jail.”300 His gendered theories cut both ways:
being the wrong-looking sort of man, therefore, was reason enough for him to keep someone
imprisoned rather than pardon him.
True manliness, on the other hand, was reserved only for white men according to Forbes.
The creation of a penal colony was central to W. Cameron Forbes’ convict transportation plans
from the outset. He also saw it as proving ground for his theories of manliness as management.
Forbes blamed the initial failures that beset the plan to establish the penal colony on Palawan
Island on a lack of strong leadership; “the success of an experiment depends on the executive
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capacity of its chief,” he wrote. 301 A prison revolt of over one hundred prisoners led by Simeon
Mamañgon, Bastonero Mayor, Regino Ibora, and “Moro Macalintal” had risen up, captured
penal colony Superintendent Dr. J.W. Madara, and enabled 33 to escape.302 After the escapees
were hunted down, captured, or killed, Forbes chose Col. John R. White, a “manly chap,” to take
over and reform the penal colony. Despite its reputation for disease and violence, Forbes
imagined this to be the opportunity of a lifetime: “Think of the chance for a young man, two
thousand laborers absolutely at his call, twenty-two thousand acres and a virgin tropical soil…
the world his.”303 He promised to back Col. White in his efforts to strengthen his authority, but
White confidently informed him that “they would find out quick enough who was master.”304
Given the colony’s chaotic start, Forbes worried that other officials like the director of public
instruction might try and “emasculate” his scheme by blocking his proposal to create a hierarchy
among prisoners based on having a wife, children, and serving as an inmate-guard.305
According to his plan, male prisoners sent to the penal colony would be given women as
a form of incentive or reward. Indeed, the list of necessities Forbes requested for Iwahig included
“cattle, machinery, wives of settlers.”306 In a letter to Forbes, the new penal colony
superintendent John R. White wrote that the women he had found “prostituting” when he arrived
were “allotted to the prisoners” with very satisfactory results. Given an apparent shortage of
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women in the colony, White also requested authority to send ex-prisoner foremen to the
provinces to “collect families of prisoners and conduct them to Iwahig.”307 This was in
accordance with Forbes’ “General Plan for Iwahig,” in which he had countenanced that “the only
way of having the prisoners contented and the project a successful one is to have a fair
percentage — at least 30% — supplied with families.”308 Yet, Forbes also cautioned that women
not be sent to the prisoners as soon as they arrived at the penal colony, but rather be used as an
incentive for good behavior. In his instructions to White, Forbes recommended that women be
“rigidly excluded” from the “Barrack Zone” of the penal colony, and that only married women
be allowed in the “Home Zone” and “Free Zone.” While he recommended that the government
pay to transport women who wished to marry the prisoners, the system of “queridas,” or
sweethearts, would not be tolerated. According to this scheme, men in the Barrack Zone would
be allowed only occasionally to glimpse the presence of married women in the other zones and
were explicitly prevented from having contact with women right away: “a prison is a prison and
criminals are criminals until by good conduct extending over a period of sufficient time they
have demonstrated their capacity to be citizens. For this reason it is deemed inadvisable that
prisoners should be allowed to have their women and have their children during the probationary
period.”309 Forbes concluded in his letter to John White: “I am convinced that with the labor at
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his disposal, the penalties he can inflict, and the inducements he can offer that he can practically
dictate the action and conditions of the residents of the settlement.”310 Here, treating women as
provisions to incentivize prisoners was considered a necessary part of producing a certain kind of
political subject; one who would direct his energy into family rather than insurgency.

The Rising Tide of Revolution Reborn
In spring of 1910, rumor spread that a prison revolt might again trigger widespread anticolonial revolution. According to secret police agents reports, Juan Leandro Villariño was
serving as chief of the prisoners plotting the uprising. He hatched the plot inside Bilibid together
with Arturo Baldello, and Eulalio Peña was said to be in charge of the plan simultaneously to
attack the prison from the outside. Villariño had organized the prisoners so they would be ready
to revolt as soon as they received the signal, and even conspired with some of the guards about
aiding in the assault. This was no localized affair, according to secret police reports, but was
coordinated by the “revolutionary authorities” in Hong Kong and expected to coincide with a
Japanese attack on Manila. Arms shipments had already arrived from Japanese dealers, and large
posses of men armed with Remingtons were lying in wait, determined to “shower vengeance”
upon the American occupiers when the moment was right. They suspected that Felipe Salvador
was behind the sudden surge in revolutionary activity. Most threatening of all, the Salvadorists
and the Aglipayans appeared to have untied and were collecting money for a “monument to
Bonificio” that would “save the country.” The funds were actually for arms to carry out the
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revolution, secret agents feared: the only real way to immortalize Bonificio was by rising up
against U.S. occupation.311
The plot had been a long time in the making. Juan Leandro Villariño was among the
revolutionaries that was deported to Guam and imprisoned for refusing to swear an oath of
allegiance to the U.S. in 1901. Indeed, he had been transported aboard the Rosecrans, the same
ship as Apolinario Mabini, considered the “brains and conscience of the revolution,” and
Artemio Ricarte, the “father of the Philippine Army.” Major Henry B. Orwig was under strict
orders to report to the governor of Guam and ensure every necessary step be taken to prevent
their escape. He was also to ensure that a guard be appointed to check all of their letters; that
their correspondence be restricted only to domestic matters addressed to family members and not
mention politics or public affairs of any kind.312 Villariño had subsequently served time in prison
with Eulalio Peña, and they appealed their conspiracy convictions together in 1906.313 The judge
acquitted Peña, ruling the heresy evidence from his trial was inadmissible, and shortened
Villariño’s sentence.
Inside Bilibid, Juan Leandro Villariño planned the revolt together with Arturo Baldello,
who was convicted of “rebellion” and sent to Bilibid in 1904. Baldello had experience
organizing insurrection. Acting as brigadier-general of the “Reborn Philippine Revolution,” he
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had led a band of twelve armed men from the district of Tondo, Manila, to raid the municipal
building in Guagua, Pampanga, where they overpowered local police and took money, guns, and
ammunition. Promising they were liberators, not bandits, they marched through the streets
calling upon the locals to join them. Although two of the Supreme Court justices in Arturo
Baldello’s case thought he should be put to death for treason, he was ultimately sentenced for
rebellion under Section 3 of Act No. 292, known as the “Sedition Law.”314
General Harry Hill Bandholtz and his spies were evidently afraid that Baldello and
Villariño’s revolt had mass appeal among Filipino workers. Remarking that Villariño had been a
member of the Union Obrera, they saw it was part of wider circuits of working class seditious
activity. The agent reported that Lope K. Santos was presiding over weekly meetings of about
sixty workmen from the Katubusan factory whose “object was to arouse the minds of the people
to an uprising.”315 Rumor in Tondo was that prominent people had already begun to flee Manila
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in anticipation of the revolt. Clearly, Bandholtz and his agents were zeroing in on certain
individual leaders, working-class gatherings, and districts of the city. Yet, what they feared
above all was the power of the so-called “Popes,” especially Felipe Salvador and Bishop
Gregorio Aglipay, to unleash a populist flood they did not fully understand. The Aglipayans and
Salvadorists have united for some purpose which “has no legality about it.”316 Not only were
working class meetings being targeted, but forms of religio-political belonging were
systematically criminalized.
Perhaps this was to be the flood precipitating the great battle for independence that Felipe
Salvador had prophesied back in 1902. Constabulary reports had traced his growing influence
ever since, especially among rural followers of his Santa Iglesia community, and now
Bandholtz’s agents were certain he was behind this new movement. The Salvadorists are all
armed with “good guns and well equipped,” one agent reported, but they keep their weapons
hidden and work as farm laborers in order to “dissimulate” their mission.317 Felipe Salvador’s
power, according to historian Reynaldo Ileto’s analysis, lay in his humility, empathy, and
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compassion. He preached an “egalitarian form of social connectedness” and “mutual caring” that
enabled him to situate his experience in a “framework that was familiar to rural peasants.”318 His
success in receiving the good will of strangers in the encounters described in his autobiography
might also be attributed to his experience as an escaped prisoner, perpetually criminalized by the
U.S. colonial authorities. The vulnerability of a fugitive, and collective experience of
criminalization, may have contributed to the ritualized bestowal of awa, or sympathy, from those
he stayed with along the way.319 Now that he was rumored to have returned to his regional
support base around Mount Arayat, Bandholtz’s agents proposed a plan to secure his capture.
After arresting Felipe Salvador, they publicly executed him before the municipal governors in
Luzon.
Evidently, the Constabulary was preparing for a more literal flood as well. In January,
1911, it was reported that that Japanese planned to “take advantage of the stormy season” to
attack so that the U.S. fleet would have difficulty sending reinforcements from Hawaii. After a
long meeting with Sandiko at the Katubusan factory, Aniceto Aranzunsa, Andrés de León and
Brigido Mercado had supposedly been instructed by “Ishikawa” to prepare the people: “as soon
as the rainy season begins revolution will commence simultaneously with war between America
and Japan.” As they prepared Manila to weather the storm, Constabulary officers worried about
trouble inside the prison. “There is information that in Bilibid there is much talk of this war and
they are ready there to rebel at the first news…”320 By March, 1911, they were certain that prison
revolt lay at the heart of anti-colonial revolution. Juan Leandro Villariño talked to Bilibid guard
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Herreza and others about taking part in the assault on the prison; the Revolutionary Council in
Hong Kong had put Eulalio Peña in charge of the attack on the prison and Modesto Victorino in
charge of capturing the Philippine Commission.321
Behind the threats of prison revolt, Japanese invasion, and mass uprising, according to
constabulary reports, lay another revolutionary leader: Artemio Ricarte, the “vibora" (viper).
After his exile in Guam in 1901, Ricarte had been held in solitary confinement in Bilibid in
1904, the same time Juan Leandro Villariño and Arturo Baldello began planning the revolt.
Ricarte had persistently refused to swear the loyalty oath to the U.S., arguing that it was
impossible under such “humiliating conditions” of imprisonment. At the expiration of his
sentence in 1910 he had been released from Bilibid, only to be arrested and deported to Hong
Kong the very same day. The “Ricarte Movement” had been active since 1911, “its avowed
purpose being to work for a government controlled by its own members,” the Philippine
Commission reported to the U.S. Secretary of War. They saw Ricarte’s constitution for the
“Rizal Islands” as proof that he sought “to have his government supersede any that might be
established here.”322 Modesto Victorino was his right-hand man, and the “more radical
members” of his “revolutionary society” were traveling through the provinces selling
“commissions” to join his forces. Organizers had circulated through Rizal, Tarlac, Nueva Ecija,
Tayabas, Iloilo and Antique raising funds; commissions from lieutenant to colonel ranged from
50 centavos to 10 pesos. The “Ricartistas” were clearly trying to “unite the lower classes”
promising that “when insurrection and independence come, the Ricarte army would be in control
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and the class of people it represented would be in a position then to equalize the distribution of
wealth of the country.”323
Like Jacinto Limjap, Felipe Salvador, and Juan Leandro Villariño, Artemio Ricarte’s
experience as a prisoner shaped his revolutionary strategy. Physically removed from directly
taking part in the growing movement, he theorized, planned, and organized from afar. He
published a periodical, The Cry of the People, drafted a constitution, and created a new map
dividing the archipelago into tactical zones.324 Due to his influence, U.S. officials asked British
authorities in Hong Kong to deport him to Shanghai where they could use an extra-territorial
court to imprison him. After being briefly incarcerated in the Shanghai penitentiary, he escaped
transport from China to Manila and fled into Japan. His plan for widespread revolution was
thwarted when leaders of the movement were arrested en masse on Christmas Eve, 1914.325 Yet,
U.S. officials never did capture Ricarte himself, and he would eventually return to Manila along
with the Japanese army during the Second World War.
Conclusion
Prison revolt in the Philippines served as a lightning rod for wider anti-colonial struggles
against U.S. occupation. At the end of Spanish rule, Bilibid prison was characterized as a faucet
with an unending supply of criminalized subjects flowing through it. Over the first decade of
U.S. rule, it became used as a valve for distributing revolutionary pressure around the
archipelago. Mass criminalization was central to the imperialist logic which maintained that
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Filipino subjects were unfit for freedom or self-rule. Through selective criminalization, U.S.
officials sought to remove particular threats from their support bases, to cut off and isolate
revolutionary leaders from their networks of belonging. Through convict transportation, officials
also exploited imagined cartographies of regional difference, rendering them into elaborate plans
for race management. These transportation schemes relied on a theory of monarchial sovereignty
as absolute power; not just to decide on the exception or hold the monopoly on violence, but to
manage life by forcibly moving people around and compelling them to work. This vision of
sovereignty, at once imperial, patriarchal, and white supremacist in its attempt to control all
facets of social and biological reproduction, was most clearly evident in the administration of
colonial prisons.
Felipe Salvador’s prophecy of a flood leading to independence can be seen in the waves
of anti-colonial revolutionary movement against this version of U.S. sovereignty. First, there was
the recurrent theme that imprisoned leaders — Bernardo Carpio, Andrés Bonaficio, Gabriel
Cortes — would return as harbingers of liberation. Next, was the growing sympathy for fugitives
from law-and-order “justice” — Felipe Salvador, Julian Montalon, and Artemio Ricarte —
rooted in the collective experience of criminalization under U.S. colonialism. Prison revolts —
by Jacinto Limjap, Juan Leandro Villariño, and Arturo Baldello — were seen as triggers of widespread uprising. And, the revolution — whether Salvadorist, Aglipayan, or Ricartist — was said
to wash away established hierarchies of wealth and power.
Those alternate ideas and practices of freedom were shaped by experiences with
incarceration. If, as Vicente Rafael suggests, the Philippine revolution opened a more
“miraculous” experience of sovereignty as the “evanescent opening of an entirely new life,”
prison revolt symbolized a radical break from one condition and entrance into another state of
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being.326 As symbol of anti-colonial revolution, it unworked the mechanism by which freedom
fighters had been transformed into “outlaws;” through revolt, the imprisoned would be turned
back into revolutionary leaders thereby reversing the imperial process of criminalization. Perhaps
this is what the unnamed Tulisan prisoner was pointing to in his definition of independencia as
the abolition of police, prisons, taxes, and labor.
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Chapter 4
Highway to Empire: Sovereignty and Servitude in the Panama Canal Zone
The road is a cemetery, even the asphalt is sand made of fish bones from the depths of the sea, gnawed by
the waves, finally coming to rest as chalky dust on the shore. For some, the road is the height of
civilization and progress, but for me it is the sepulcher where ravenously hungry wildlife, which descends
327
from the mountains to face modern civilization, surrenders forever. ~ Joaquín C. Beleño

The Panama Canal has commanded rapt attention as an engineering marvel and the
keystone of the twentieth-century maritime political economy. While the “path between the seas”
kept contemporaries and historians transfixed, the major road building project undertaken
alongside it has gone almost entirely unnoticed. Canal Zone convicts labored mightily to build
these roads, receiving no pay and routinely being deported after serving their sentences. Their
untold story highlights the imperial dimensions of American penal forms during a crucial
moment in the entwined histories of U.S. prison expansion and the growth of global capitalism.
Modes of labor exploitation carried forward from slavery came into tension with imperial liberal
theories about forced labor, yet both relied on the purported redemptive value of hard physical
toil. As convict-built roads expanded beyond the Canal Zone they became part of larger PanAmerican dreams, which measured civilization and progress through highway construction and
progressive penology. By the start of the Second World War, Canal Zone prisons were
reimagined as internment camps. The first-hand testimony of prisoner Yoshitaro Amano reveals
how the imperial reach of U.S. prisons in Latin America was adaptive, drawing on overlapping
legal regimes to create new technologies of confinement.
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Historical work on the Panama Canal has demonstrated its importance to the rise of
American empire.328 Canal officials borrowed selectively from overlapping local-, military-, and
international- legal regimes in order to construct the Zone’s unique judicial system, as Julie
Greene has recently shown.329 This legal architecture, as she and Michael Coniff have argued,
was designed to maintain racial hierarchy in the zone.330 It also served as a source of carceral
innovation. Wardens and guards used the law, ideologies of imperial liberalism, and emergent
trends in penology to construct novel methods of racial management.331 As an extra-territorial
prison, the Canal Zone penitentiary became the site for experiments with managing target
populations deemed non-productive, or superfluous, and attempts to create different classes of
imperial subjects. Zone officials sought not only to regulate subjectivity but to produce it. Above
all, the forced labor regime was designed to create a racialized day-laboring subject, rendered
right-less through criminalization, who could be flexibly deployed and ultimately deported.

Opening
In the Spring of 1908, the Isthmian Canal Commission’s Special Committee on the
Employment of Prisoners in the Panama Canal Zone published goals for a new convict labor
program: to open the fertile valleys of the Canal Zone to development, reimburse the
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Government for the expense of maintaining its penal system, and improve the condition of the
prisoner.332 Each official objective provides insight into the history of convict labor in the Zone.
The advantages of the convict road-building scheme were initially described in terms of settler
colonialism and agricultural development. The Canal Zone Governor, ICC officials, members of
the special committee on prison labor, police, and prison guards all agreed that convict-built
roads would open up fertile valleys to cultivation, thereby attracting settlers and ensuring greater
food security. As a group, these men brought along with them their lived experiences of slavery,
the Civil War, and military expeditions from “Indian country” to imperial outposts in places like
Alaska, Cuba, and the Philippines. On the ground in the Canal Zone, police and prison guards
employed techniques they had used before, like bloodhounds and impromptu holding pens, and
invented new ones shaped by local circumstances. Prisoners struggled to cope with the new
regimes of surveillance, work, and torture that sought to control every aspect of their existence.
The eleven-week trial period of the prisoner road-building program began in March of
1908, when military Governor Joseph C.S. Blackburn authorized the transport and housing of
convicts outside of Culebra penitentiary.333 As a Kentucky planter and former Confederate
officer in charge of an independent command in Mississippi, he was familiar with regimes of
forced labor as well as military-style work camps. On his order, Canal Zone police established a
portable convict camp at Brazos Brook and moved half of the penitentiary population there to be
near the work at all times.334 Blackburn and the other ICC officials reported that the “first object
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is opening up the country in various places,” adding, “the intention is to locate these roads away
from the railroad so as to develop the agricultural recourses of the country to as great an extent as
possible.”335 The road had already caused “settlers” to move to the newly available land, begin
clearing fields, and make preparations for farming. ICC officials sent reports back to
Washington, and used their official news organ, The Canal Record, to inform local residents of
the overall aim: “It is the idea of the originators of the plan that Panama can be made as gardenlike as Hawaii and by the same means – prison labor.”336
Clearing, cutting, grading, leveling, draining, filling – each stage of the road-building
process presented its own arduous challenges. Work must have been especially difficult and
disgusting that first summer, as prisoners were forced to grade a sixty-foot slope leading to a
bridge they would have to build over the Miraflores dump. But perhaps even that gang,
averaging one hundred daily, did not envy their fellow inmates who were sent to fill swamps at
West Culebra in May, or those who spent over twenty-five thousand total hours filling the Lirio
swamp in August and September.337 By fall, work had begun on the Empire-Paraíso section of
road and seventy prisoners were transferred to a new convict labor camp on the side of Gold Hill.
They had already put in over one-hundred-forty thousand total hours on the highway between
Empire and Bas Obispo. When Chief Engineer George W. Goethals announced the opening of
the highway to Empire in his “Notes on Progress” in September of 1910, it had taken about one
year for convicts to build the 18,392-foot long, 18-foot wide stretch of roadway; they excavated
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some 17,457 cubic yards of material for the subgrade, laid 2,563 cubic yards of gravel, and
another 2,860 cubic yards of stone in the process.338
The originators of the plan also envisioned a division of labor whereby white men would
command non-white labor. Canal officials feared, however, that they would ultimately be unable
to control who occupied the space. By the time the first civil governor took over in 1914, for
example, debate between those who wanted to establish a U.S. colony and those who wanted to
“depopulate” the Zone was raging. As Governor George W. Goethals told it, one side “asserted
that Americans should be permitted to take up land, provision being made for homesteading it as
an inducement… the assumption being that they would have farms or plantations worked by
West Indian negroes; the general idea amounted to opening up the land to ‘gentlemen
farmers.’ ”339 Although the ICC had hired an agriculturalist to conduct feasibility surveys and the
U.S. Congress had already passed the necessary laws allowing for land to be leased for
agricultural purposes, Goethals himself opposed the idea. He was afraid of the growth of a
surplus population he deemed undesirable. “For one, I did not care to see a population of
Panamanian or West Indian negroes occupying the land, for these are non-productive, thriftless,
and indolent.” In his racial nightmare, they would not only act as unproductive squatters but also
drain government resources: “They would congregate in small settlements, and the cost of
sanitation and government would be increased materially, through police, waterworks, sewers,
roads, fire protection and schools.”340 As his reference to the increased cost of policing shows,
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his perception of Panamanians and West Indians simultaneously racialized, as “negroes,” and
speculatively criminalized them. Thus, although one of the three stated aims of the convict-labor
program was agricultural settlement, ultimately the depopulation campaign won out – at least
among Canal Zone Governors.
Settler-colonial dreams did not die however. They expanded beyond the boundaries of
the Zone and into the Republic of Panamá (R.P.). As convict-built roads had precipitated debates
over settlement within the Zone, they also served to catalyze settlement schemes outside it.
Branch roads were needed to connect to neighboring agricultural regions and towns, and even
those who opposed settlement wanted to increase regional economic penetration. Zone
administrators had worked with their counterparts in government in Panamá from the start,
urging they also employ convicts to build connector roads outside the Zone. As Civil Engineer
J.G. Holcombe told The Daily Star and Herald in November of 1908, “it was his intention to get
to work at building roads about the Republic as soon as possible, and that wherever he could do
so he would use prison labor to the end that roads would cost a minimum outlay.”341 A few years
later the Star and Herald reported that a highway would be built from the town of Empire in the
Canal Zone through to Chorrera, in the Republic of Panamá. “From Empire to Arraijan the trail
traverses one of the best agricultural sections of the Zone and a large amount of fruit and produce
is brought over it by pack horse and marketed in Empire.” It was nine more miles, however, from
the Zone boundary to the “native village” of Chorrera, a town of about thirty-five hundred people
with “many farms of considerable extent” growing corn and other produce and raising cattle.
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“The Panama Government has given assurance that it will continue the highway built to the Zone
line into Chorrera, thereby making the entire section of country accessible to Empire.”342
The police and prison guards charged with implementing the forced labor program
brought their own ideas about deviance, punishment, and hard work. The vast majority were
military men whose experience with colonial violence shaped how they thought about mastery,
“adventure,” and the course of their own lives. Some acted as if sovereign power had been
delegated to them. Various labor control schemes were vitally important to their job in the Zone,
as was controlling mobility, whether through restricting entry, deportation, or forcibly moving
inhabitants and inmates around.
The depopulation campaign in which police evacuated and destroyed over one 1,135
homes in 1915 alone, was not the first time they had forcibly deported those living in the Canal
Zone.343 When Colonel George Shanton was appointed as inaugural Police Chief, he had
rounded up former members of the Theodore Roosevelt’s Rough Riders and other “American
gunmen” to pursue “bad men” in the Zone.344 “We went after them and some we found
necessary to kill off but the great majority were gradually rounded up and placed in the stocks,
later being put into bull-pens which we constructed,” he told the Boston Globe years later. “The
next thing to do was to get them out of the country altogether, but we were in a position where
we could not legally deport them. So we rounded up some old three masters […] and, bundling
the birds all aboard, shot them off to the Islands thereabout and to their own country whenever
possible.” His nonchalance masked a more systematic process of racially targeted depopulation
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that lumped Spanish-speaking Afro-Panamanians, French-speaking Martinicans, and Englishspeaking Jamaicans and Barbadians into the more general category of “negro criminal,” who
were indiscriminately sent to any of the Caribbean islands. “With them out of the Zone,”
Shanton continued, “we were then in a position of refusing them entrance should they attempt to
return. That cleaned up the Zone pretty well.”345
Zone Policemen like Harry A. Franck and Robert Lamastus remarked that their fellow
officers were mostly southerners and almost all military men.346 For example, Shanton’s
successor as Police Chief, Grosvenor A. Porter, had been a Confederate blockade runner, and his
successor was a former U.S. Marshal in “Indian Country.”347 When a police chase was on, wrote
Franck, everyone from the Lieutenant down to the newest rookie would swarm out of the police
station: even “the most apathetic of the force were girding up their loins with the adventurous
fire of the old Moro-hunting days in their eyes, and all, some ahorse, more afoot, were dashing
one by one out into the night and the jungle.”348 Here, in a single phrase, Franck evoked the
imperial violence of hunting humans in the Philippines in order to characterize the rush of
tracking criminals as “adventure.”
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While some methods were drawn from overseas military expeditions, others were
imported from the United States. An open letter to the Canal Record, for example, urged that the
police import purebred bloodhounds for hunting suspects and escapees through the jungle.
Officials in the writer’s native Tennessee, he said, had made use of the dogs in pursuing
criminals and recapturing convicts: “A good hound rarely fails to uncover his quarry provided
the scent is not too cold.” Within days, a couple of “full-blooded Cuban-Texas bloodhounds”
arrived on the United Fruit Company’s Steamer from New Orleans and were sent to the warden
at Culebra penitentiary.349

Figure 4.1 Canal Zone Bloodhounds, Culebra Penitentiary350
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Robert Lamastus, who was put in charge of working penitentiary inmates, exemplified
many of the elements of an older mode of labor exploitation. With his family back in Kentucky
heavily indebted after the Civil War, he had gone fortune-seeking in the far reaches of the
Northwest, joining the army in Alaska. He dreamed of striking it rich prospecting for gold or
purchasing land to clear and cultivate. Yet his letters home made clear that he envisioned himself
directing rather than performing hard physical labor; referring to farm work, for example, he
exclaimed that there were “plenty of easier ways of making a living besides working like a slave
for it.”351 He joined the police force in 1907 and was rapidly promoted. Within two years he was
making $107.50 per month, five times what he earned when he first enlisted in the Army, and the
following year he received a additional $10 a month to serve as labor foreman over prisoners at
Culebra. “We are building roads with them,” he wrote home, “I start work at 7 in the morning
and I am through 5:30 in the evening.” 352 After successfully completing his road building
assignments in and around the town of Empire, he was made Assistant Deputy Warden in charge
of all outside work. “I was promoted on the 19th of Dec. my pay is $125 per mo.” he proudly
wrote home.353 As “Gold Roll” employees, white police officers like Lamastus received untaxed
income, free housing, utilities, health care, schooling, sick leave, and paid vacations.
Over the first ten years of the prison labor program, Canal Zone governors, wardens,
police, and prison guards drew upon techniques of labor extraction and violent domination that
had characterized expansion under slave-settler colonialism. While they were not all members of
an ex-Confederate “diaspora” who sought to spread white supremacy across the Caribbean to
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Brazil, or across the Pacific to Hawaii, Fiji, and Australia, many were military men with lived
experiences of colonial violence.354 They shared a vision of mastery within a development
paradigm that rested on a system of racial hierarchy with white men at the “head” – performing
mental and skilled labor – and racialized others as the “body” – performing unskilled, menial
labor. The segregated social and economic hierarchies of the Canal Zone were designed to
ensure that certain white men, as a group, would stand to gain the most from the incarceration
and forced labor of zone inhabitants deemed criminal.

Reimbursing
Convict leasing in the United States has said to be “the spawn of slavery,” as W.E.B.
DuBois put it, in part because it continued the use of brutal forced labor regimes for private
profit.355 In the Panama Canal Zone, however, prison labor was ostensibly used solely on public
works, although guards tried to work prisoners for personal gain so often they had to be
expressly prohibited from doing so. The relationship between public and private interests became
especially muddled in these imperial spaces: convicts built transportation infrastructure to
facilitate capitalist commerce and development and colonial officials passed through the
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revolving door to work for large multinational corporations.356 Not only was prison labor used to
produce these indirect financial benefits, it was also supposed to pay for itself.
The ICC special committee on the employment of prisoners aimed to reimburse the
government for the expense of maintaining the penal system. Through the continual reiteration of
the supposed “debt” a criminal owed to society, prisoners were reimagined as a potential source
of credit awaiting redemption through their own hard work. The system of accounting for the
value of their labor used a fixed hourly wage rate, and then subtracted the cost of their
subsistence, clothing, and guarding. Because only Silver Roll employees paid income tax in the
Zone, and as the vast majority of prisoners were black West Indians, they were made to pay the
cost of the very social institutions that were designed to control them.357 Certain white
supremacists were able to completely invert the meaning of who was generating value, and who
was a supposed burden upon, the Canal Zone government.
Monthly police reports made the financial record of prisoners’ labor publicly available.
At the program’s inception, the Chief of Police reported that the Division of Municipal
Engineering credited the Department of Civil Engineering eighty cents per day for each convict
employed on the roads. “The Department of Civil Administration finds that the revenue from its
prisoners is greater than the expense of keeping them.”358 Yet that was not the total imagined
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cost of maintaining the entire penal system; the payroll for one hundred and fifty members of the
police force was still ten times the value of road work performed by about the same number of
convicts.359 One year later, the monthly value of prisoner roadwork was reported as $1,821.55,
while the cost of subsistence was $857.75, clothing was another $378.80, and guard payroll was
an additional $1,473.76.360 By 1914, the value of work surpassed the cost of prisoner
maintenance, and by 1915 the Division of Police and Fire stopped publishing the numbers in the
Canal Record.361 The other costs involved in road building, meanwhile, continued to be reported
in newspapers in ways that rendered inmates invisible and reinforced the idea that their work was
already naturally free, and apparently unobjectionable, part of the equation. It was estimated, for
example, that the Empire-Gamboa Road would cost $17,952.98, “exclusive of convict labor.”362
The process of criminalization could turn a private act of theft or violence into a public
debt, thereby monetizing a presumed moral obligation to the victim and rendering it as payment
to “society.” Yet, most non-white Canal Zone residents did not even have to be suspected of
having violated one of the dizzying array of behaviors outlawed in the Zone to be considered
indebted. Governor Goethals’ sentiment that Panamanian and West Indian “negroes” were a
potential burden to the government was widespread among colonial officials.363 District Attorney
William Jackson, for instance, argued that the “great expense” the government had incurred in
358
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transporting workers from the West Indies and elsewhere justified vast deportation powers as
well as the ban on labor recruiters attempting to entice workers to leave the Zone.364 The cost of
deportation, he added, was paid by the Canal Zone government. These circumstances, according
to Jackson, “abundantly justified” the expanded powers of the penal system and “the government
was saved the enormous expense incident to jury trials.”365 Thus, paying the passage of some
small fraction of the total workforce in the Canal Zone had metaphorically, if not contractually,
already indentured much wider segments of the population in the eyes of certain officials.366
Once incarcerated and designated for road work, Canal Zone inmates were made to clear
the ground, build portable camps, haul water, prepare food, and clean. The force “does it its own
cooking and takes care of the sanitation of the camp,” claimed one monthly police report.367 In
1913, photographers from the Keystone View Company captured one of these “convict corrals”
in the background of their photo of a “Thatched Roof Native Home.”
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Figure 4.2 Thatched Roof Native Home — Temporary Convict Corral368
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Canal Zone, 1913” (New York, NY; London, Eng.; Sydney, Aus.: Keystone View Company, 1913).
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“Of course,” the caption read, “this corral is a temporary structure because these convicts
are transported from point to point, according to where their labor is needed.”369 Apparently
intrigued, the photographer then photographed the camp itself. “We have a closer view of the
corral partially seen in view 21740,” he wrote. “The corral is the temporary quarters for the
prison convicts, who are here employed in building a macadam road.” The image depicted
barbed wire and an officer “brandishing a revolver,” described as “necessary assistants in such
camps,” as well as “the mess table of the convicts” shown in the foreground.370 Prison farms
were also established in and around the penitentiary itself in order to supplement prisoners’
rations with yams, corn, yucca, and other vegetables.371 Thus, by making inmates responsible for
their own social reproduction, such as it was, colonial officials and prison administrators sought
to turn prisoners into pure surplus.
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Figure 4.3 Temporary Corral of Prisoners Employed in Road Work372
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Silver Roll employees’ taxes funded a penal system that disproportionately surveilled and
arrested members of their own ranks. Once incarcerated, they were monetized to pay some
supposed debt to society; those credits-stored-in-people could be cashed out to fund the private
pleasures of Gold Roll employees, such as their travel back to the United States. Criminalization,
then, might be seen as a mechanism by which the imagined cost of black labor migration could
be turned into a form of imperial public good and paid out as white vacations. At bottom of the
golden and silver metallic metaphors, which thinly veiled the white supremacist racial hierarchy
of employment in the Zone, was the convict’s iron shackles, ball, and chain.
With dramatically expanded deportation powers, the carceral regime of the early
twentieth-century Canal Zone also became a key site of experimentation in new modes of
marginalization and exclusion. Here was one powerful instance of the larger ways in which this
kind of financial language – along with invented categories like the imperial public good –
masked the intimate relationships between private business and public works, between capital
and state. Ultimately, prisoner-built roads helped facilitate foreign investment, capitalist
development, and global commerce. If more direct forms of labor extraction under a modified
form of slave-settler sovereignty can be said to characterize the effort to open Panamanian
valleys to cultivation, then schemes to reimburse the government for the cost of the penal system
might be seen in light of earlier efforts to yoke black labor, in one form or another, to the
political project of white supremacy.373
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Improving
The idea of turning a perceived deficit into a credit was also apparent in the Canal Zone
prison labor program’s stated aim of “improving the condition of the prisoner.” Zone officials
conjured a generic “criminal” in the public mind, and described the purported benefits that a
nourishing diet and being removed from corruptions like alcohol would bring him. They
promised that through hard physical toil prisoners would be reformed, and would learn to be
disciplined and inwardly motivated. All of this followed the rule of law, they argued, even as
they borrowed creatively from civil, criminal, and military legal regimes. The eyes of the world,
after all, were on Canal construction and the Zone was frequented by progressive journalists and
liberal-minded reformers. While less commonly acknowledged, the role of the military and of
military law profoundly shaped the prison labor program. From the program’s inception, it was
part and parcel of a strand in the U.S. War Department’s theories about how liberalism and
warfare would go hand-in-hand, and how war itself might become more humane. An improving
mandate and civilizing mission were among imperial liberalism’s core tenets.
The Canal Zone, like other sites of U.S. empire, created a space where military doctrines
overlapped and were combined with international, civilian, and local legal regimes in flexible
ways. As the Canal Zone’s first District Attorney William Jackson described it, sources of law in
the Zone included the 1904 Treaty, Executive Orders, Ordinances of the I.C.C., the Penal Code,
the Code of Criminal Procedure, Columbian civil law, and Acts of the U.S. Congress explicitly
extended to apply there.374 D.A. Jackson described Roosevelt’s 1904 letter, which placed the
ICC under the direction of the Secretary of War, as both the Constitution and Bill of Rights for
the Canal Zone. In it, he had written that “the laws of the land, with which the inhabitants are
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familiar […] will continue in force in the Canal Zone […] until altered or annulled by the said
commission.”375 He also provided the legal basis for convict labor by quoting from the 13th
Amendment: “… neither slavery nor involuntary servitude shall exist except as a punishment for
crime.”376
War Department doctrine and military regulations provided further grounding for the
prison labor program. Officials like Charles E. Magoon, the ICC’s chief legal counsel and
second military governor of the Canal Zone (1905-1906), consolidated a series of texts running
from the Civil War through the era of overseas imperial expansion into a set of rules governing
things like the treatment of prisoners, uses of their labor, and appropriate response to attempted
escapes. Magoon’s The Law of Civil Government under Military Occupation provided the legal
basis for the U.S. Supreme Court’s decisions in the Insular Cases.377 He blended the laws of
nations and of war and relied on the authority of seminal texts like Francis Lieber’s “Instructions
for the Government of Armies in the Field,” considered a touchstone in liberal war-making.378
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Although the U.S. never technically declared in Panamá, the U.S. military intervened nine times
over the first half of the twentieth century, interned German, Japanese, and Italian nationals
there, and established one hundred and thirty-four military installations outside the Canal Zone
during the First and Second World Wars.379
In addition to Roosevelt’s letter authorizing slavery and involuntary servitude as
punishment for crime, military precedent had long favored forced labor. The “Lieber Code,” for
instance, provided that prisoners “may be used to work for the benefit of the captor’s
government.”380 The first published Rules and Regulations for the Canal Zone Police and Prisons
prepared under military Governor Joseph C.S. Blackburn stipulated that “convicted prisoners
shall also be utilized for the construction and maintenance of roads, trails, and other public
works,” as did each updated edition through 1940.381 Likewise, the U.S. Marine Corps, who
provided additional security forces in the Zone, were also instructed that “the services of the
inhabitants may be requisitioned for the needs of the occupying force.”382 Thus, the power to
force prisoners to work on public works like roads was clearly outlined in multiple overlapping
sources. Bringing convict labor firmly under the rule of law, however, also meant differentiating
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it from the privatized convict leasing programs which increasingly became subject to protests in
the U.S.
Another core principle in liberal theorizing about confinement was the avoidance of
undue cruelty. Even prisoners of war, Lieber had cautioned, should not be subjected to
“intentional suffering” and be “treated with humanity” whenever practicable.383 The 1910 Canal
Zone Rules and Regulations instructed guards “never to insult or abuse the prisoner in a manner
that will arouse resentment or incite resistance,” and prohibited “oppressive or ill treatment of
prisoners.”384 Article 10 of the 1940 edition of the Rules and Regulations expressly stated: “Any
abuse or cruel treatment of prisoners by officers detailed for duty at the penitentiary is
prohibited.”385 But it was not always easy for Zone officials to constrain the behavior of their
prison guards. When George Goethals banned corporal punishment, for example, guards
protested that they would not be able properly to punish them properly and would have a riot on
their hands.386
The universalizing ambitions of liberalism were evident in the attempt to mold the
convict worker. Inmates were instructed to be silent during work hours and were disciplined with
a series of grades, good and bad conduct points, and incentives like early release. Inmates were
instructed to “obey without argument,” not to whistle or make unnecessary noise, and “apply
yourselves faithfully and diligently to whatever labor you are assigned.”387 Refusal to work,
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injury of tools while at work, and inattention at work were among the worst offenses, punishable
by solitary confinement on a diet of bread and water, “handcuffed to the wall rings during
convict working hours.”388 Idleness was anathema to the project of making the liberal wagelaboring subject, yet forced restraint was still deemed preferable to allowing prisoners to lie
down. At the heart of the problem was the inherent contradiction between the ways in which
labor was supposed to serve both as punishment and as cure.

Expanding
Even as prison administrators and colonial officials mixed local, civil, international, and
military legal precedents, they were also enmeshed in global trends in progressive penology.
They participated in regional and international conventions on prisons and criminology, and
sought to appear as the rightful leaders in the hemisphere. Indeed, the Canal Zone was the
centerpiece of a larger improving mission U.S. officials had in mind for Latin America.
The first phase of convict road construction had been publicly justified in terms of canal
construction, food security, settler colonialism, and regional development. As the Canal itself
neared completion in 1914, however, the focus shifted to imagine highways in new and
grandiose ways. Prisoner-built roads in the Canal Zone enabled colonial officials, army
engineers, and politicians in the U.S. to train their sights first on a Trans-Isthmian Road, running
East-West from ocean to ocean, and then to a Pan-American Highway which would run NorthSouth from Alaska to Argentina. Delegates from the U.S. and Panama Canal Zone attended the
international congresses of the Pan American Union (PAU) to push their agenda of modernizing
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roads and prisons.389 Roads and prisons became hallmarks of Pan-Americanism during the
period from the completion of the Canal up to the start of the Second World War.
The Trans-Isthmian Road combined local knowledge extracted from ten years’
experience forcing convicts to construct roads with the international diplomacy needed to obtain
right-of-way permits through the Republic of Panamá. Although they had built a network of
roads connecting the interior of the Zone to towns outside it, on the eve of the Canal’s opening
there was no single highway that ran directly from sea to sea. As the Keystone View Company’s
photograph of a “temporary convict corral near old Panama” noted in 1913, “there is no real
roadway across the isthmus, and the only way to get from coast to coast before the canal is
opened is by means of the Panama Railroad.”390 Yet large pieces had been put into place.391
Even when convict labor was not used, U.S. officials enforced a racialized division of
labor that bore traces of the prison road gangs. All of the most physically demanding clearing,
grubbing, and tree-felling work was done by “native machete men,” while skilled labor to
operate heavy machinery was reserved for white men imported from the U.S., for example, when
the U.S. Army took over construction of the last two-mile stretch of road.392 Arguments that
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twisted race and skill in service of white supremacy were commonplace during the era of Canal
construction. Here they were put in service of circumventing the treaty terms that granted rightof-way access through a small corridor between the Zone and the city of Colon on condition that
the U.S. Army use Panamanian labor and materials as much as possible.393 Newspaper coverage
in the U.S. echoed this sentiment, suggesting that the project was another ingenious combination
of U.S. expertise and technology (implied to be white) with Latin American brute force (implied
to be “native,” brown or black).394 During the final stage of road construction, one thousand men
were put to work round the clock, six days a week, rain or shine, in the blazing sun and all
through the night.395
Private contractors also negotiated with the U.S. and Republic of Panamá to build roads
across the isthmus. Like the official reasons given for the Canal Zone’s prison labor program,
these projects were bound up with broader schemes to enable white settlement and plantation
agriculture. When Fredericks and Lasso completed the survey for the seventy-one mile
“Almirante-Boquete Highway” in 1916, for example, they were “to be paid in land for the
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construction of this highway.”396 Indeed, the Republic of Panamá issued numerous “colonization
contracts” – like the one Albert Voigh received to settle five hundred “American families” on
25,000 hectares in the Chiriqui province, to Canal Zone residents to establish coffee plantations
also in Chiriqui, and to J.M. Hayatt to settle two hundred “agriculturalists and their families” in
San Blas; or the one to L.S. Meyer and the Trinidad Company for the agricultural settlement of
“forty-two experienced American farmers” to develop 100,000 acres near Gatun Lake.397 Indeed,
after his stint commanding prison labor in the Canal Zone and another as director of the
Panamanian island prison colony at Coiba, Robert Lamastus went on to set up coffee plantations
in Boquete, Chiriqui that have remained in his family to this day.398
If the Trans-Isthmian Road was touted in terms of military preparedness, and privately
contracted roads catalyzed capitalist plantation agriculture, the Pan-American Highway was
shrouded in the lofty rhetoric of hemispheric harmony. Reflecting on the first Pan American
Highway Congress held in 1924, for example, PAU Director General L.S. Row described the
“good roads movement” as encapsulating “the very essence of true Pan Americanism.”399 The
proclaimed benefits of the massive highway project were most often framed in terms of
commercial integration and improved diplomacy. As another commentator put it, “The Pan
American Highway System will become an artery for the diffusion of the red blood of
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international understanding on the American continent and hence, of international solidarity,
appreciation, and good will.”400 U.S. officials, for their part, were initially most interested in
increasing their influence in Central America. Congress had appropriated $50,000 for the initial
survey when dispatching the Bureau of Public Roads’ engineers, later adding an additional
$20,000,000 “to aid the countries of Central America and Panama in constructing the section of
highway from the southern frontier of Mexico to the Panama Canal.”401 In 1930, they even
convened the first Inter-American Highway Conference in Panama marking road construction
efforts in Mexico and Central America off from the South American counterparts represented in
the Pan-American conferences.402
Newspapers in the U.S. described the Pan-American highway in explicitly spatial terms,
as closing the administrative distance between Washington D.C. and the Canal Zone, facilitating
military access from the North, and providing opportunities for economic exploitation.403
Boosters boasted that the new highway would bring “closer commercial contact with Latin
America.” They heralded it as “one of the greatest advances in foreign trade.” It would be an
avenue for excess productive capacity, providing additional “outlets for 1,000,000 Americanmade motor trucks and cars annually and increase in sales of road-building equipment and
machinery.”404 And, in addition to opening up “great tracts where the soil is still waiting to be
400
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tilled,” the highway was said to offer “scenes of exotic interest” to U.S. motorists and
unprecedented opportunities for discovery and adventure.405 “Probably no white man has ever
traveled between Central and South America overland” wrote E.W. James, Chief of the InterAmerican Regional Office of the Public Roads Administration. “There is no record indicating
that any human being, except the Indians, has ever traveled longitudinally between the Republic
of Panama and Columbia,” he added.406
E.W. James’ pseudo-official history of the Pan American Highway published in 1945
included a list of attempted voyages along portions of the roadway, including that of Zone
Policeman 88, Harry A. Franck.407 Citing U.S. legislation – like the 1912 Post Road Act and
1916 Federal Aid Act – as the prime force behind the project, James credited the First World
War with turning attention to “internal communication and systematic highway construction.”
By 1945, he reported, the “Inter-American” portion between the U.S. and Panama included 1,557
miles of paved roadway, 930 miles of all-weather, 280 miles of dry-weather, and 567 miles of
trails.408 “The last quarter century in the Western Hemisphere has been preeminently an era of
road building” he proudly concluded.409
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Figure 4.4 Pan-American Highway: From the Rio Grande to Panama410
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The first half of the twentieth century was also preeminently an era of professionalization
and internationalism in the fields of penology and criminology. Disciplinary expertise from
prison wardens, administrators, policy makers, academics, and reformers was consolidated in a
series of Pan American Prison Congresses (PAPC) convened under the auspices of the Pan
American Union beginning at the same time as the Pan American Highway Congresses.411 Prison
reform was considered a hallmark of liberal state formation in Latin America and the appropriate
venue for claims to “civilizational standing” in a community of nations.412 These regional forums
were in turn part of wider circuits of exchange in carceral ideas and practices, most notably
through international organizations like the International Prison and Penitentiary Commission
(IPPC).413 The place of Panama Canal Zone prisons, like that of the Zone itself, was anomalous
in many ways. Colonial officials were well aware, therefore, that they were potentially prone to
heightened scrutiny. While Canal Zone prison administrators borrowed from local influences,
they also departed in significant ways from the discourses of elite advocates of penal-welfare
state policies in neighboring countries like Costa Rica. Prisons in the Canal Zone were always
characterized more by the ideas and practices of military interventionism and imperial liberalism
than the exigencies of nation and state formation.
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In neighboring Costa Rica, criminologists like Cleto González Víquez and Ricardo
Jimenéz pushed penal reform as integral to liberal welfare policies.414 Historian Steven Palmer
argues that the early twentieth century saw the transition from the idea of vengeance to that of
recovery in Costa Rica; the rise of “hygenicist” discourses on contagion and moral pathology
along with positivist criminologists’ focus on rehabilitation.415 These new, more “humanitarian,”
scientific techniques aimed to inculcate “bourgeois prescriptions on self-discipline” and to
produce a body of knowledge that would facilitate “state intervention in, and manipulation of the
lives of the laboring poor,” Palmer suggests.416 Yet as Costa Rica and surrounding countries
moved from congregate systems to individual cellular systems, prison officials in the Canal Zone
were moving inmates out of the cellular penitentiary and into congregate corrals and temporary
forced labor camps.
While ostensibly committed to the avoidance of undue cruelty (measured as bodily
harm), the trajectory of carceral forms in the Canal Zone did not necessarily become
progressively more scientific. Technologies for controlling surpluses and extracting labor appear
to have taken pride of place over observation, anthropological study, and knowledge production.
This was due in large part to the simple fact that the imperial penal regimes of the Canal Zone
were not shaped by the same prerogatives of governance. Put simply, as the rates of deportation
attest, they never really considered the inmates as objects of rehabilitation that would one day
reenter their own civil society.
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Interning
Yoshitaro Amano was arrested in Panama City the day Pearl Harbor was bombed.
Amano, together with one hundred and eighty other Japanese Panamanians, was forcibly
detained in the Chorrios jail and then transferred to the Canal Zone by U.S. military personnel.
Once at Balboa he was ordered to construct the concentration camp in which he would be
incarcerated. He was detained, forced to work, interrogated, threatened, punished, humiliated,
and abused for six months before being sent to another internment camp in Fort Sill, Oklahoma,
then transferred to Camp Livingston, Louisiana. He published the account of his experiences,
Waga Toraware No Ki (The Journal of My Incarceration) a few months after he was transported
to Japan as part of a prisoner exchange program in September 1943.417 This text, like other firsthand prisoner testimony, allows us to glimpse some of the modes of punishment he was forced to
endure and the strategies he and his fellow-inmates employed to survive. As a testament to the
experience of some two thousand more Japanese Latin Americans who were confined in
overseas and domestic U.S. camps, and whose stories have largely been buried or obscured in the
historical record and popular memory, it also provides insight into enduring questions
surrounding the right of the U.S. government to detain foreign nationals without charge, the
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expansion of the power to punish beyond its territorial borders, and the legal arguments used to
try and justify such practices.418

Figure 4.5 Yoshitaro Amano Mug Shot419
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When Yoshitaro Amano arrived at the concentration camp at Balboa he and his fellowinmates were directed to build twenty tents. They were enclosed by barbed wire and
rhythmically lit-up by searchlights. Amano felt the wire and gate of his new surrounding
resembled “a big scale chicken farm,” his new condition like being “thrown into the center of the
chicken yard.”420 He was struck by the indignity of being forced to do manual labor for the first
time in his life. The inmates worked under the direction of armed guards who held their
machineguns and bayonets trained on them as they barked out orders. Compelled to work in the
torrential tropical rains, Amano tried to build a little paper hat out of concrete bag scraps to keep
the water and mud from his eyes only to watch it dissolve into mushy plaster when soaked
through. He took his shoes off to try and avoid slipping when the mud rose his ankles but
remembered that people started slipping around, falling and hurting themselves as the ground got
more and more muddy. There were load quotas of 5-6 boards they each had to carry, regardless
of differences in physical strength. “One of the weaker inmates tried to carry 1-2 but was yelled
at by soldiers and given 4-5 more,” Amano recalled. “We weren’t used to hard work so we were
all wobbly.”421
Forcing prisoners to construct their own dwellings was not a new phenomenon in the
Zone, and guards drew on their personal military experiences as well as the institutional practices
already in place. Indeed, back in March of 1908 Canal Zone Military Governor Joseph C.S.
Blackburn had first authorized the transport and housing of penitentiary inmates away from
Culebra.422 The intervening years had seen several technical innovations in the construction of
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portable stockades which were located adjacent to work sites and moved along with the
construction of roads. By September of the following year, for example, the size had been
increased to accommodate twenty additional convicts and they decided on fourteen-foot high
barbed wire fences to enclose an acre of land on the site of an old, abandoned, European labor
camp. One year later, the fourteen-foot fence was replaced with eight-foot high double fences,
spaced four feet apart “to create a passageway for patrolling guards.” Each fence was four
thicknesses of barbed wire and slanted inward at the top to prevent inmates from climbing out.
Even though this new camp had a perimeter of seven hundred feet (slightly smaller than the
eight-hundred-thirty-five foot perimeter of an acre) this new stockade housed twice the number
of convicts as the first ones had (from seventy to one hundred and forty). In doubling the holding
capacity for incarcerated workers they simultaneously reduced the number of guards: it took five
white and twelve “colored” officers to guard the stockade on the Empire-Paraiso road in 1909,
for instance, but only two “colored guards” were assigned night watch at the Empire-Chorrera
road camp in 1911. And, as Yoshitaro Amano came to realize years later, prisoners were made
responsible for their own social reproduction. They pumped and hauled water, cooked, and
cleaned.423
As camp life coalesced for Amano and his fellow Latin American Japanese internees in
1941, they were assigned tasks in groups, with five to ten on dishwashing, another group peeling
potatoes, others digging holes. They built boardwalks connecting the tents, kitchen, and toilets.
They lined holes in the ground with boards to make latrines, and were forced to disassemble
them when they got full. They scooped mud by hand into trucks, and it ran through their fingers
and into their faces, stinging the eyes. They cut bamboo, made foundations, and poured concrete.
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Some low-security inmates went off site to work, and others were taken to build a new
concentration camp at Pasadena, near Panama City. When there was not enough labor to occupy
them all they were forced to dig holes, only to refill them again. The pace of manual labor was
accelerated by shouts, pokes, shoves, kicks and occasional beatings; aimed and loaded machine
guns added to the anxiety-producing sense of urgency.424
Prison guards used work to structure new hierarchies within the camp, designating some
groups and individuals for the most physically demanding or disgusting jobs. When Italian and
German detainees arrived in the Canal Zone, for instance, Amano recounts that the Japanese
were so blatantly assigned the worst jobs that the Italians started pitying them for being made to
work so hard. As a suspected spy, he was singled out for punishment through labor. His body
was still unused to the physicality of manual labor and would get exhausted, sore, and ache. He
was beaten for mixing concrete incorrectly, pushed around, and chased to the job site. At times
he did not even know who was working directly next to him as the pace did not allow him to
look up while they were “being worked like dogs.” “Always there was a soldier assigned to stand
behind me as I worked,” Amano wrote, “I was always on the receiving end of the most hits and
shoves, more than anyone else.”425 Most humiliating of all, he was forced to do the final stage of
the latrine demolition single-handedly while other inmates, including his former employees,
watched him get smeared with shit: “When they took out the latrine floor, and loaded it onto the
truck, the soldiers ordered everyone to stop work. I was ordered to load the truck by myself.
The boards were covered in feces and I loaded it by myself.”426
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Yoshitaro Amano’s text also reveals the various forms of psychological torment prisoners
of the U.S. military in the Canal Zone underwent. He described the pain of family separation and
the unrelenting uncertainty surrounding their fate as among the most severe. Each time they
would call him in for interrogation he and his fellow inmates were unsure whether he would be
executed. “I felt like a fish on a cutting board but willed myself not to scream or do anything,” he
recalled of one particular instance. His mobility, even compared to his fellow prisoners, was
uniquely circumscribed and he was told he would be shot if he approached within ten feet of the
gate. He was denied letter writing and similar privileges that others were granted. His dignity and
pride were repeatedly insulted by soldiers he felt were mean and ignorant and for whom he had
lost all respect. Amano noticed that the “emotional stress” had caused men in their thirties and
forties to go gray and the anxiety of being forced to “do their business” in front of others made
them suffer constipation as they waited up to four days between bowel movements. The latrines
were left completely open surrounded by mud, and fifteen people had to use them at the same
time as there was always a line due to a shortage of facilities. Amano remembered it thus:
“Always, ten people were waiting in line. Wait in line. Show everything to the others. Squat in
front of everyone. It took tremendous courage. No matter how bad you had to go, by the time
you got there, all modesty vanished.”427 Some psychic strains were daily, mundane, and
quotidian forms of violence, others were more existential: “we never forgot we were prisoners,
slaves to our own personal sins.”428
The threat of being denied medical care could turn quickly from psychological torture to
physical deterioration, and even death. Amano, for example, described preferring to share
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medicine with other inmates than receive it directly from the guards for fear of being poisoned.
Fellow internee Ochi Yakuji was diagnosed with untreatable tongue cancer while in Panama and
died months later after being transferred to Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Amano felt physicians had only
come to his tent to determine whether he was dead or alive, and Ochi’s grandson believes he died
from the effects of torture rather than incurable illness.429 Ochi had been denied his request for a
final visit from his wife and child and had begged soldiers to kill him. Amano recalled that on
the day he died, “He waved weakly from the stretcher. He looked like a mummy swinging his
arm in the air. That’s the last time we saw him alive. He died on May 1. We all knew tongue
cancer killed him but so did American indifference.”430 Eleven days later Oshima Ken Saburo, a
prisoner Amano described as suffering from mental illness, tried to escape. “The guard pulled a
pistol on Oshima as he ran between barbed wire fences and threw himself halfway up the outer
gate but the overhanging barbed wire stopped him,” wrote Amano. “We shouted, ‘don’t shoot.
He’s crazy!’ The watchtower guard lowered his gun but the other guard shot him from three
meters away. Oshima’s body dropped to the ground. The medics later said a second shot went
through his head.”431 Amano believed the incident “must have triggered a nervous breakdown”
in Shimoda Itsuji, one of the witnesses, who died five days later. “He had been a very powerful
man, and I saw him as he was taken away. He couldn’t have died naturally in four or five days.
His death was suspicious.”432
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The Panamanian journalist and author Joaquín Beleño concludes his novel Los forzados
de Gamboa (Gamboa Road Gang) with the image of an inmate being gunned down. Beleño
suggests that his protagonist Atá, based on the actual case of Lestor Greaves, suffered a kind of
nervous breakdown while being forced to work on the roads.433 Finally, he committed suicide by
walking off the job site and continuing down the road.
Son of a bitch... HALT... Hey, you! The gringos raised their rifles, aiming. They do not
move. They have no choice but to meet regulations. Still, Atá is slowly heading down the
Golden Road, like a lazy cat crossing the road. No one can stop him. Nothing can stop
him. The rifles are still fixed upon him […] And again, from the sunny sorcerers’ village
came the voice of the guard, 'HALTTT...!!!' Atá does not halt. He continues walking. He
is in the middle of the road when three shots sound. His legs tremble. The guards mount
new rifles on their shoulders and open fire again. Now, Atá shakes all over. The blood
saturates his shirt, but still he does not fall to the ground. He stumbles, stretches out his
arms and staggers slowly down the road, dying. Blood seeps out of his mouth. His voice
is full of blood when finally says, 'At last... I am safe! Safe! Safe!' At last he falls on his
Golden Road. So long Atá! At last you are free! You are safe!434
Even this fictionalized account testified to the realities that were enabled and constrained by U.S.
War Department theorizing and documents like the Rules and Regulations Governing Canal
Zone Police. Francis Lieber had instructed the military that “a prisoner of war who escapes may
be shot or otherwise killed in his flight,” adding: “but neither death nor any other punishment
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shall be inflicted upon him simply for his attempted escape, which the law of war does not
consider a crime.”435 The 1910 Canal Zone Police Rules and Regulations provided that officer
could open fire “with the intent to disable a prisoner attempting to escape” only after ordering
him to halt three times.436 Similarly, the 1940 edition stated: “Should a prisoner in custody,
charged with a felony, attempt to escape, he will be directed by the police officer in whose
charge he is, to halt; and if he fails to comply and there are no other means of preventing his
escape, the officer will fire on him with the intent to effect such disablement as will insure the
capture of the prisoner.437 Unlike the precedent set for military law in Lieber’s Code, however,
both the 1910 and 1940 editions of police and penitentiary regulations included attempted escape
among the highest possible in the schedule of offenses and accordant punishments.438 The 1940
U.S. Marine Corps’ manual likewise listed “attempt to escape from imprisonment,” in their own
“list of additional rules and regulations imposed by the military authority, and to be enforced by
military tribunals,” but did not specify a punishment.439
The innovations in carceral technologies made in the Panama Canal Zone over the first
half of the twentieth century were part of a larger genealogy of prison camps in U.S. empire that
has had deadly and far-flung consequences. The relation between changes made to the portable
enclosures used to house prisoners working outside the penitentiary – with a single row being
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replaced by double rows of barbed wire – and Oshima’s lifeless body suspended midway up the
second fence, however, suddenly closes the distance between Canal Zone roads and bloodsoaked fields in Oklahoma.
Latin American Japanese internees, like Canal Zone convicts, had been forced to build
their own camps and to provide their own subsistence through work, cooking, and cleaning. The
aim of the Canal Zone prison labor program was to “reimburse the government” for the cost of
maintaining the penal system by making inmates responsible for their own maintenance while
extracting their supposed “debt to society” in the form of their labor. A War Department memo
regarding “removing from other American republics dangerous subversive aliens” urged that
“inherently harmless Axis nationals may be used to the greatest possible extent.” “We could
repatriate them, we could intern them, or we could hold them in escrow for bargaining
purposes.”440 The financially-inflected language shows the continuity in War Department
theorizing about how to profit from those marked as legal outsiders, or deemed surplus.441
As difficult as it is to imagine, especially given the specter of Oshima’s corpse hanging
over the example above, prison camps in the Canal Zone were not completely ungoverned,
lawless places.442 Threatened with the denial of medical care in Balboa prison camp in 1942, for
example, Yoshitaro Amano told the military police: “If I got sick, I could die and that’s against
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America’s humanity rules.” The M.P. rescinded the order.443 Government officials were aware
that the eyes of the world were upon them and concerned that their own POWs would not be
unduly mistreated. In fact, Amano recounted that hard labor was stopped when they received
word that the Japanese were not forcing U.S. POWs to do it. Yet, if the legal architecture of
liberalism which sought to make warfare more “humane” also made it more likely, as Laleh
Khalili has so eloquently argued, law sometimes served as the source of, rather than the remedy
to violence, particularly for certain racially-marked, oppressed, and marginalized groups.444

Existing
The tension between older modes of slave-settler sovereignty and emergent forms of
imperial liberalism was not resolved over the first half of the twentieth century in the Panama
Canal Zone.445 Where the former assumed that certain prerogatives of sovereignty were divisible
and could be delegated to private individuals on the colonizing periphery, the latter sought to
bring the wanton exercise of arbitrary power under the rule of law.446 Yet as was apparent over
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the first two decades of the convict labor program that former slaveholders, colonial officials,
prison administrators, and liberal-minded reformers all came to agree on the morally redemptive
value of hard physical toil. Although criminality had long been associated with involuntary
servitude, convict labor was re-imagined during this period both as punishment and cure, and
public works were seen as the proper site to try forcibly to produce disciplined, obedient, wageworking subjects of liberal freedom.
The tension between slave-settler sovereignty and imperial liberalism in spaces
characterized by overlapping civil and military legal regimes produced carceral innovations.
Along with new techniques of labor extraction, Canal Zone officials used expanded deportation
powers to develop new techniques of selective exclusion and marginalization. A host of new
laws made people illegal by outlawing modes of behavior and ways they had lived their lives and
created a flexible and mobile workforce as if out of thin air. Categories like imperial public good
worked as mechanisms to convert convict labor into private pleasure and masked the already
blurred distinction between public and private, state and capital.
Private interests were heavily invested in transportation schemes, however, and lobbied
for government spending, contracts, and concessions on vast public works programs like the Pan
American Highway. Roads and prisons became the touchstones of hemispheric and international
reform agendas, and key pillars of the liberal-welfare states in neighboring Latin American
countries. Yet, the U.S. regime in the Panama Canal Zone did not share the same exigencies of
nation and state formation and was dictated more by commercial aims and military strategy.
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The incarceration and forced labor of Japanese Latin Americans during World War II
required another drastic expansion of the sovereign power to punish foreigners, who had
committed no crime nor were they residents in territory claimed by the U.S. The material history
of carceral forms, from barbed wire encampments to guard dogs, also suggests a piece in a larger
imperial genealogy of the camp. Yoshitaro Amano’s account urges us to grapple with the
intricate ways in which practices of racialization and torture have been indelibly fused with
liberalism and sovereignty. Amano described routines that clearly collapsed any meaningful
distinction between work and torture. He repeatedly expressed his encounters with carceral
violence in terms of being treated as less than human: cooped like a chicken, squirming like a
fish on the chopping block, working like a dog, or waving to his former friend turned mummy.
He even likened the seemingly mundane experience of being given real silverware to being
“promoted from animal to human.”
There are at least three approaches to thinking about the relationship between
racialization, dehumanization, carceral violence, and sovereignty. The first, advanced by scholars
like Laleh Khalili, is that racialization has been a way of resolving the tension between liberal
rhetoric and illiberal methods. The second, recently articulated by Alexander G. Weheliye, is that
certain carceral forms of modern sovereignty have used practices of racialization to render
people as human, not-quite-human, and nonhuman. The third, suggested by Walter Johnson, is
that racialization allowed some people to treat others inhumanely, even while being fully, and
intimately, aware of their humanity.447 Thus, similar to the way in which we might come to see
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law as causing rather than ameliorating violence, we are left with the pessimistic conclusion that
in some instances people do not have to violate the rules or even consider other people to be less
than human in order to torture them.
The forms of incarceration, forced labor, and torture carried out in the Panama Canal
Zone over the first half of the twentieth century revealed the productive tensions between slavesettler sovereignty and imperial liberalism, and allow us to glimpse techniques and carceral
forms that cause us to think about racial slavery, imperialism, and contemporary torture regimes
together. Colonial officials, military theorists, prison administrators, guards, and reformers all
agreed on the seemingly indisputable need for demanding physical labor as a means of
improving the criminal and uplifting civilization. Some argued that prison labor on public works
would be more humane than the hyper-exploitation of the privatized convict lease, thereby also
naturalizing its continued existence. Put differently, the question became how to increase
government oversight and administration of convict labor not how to reduce the number of
incarcerated forced laborers or abolish prisons altogether. It is important to attend to the precise
historical moments and circumstances under which certain institutions, ideas, and practices
become seen as inevitable while other historical possibilities are closed off as unthinkable.
Reevaluating the violence of imperial sovereignty as symptomatic of, rather than an aberration
from, liberal-democratic norms and the rule of law may ultimately spark more robust anti-war,
anti-torture, and anti-prison movements. In the case of the Panama Canal Zone, this depends on
whether we choose to see highways as the mark of civilization and progress, or, as Joaquín
Beleño put it, as death-dealing graveyards.
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Epilogue
Critiquing Carceral Colonialism: Do the Right Thing
“The symbols of society such as the police force, bugle calls in the barracks, military parades,
and the flag flying aloft, serve not only as inhibitors but also as stimulants. They do not signify:
‘Stay where you are.’ But rather, ‘Get ready to do the right thing.’ ”
~ Frantz Fanon, Wretched of the Earth448
As Kathleen Cleaver tells it, Frantz Fanon’s Wretched of the Earth catalyzed the Black
Power Movement in the 1960s with a powerful, if flexible, analogy. Eldridge Cleaver, Stokely
Carmichael, Bobby Seale, Huey Newton, and others began rejecting the euphemism “second
class citizen” because it masked the “colonial nature of the relationship” between the United
States and her “black colony.” In this colonial context, the police enforced black subjugation,
acting as an “occupying army.”449 The theory of “internal colonialism” as a critique of racial
oppression in the United States drew from a variety of international examples and from deep
intellectual roots in radical anti-imperial thought in the U.S., Latin America, Africa, and Asia.450
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While it purposefully served as a generalizing concept that could embrace a range of racism’s
structural effects, it was also shaped by the embodied experience of targeted criminalization and
imprisonment. Tracing the more specific genealogy of when, where, how, and by whom the
indictment of incarceration was combined with an indictment of imperialism shifts the
conceptual freight from an analysis of internal colonialism to the effects of a carceral empire.
This genealogy includes a variety of archival traces, but is most directly embedded in the
writings of imprisoned intellectuals and activists, as Angela Davis, Joy James, Dylan Rodriguez,
Dan Berger, and Dennis Childs have all demonstrated.451 It also includes the anti-imperial
political thought of the black radical tradition stretching back into the early nineteenth century,
perhaps beyond.452 Prison abolition scholars have long made connections between the growth of
the prison industrial complex and war-making, calling attention to the entwined problems of
racism and imperialism, particularly in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.453 Yet
there is still much to learn from the ideas and practices of those who have recounted their violent
confrontations with the U.S. prison system during the eras of white settler colonialism and
overseas imperialism, as its reach expanded across the globe. The critiques that emerge from
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territorial penitentiaries, colonial prisons, and extraterritorial jails during the second half of the
nineteenth and first half of the twentieth centuries, therefore, provide unique insight into a crucial
period of development in America’s carceral empire.
One of the ways prisons developed differently in empire is evident in the use of distance
to punish. At the turn of the twentieth century, Black intellectuals and activists recognized that
criminal transportation, like the slave trade, was based in the racial terror of forced separation.
This was a central tenet of the Jefferson-Monroe Penological Doctrine, and of many nineteenthcentury penal colonization schemes more generally. The punitive transfer of prisoners between
far-flung federal penitentiaries has been in practice ever since, and featured in critiques of the
treatment of Black prisoners to this day.454 In the Philippines, convict transportation was used as
a form of counterinsurgency strategy intended to banish prisoners from their families, networks
of belonging, and sources of political support. In Panamá, U.S. officials deported racialized and
criminalized subjects to random islands outside the Zone. The siting of state penitentiaries far
from urban areas has likewise been intentional. This may be what Huey Newton was referring to
when he called a California prison “The Penal Colony” due to its distance of over two hundred
miles from Oakland and Los Angeles.455 A sense for this history may also be what Families
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Against Mandatory Minimums have in mind when they denounce current federal policies like
Project Exile as racist for the way that they disproportionately affect communities of color.456
As a source of embodied sovereignty in empire, violence and humiliation inside prisons
was often experienced as a kind of animalization. In the Panama Canal Zone, for instance,
Yoshitaro Amano likened his treatment to that of a dog and of a fish on the chopping block.
Black anti-imperial and anti-lynching activists reconfigured the purported relation between race,
crime, and sovereignty when they indicted the violent white civilizing mission as “criminal.”
This provides a way of thinking about other symbolic inversions of the relation between human
and animal. Writing from prison in 1969, for example, George Jackson reflected: “here in the
black colony the pigs still beat and main us.”457 In calling the police pigs, the Black Panthers and
others flipped the script: those who would treat them as beasts were the real animals.
It seems less relevant for scholars to determine whether internal colonialism is an
accurate analogy than it is to highlight the different historic moments in the genealogy of radical
anti-carceral thought. Colonial governors, prison administrators, wardens, and guards may have
used racialization to try and resolve the tension between liberal rhetoric and illiberal methods, at
home and abroad. There was also something deeply violent in the way that prisoners’ bodies
were used to elaborate the sovereignty of imperial whiteness. From the Jefferson-Monroe
Doctrine, through the Thirteenth Amendment’s convict clause, to federal policy today, it is
important to remember that racial and gendered regimes of banishment and forced labor were not
inevitable, nor were they the only available options.
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So, what is the right thing to do? The constraints have been so imposing that Joaquín
Beleño, Huey Newton, and others have considered revolutionary suicide. Frantz Fanon and the
Panthers were not the first to theorize a need for armed self-defense in the face of white
supremacy. Yet, those committed to radical direct action have also simultaneously worked on
community empowerment projects. As Sundiata Acoli urged, think globally and act locally.458
And as Spike Lee reminds us, interrogate false dichotomies and resist closure.459
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Coda
Fugitive Justice: A Note on Prison Archives
Criminality thus renders fugitive the very criminals that states seek to subsume. They always
escape, it would seem; but for this very reason, they are always poised to return in one form or
another.
~ Vicente Rafael, Figures of Criminality460
As I wr ite this, the Philippine Depar tment of J ustice’s Bur eau of Cor r ections has
two major initiatives under way. They ar e implementing the “fir st-ever electr onic Inmate
Management Infor mation System,” par t of a nation-wide cr iminal r ecor ds pr ogr am which
was a keystone of the outgoing Benigno Aquino Administr ation.461 In Apr il, 2016, Pr esident
Aquino also appr oved the P50.18 billion tr ansfer of New Bilibid Pr ison fr om Muntinlupa
City, in the Metr o Manila ar ea, to a new site in Laur , Nueva Ecija. After moving 20,000
plus pr isoner s, the gover nment plans to sell the 500 hectar e pr oper ty for commer cial
development and potentially tur n other par ts of the for mer pr ison site into a tour ist
attr action.462 These changes come amid news of newly-elected Pr esident Rodr igo Duter te’s
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“tough-on-cr ime” political platfor m and thousands of extr ajudicial killings over the fir st
few months of his “war on dr ugs.” 463

Figure 6.1. Intake Records Storage, New Bilibid Prison464
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The histor y of mass cr iminalization, systematic death, and pr ison expansion looms
over another possible tr ansfer : of pr ison r ecor ds fr om the fir st decade of U.S. colonial r ule
in the Philippines, 1902-1912. Thr ee year s ago, I photogr aphed a selection of about 150 of
these histor ic pr ison intake r ecor ds while r esear ching the imper ial r oots of the U.S.
car cer al state. After visiting the museum at New Bilibid Pr ison, I asked to see what other
histor ic mater ials wer e inside the pr ison. With access gr anted by the Bur eau of
Cor r ections, I spent a few days with the r ecor ds stor ed in an attic above the pr ison’s
Finger pr inting Division. I shar ed the photogr aphs with Ateneo de Manila Univer sity
histor ian Ambeth Ocampo and Philippine National Ar chives dir ector Victor ino Manalo,
and began a ser ies of conver sations with scholar s and ar chivists that br ought me back to
Manila with suppor t fr om the Council on Libr ar ies and Infor mation Resour ces (CLIR)
Mellon Fellowship for r esear ch in or iginal sour ces in 2015. This also initiated a pr ocess
wher eby we r equested per mission fr om the Bur eau of Cor r ections to aid in the r ecor ds’
pr eser vation. Ar chivists fr om the National Histor ical Commission of the Philippines
(NHCP) have just been appr oved to begin wor king with the Bur eau to digitize the
r ecor ds.465
The existence of these r ecor ds opens old wounds and r aises challenging new
questions. In this essay, I begin by br iefly contextualizing the r ecor ds befor e tur ning to
consider differ ent appr oaches to r eading and inter pr eting them. In wor king with pr ison
r ecor ds of this sor t, methodological issues ar e insepar able fr om ethical questions about how
the past is used in the pr esent. Dr awing on r ecent scholar ship in Ar chival Science and
Cr itical Pr ison Studies, I conclude by asking what it means to appr oach these r ecor ds fr om
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a futur e in which pr isons ar e obsolete.466 Or , to bor r ow Allegr a M. McLeod’s apt phr ase,
what it might look like to employ a “pr ison abolition ethic” in Ar chival Studies.467 That is
to say, how the r ecor ds’ significance changes when the mor al imper ative against locking
humans in cages achieves cr itical mass and cer tain pr actices of incar cer ation have been
consigned to the past. Ar chivists, of cour se, ar e alr eady quite familiar with the weighty task
of asking “what kind of past the futur e should have.” 468
Almost ever y appr oach to pr ison r ecor ds like these begins with some for m of
contextualization. By 1902, when U.S. officials tr ied to pr opagate the fiction that war had
ended by declar ing the handover fr om militar y to civil gover nment, the U.S. had waged an
all-out offensive in the Philippines leaving as many as two million dead in four year s.469
Gover nor -Gener al William Taft led the Philippine Commission in passing a ser ies of
legislation to tr y and r ender abstr act claims to sover eignty into actual jur isdiction on the
gr ound. The Sedition and “Bandolerismo” laws of 1902 pr ovided the legal ar chitectur e for
hunting down and locking up all r emaining “insur gents,” suddenly r eclassified as outlaws
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instead of anti-colonial fr eedom fighter s.470 Alongside the massive expansion of the pr ison
population in br ick and mor tar facilities like Bilibid Pr ison, “r econcentr ation camps,”
militar ized detention, and ongoing counter insur gency campaigns caused tens-of-thousands
mor e deaths. In the midst of this ongoing violence, colonial officials became obsessed with
pr ison administr ation. The tr eatment of pr isoner s became a flashpoint for anti-colonial and
anti-imper ial cr itiques of U.S. r ule, and was taken as the indicator of the health of
“civilization” mor e gener ally.
On one level, these pr ison intake r ecor ds can be seen as a technology of colonial
r ule. They wer e cr eated in or der to mor e accur ately classify and tr ack colonial subjects. As
histor ians of cr iminology and empir e have shown, identification using anthr opometr ic
measur ements was developed by Alphonse Ber tillon in Par is, and put to use acr oss Fr ench,
Br itish, and U.S. empir es towar d the end of the nineteenth centur y. New methods of
finger pr inting wer e developed by Br itish officials in India and implemented in the U.S.
colonial Philippines dur ing the fir st decade of the twentieth centur y with far -r eaching
consequences.471 Histor ian Alfr ed W. McCoy, for example, has documented how the U.S.
Militar y Intelligence Division and Manila Police used Ber tillon’s system together with
finger pr inting to amass file car ds on a much as 70% of Manila’s population.472
Spear headed by Secr et Ser vice Bur eau detective J ohn W. Gr een, the police’s Identification
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Division r efined their filing system to allow for ever -mor e r apid r ecor d r etr ieval, leading
one jour nalist to r emar k that few cr iminals escape the “all embr acing index.” 473 Indeed,
these new techniques not only changed what was r ecor ded, but how. As histor ian Simon A.
Cole suggests, Ber tillonage’s system of combining anthr opometr ic measur ements,
photogr aphs, and peculiar mar ks and scar s, allowed for the r ecor ds to be indexed
quantitatively r ather than alphabetically and tr anslated bodily featur es into a “univer sal
language” that could be tr ansmitted by telegr aph, or ganized and accessed at will.474 Yet
along with r ecor d-keeping’s univer salizing tendency, came the instantiation of hier ar chy
based on r acialized par ticular ity and elabor ated thr ough discour ses of cr iminality.
On another level then, these r ecor ds can be r ead as attempts to pr oduce the ver y
cr iminal subjects they pur por tedly sought to contain. As scholar s like Allan Sekula have
ar gued, the state pr oduced cr iminal subjects thr ough institutional pr actices such as the
cr eation of pr ison intake r ecor ds, and categor ies like “pr isoner ” author ized them to be
acted upon in cer tain ways. The mug shot, in this r eading, was instr umental in tur ning
ar r estees into convicts by pr oviding visual evidence attesting to their supposed
cr iminality.475 The filing cabinets that held these intake r ecor ds thus become r epr esentative
of a for m of power that used “visual empir icism, bibliogr aphic r ationality, and the
author ity of the ar chive” to natur alize it’s function. In this way, they appear mer ely to
r ecor d, r ather than pr oduce.
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Contextualizing the r ecor ds alongside other sour ces fr om Bilibid at the time of the
their cr eation pr ovides additional ways to r ead them as pr oducing subjects. War den’s
Repor ts, for instance, r eveal how categor ies inside the pr ison wer e oper ationalized. Not
only wer e pr isoner s labeled “native/Asiatic” ver sus “Eur opean/Amer ican,” they wer e fed
differ ently accor ding to those gr oupings. In 1904, for example, the cost per r ation of food
pr ovided to native/Asiatic pr isoner s was P0.16, while the cost per r ation for
Eur opean/Amer ican pr isoner s was P0.39.476 By 1911, the Bur eau of Pr ions pr oudly
r epor ted that they had r educed the cost of maintaining pr isoner s by 8% fr om the pr evious
year . The cost per r ation for Eur opean/Amer ican pr isoner s was now P0.34, while that of
native/Asiatic pr isoner s was P0.13.477 Fur ther mor e, these categor ies not only affected the
quantity and cost of r ations inside Bilibid, but also the type. That same year , an Executive
Or der was passed pr ohibiting the use of “polished r ice” in gover nment institutions due to
“the r elationship between a diet too lar gely composed of such r ice and the pr evalence of
ber iber i.” 478 Evidently, pr ison administr ator s sought dispr opor tionately to pr ess
downwar d on the social r epr oduction of those held in captivity. Her e in these r epor ts,
ther efor e, ar e not only the tr aces of how r acialized cr iminal subjects wer e fashioned
discur sively, but also of how they wer e quite liter ally being made mater ially. Reading the
pr ison intake r ecor ds “along the ar chival gr ain” in this way r eveals logics of pr ison
administr ation, colonial gover nance, and imper ial power .479
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The r ecor ds also contain intimately per sonal details and fr agments of people’s social
wor lds. Each car d bear s the title “Bur eau of Pr isons, Philippine Islands, Bilibid Pr ison” at
the top and “For m No.33” in the top left cor ner . The car d is double-sided. The fr ont has
thr ee sections: one for pr ison number , name, aliases, place of bir th, pr ofession, r esidence,
cr ime, militar y ser vice, and pr evious convictions; another for “peculiar mar ks and scar s;”
and, a space for r ight thumb, index, medius, and annular finger pr ints at the bottom.
The back of the car d is also divided into thr ee par ts. The top has space for bodily
measur ements — of height, cur vatur e, r each, and tr unk; cr anial measur ements — of
length, width, bi-zyg, and r ight ear ; and left side measur ements — of left foot, left medius,
left aur icular , and left for ear m; color of left ir is — class, ar eola, per ish, and “pecul” (an
abbr eviation of peculiar ); and, hair and bear d — color and pecul. The middle of the car d
contains space for fr ontal and pr ofile photogr aphs, with the alphabetic letter s — P, E, D,
C, U, B, H, G, T — ar r anged hor izontally down the left side, and the number s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, down the r ight side. At the bottom of the car d ar e spaces for “Comp.” —
including Pig., sang, given age, teeth, pecul., app. age, and weight; for Sundr y infor mation;
date “Taken at Manila;” name of per son taken “by” and the date and name of the per son
ver ifying the r ecor d. At the ver y bottom of the r ever se side of each car d is pr inted the
number s 39841-1.
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Figure 6.2. Bertillon Signaletic Prison Intake Record, 1905 (front)480
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Photo by author, 2013.
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Figure 6.3. Bertillon Signaletic Prison Intake Record, 1905 (back)481

481

Photo by author, 2013.
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Ther e ar e a number of ways to r ead these r ecor ds. The name, age, place of bir th,
and occupation, of cour se, pr ovide insight into a per son’s lived exper ience. Also included
among with “peculiar mar ks and scar s” ar e descr iptions of tattoos, which shed light on
symbols of per sonal significance and for ms of social belonging. In the above example, for
instance, Fausto Mor lasa Balomer ’s tattoos ar e descr ibed as a “shaded design of a cr oss”
and a “shaded star face” (Image 1). Another r ecor d of a seventeen year -old “labor er ” fr om
Nueva Ecija, whose name is indecipher ably blur r y, descr ibes one of his tattoos as an “8 pt.
star cir cl [sic.] face in center ,” another as a “figur e holding a staff in hand,” and a thir d as
“cr ucifixion.” The iconogr aphy of star s appear s fr equently among the tattoos in the
r ecor ds, usually with five, six, or eight points. The eight pointed star car r ied par ticular
political significance, as it was one of the pr imar y symbols of the katipunan r evolutionar ies
who fought against Spanish and U.S. colonial r ule.

Figure 6.4. Detail of “Peculiar marks and Scars,” Bertillon Record, 1907482

482

Photo by author, 2013.
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Figure 6.5. Flag of the First Philippine Republic, Niak Assembly, 1897483

Indeed, katipunan leader s at the Naik Assembly on Mar ch 17, 1897, decided on
pr ecisely this symbol for the fir st official flag of the Philippine Republic: an eight pointed
star with a face in the center , or what the intake officer who pr ocessed Fausto Balomer
descr ibed as “shaded star face.” Knowing that these ar e r ecor ds of impr isoned member s of
the katipunan br other hood ther efor e changes how other aspects of the r ecor d might be
inter pr eted. As Philippine social histor ian Reynaldo C. Ileto has shown, the spir it of the
katipunan was car r ied for war d in r evolutionar y anti-colonial movements like Felipe
Salvador ’s Santa Iglesia.484 U.S. secr et police r epor ts fr om the time suggested that the
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“Salvador ists” wer e all well ar med but kept their weapons hidden and wor ked as laborers
to “dissimulate” their mission.485 Thus, r etur ning to the above two examples with this in
mind r aises questions about the way in which their documented pr ofession ought to be
under stood: labor er , anti-colonial fr eedom fighter , or something else entir ely? Using the
r ecor ds to uncover individual and collective stor ies such as these r equir es that labels like
cr iminal and pr isoner be set aside.
Although none of the sample of about fifty r ecor ds of women impr isoned at Bilibid
descr ibe tattoos, it is quite likely that many of them wer e also anti-colonial r evolutionar ies.
It is evident fr om police r epor ts that U.S. colonial officials’ wer e suspiciously tr acking new
“Vir gin Mar y’s,” for instance, “who claim char m-wor king power s and the ability to make
their follower s bullet-pr oof.” 486 While most of the women wer e char ged with adulter y,
theft, vagr ancy, or par r icide, other s wer e convicted of cr imes mor e typically associated
with men. Fer mina Sañado & Baldemor o, a washer woman fr om Albay, for example, was
char ged with bandolerismo, a law that cr iminalized for ms of gr oup association and was
designed to tr ack down “insur gents” after the tr ansfer fr om militar y to civil gover nment.
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Figure 6.6. Bertillon Signaletic Prison Intake Record, 1905 (front)487
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Figure 6.7. Bertillon Signaletic Prison Intake Record, 1905 (back)488

488

Photo by author, 2013.
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Similar ly, while most wer e descr ibed as holding tr aditionally female occupations —
washer woman, mar ketwoman, seamstr ess, dr essmaker , weaver , cook — other s, like
Cor nelia Acquino Mananoig [sic.] and J oaquina Or doña Sion, appear in the colonial
ar chive as mer chants and labor er s. These thr ee r ecor ds also stick out because the intake
officer took them to look as old as their stated age, or in Cor nelia Acquino Mananoig’s
[sic.] case, two year s older . For almost all of the other women, the intake officer s r ecor ded
that they looked at least a few year s younger than their given age. Indeed, a quick tally of
the total year s between “given age” and “app. age” in just this small sample of the much
vaster pr ison ar chive, shows that pr ison officials seem to have systematically r ecor ded
female pr isoner s appar ent age as younger than their given age, but r ecor ded male
pr isoner s as appear ing older than their given age. Pr esumably the categor ies wer e cr eated
for the pur poses of sur veillance and identification, but what factor s led to such a
differ ence in pr actice: institutional distr ust, unfamiliar physiognomy, imper ial fantasy? In
this way, the gender ed sight of colonial pr ison officials is for ever pr esent in these r ecor ds.
Yet, as with cr iminalized categor ies like bandit or insur gent, the issue is how to push past
these imper ial imaginar ies to tr y and find the alter native wor lds these r ecor ds may help
open.
The r ecor ds of “Eur opean/Amer ican” pr isoner s also car r y tr aces of their lives and
symbols of their social belonging. Some tattoos testified to their pr ofessions; anchor s on
seamen, for ge and anvil on a machinist, for instance. Other r ecor ds descr ibe tattoos
displaying the common signs of U.S. nationalism, such as eagles and flags. Sever al had
tattoos of a “woman in tights.” One r ecor d, of J ohn Nicholas, descr ibes a tattoo of an
“Indian head” with cr ossed br anches, the letter s “J .O.N.,” and an anchor (Image 4). Unlike
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the messianic and anti-colonial symbology that appear ed in the r ecor ds of impr isoned
Filipinos, these type of symbols pointed to exper ience with U.S. war s of conquest,
aspir ational possession, and sexualized objectification.

Figure 6.8. Bertillon Signaletic Prison Intake Record, 1908 (front)489

489
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Figiure 6.9. Bertillon Signaletic Prison Intake Record, 1908 (back)490

490

Photo by author, 2013.
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This gr oup of r ecor ds also attests to the global r each of Amer ica’s car cer al empir e
at the time. Even a small sample of about fifty r ecor ds r eveals how the r eality of
incar cer ation in pr actice over flowed the boundar ies of categor ies like “Eur opean /
Amer ican” pr isoner s in official r epor ts. People like Vasava Singh, bor n in Sur sing India, or
Nicolas Spaulding, a.k.a Nicolas Sploy, a.k.a. Nicolas Poley, fr om Columbo, Ceylon in
moder n-day Sr i Lanka, for instance, str etched colonial r egister s, occupying an inter stitial
space between “native / Asiatic” and “Eur opean / Amer ican.”
The lar ger point, is that str ategies of r eading these r ecor ds as sour ces for
infor mation about the past r isk r einsr ibing colonial ways of seeing and an empir icist
cer tainty in facts. As a methodological pur suit this r aises ethical questions. Some aspects of
these r ecor ds can indeed be used by scholar s, descendants, and the public to tell stor ies
about the past that extend far beyond what the r ecor ds’ cr eator s ever intended or even
imagined. These r ecor ds can likewise be used to denatur alize the oper ative categor ies of
colonial pr isons, in ways that subver t their or iginal pur pose and go some way to
counter acting it. Yet, r eading impr isoned bodies thr ough the r ecor ds also r ecalls what
Anthr opologist Ann Laur a Stoler r ecently r efer r ed to as the “intimate violence and
humiliation of for cible bodily exposur e at pr isons, check points, and immigr ation
stations.” 491 Indeed, Cr itical Pr ison Studies scholar s like Angela Davis have long war ned
that pr ison inspections not be seen as “r outine,” but r ather denounced as for ms of sexual
assault.492 The descendants of the deceased subjects of these r ecor ds ar e impacted most
dir ectly by these ethics of expose. Does using the r ecor ds to tell untold stor ies, or to name
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colonial pr actices of mass incar cer ation as r acist, misogynist, and illegitimate outweigh the
possible stigma or embar r assment of having an ancestor that was sent to pr ison? Questions
like this ar e why the most impor tant inter pr etation of these r ecor ds will take place thr ough
the collective dialogue of descendants and the wider public once these r ecor ds ar e digitized
and made available.
Rather than r eading individual r ecor ds, then, another way of appr oaching them is
to ask how we might under stand their existence as an ar chive. Studies of colonial violence,
tr auma, and genocide pr ovide one such fr amewor k. The “suspended apocalypse” of r acial
genocide, as the Ethnic Studies scholar Dylan Rodr iguez has explained, is not only based in
the “essential r elation of death and unfathomable violence,” but the “ongoing histor ical
encounter with the colonial state.” 493 Following Rodr iguez, the collection of pr ison intake
r ecor ds might be seen as evidence of the U.S. white-supr emacist state’s “militar ized
denotation of Filipino life.” 494 His theor ization of the U.S. pr ison r egime’s r oots in chattel
slaver y and colonial violence, fur ther mor e, pr ovides a way to place these pr ison r ecor ds in
compar ative genealogies of genocide.495 In addition to Amer ican Indian activists, Afr ican
Amer ican gr oups have long cr itiqued the genocidal logic of U.S. statecr aft when it comes to
pr actices of incar cer ation. William Pater son and the Civil Rights Congr ess, for example,
cited jail cells and chain gangs alongside mass mur der , institutionalized oppr ession, and
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per sistent slaughter in the the list of gr ievances contained in We Charge Genocide, their
1951 petition to the United Nations.496
The issue of pr ison r ecor ds attesting to mass mur der is at the for efr ont of other
compar ative examples as well. Ar chival Studies scholar Michelle Caswell’s r ecent study of
Tuol Sleng pr ison mug shots fr om the Khmer Rouge r egime in Cambodia, for instance,
suggests that the visual r ecor d of over five thousand photos of pr isoner s befor e they wer e
executed not only has the capacity to shock, but also to become a “touchstone” for spar king
memor ies, bear ing witness, and telling stor ies about the r egime.497 For the Bilibid pr ison
r ecor ds fr om U.S. colonial r ule in the Philippines, the compar ison evokes questions about
the r elationship between mass executions and the mor e elastic tempor ality of the U.S.
pr ison r egime’s exter minationist logic. New scholar ship on modes of confinement in U.S.
empir e r aises additional issues of compar ison for r ecor ds fr om other spaces of detention
and tor tur e beyond the pr ison itself.498 As Kir sten Weld’s study of the Guatemala’s secr et
police r ecor ds shows, beginning to answer these questions r equir es a collabor ative and
ethnogr aphic appr oach to these “ter r or ar chives.” 499 If the r enewed inquir y into colonial
violence in Br itish imper ial histor y is any indication, inter pr eting ar chives will continue to
shape the futur e of these pur suits.500
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These type of appr oaches in ar chival theor y also close the gap between past and
pr esent. Accor ding to the “r ecor ds continuum model” Michelle Caswell applies to the Toul
Sleng pr ison mug shots, beyond appr aising, ar r anging, descr ibing, and pr eser ving as a
linear pr ocess, is another pr ocess of continual r econtextualization. That is to say, the layer s
of meaning beyond the immediate context of the r ecor ds’ cr eation ar e insepar ably pr esent
and ongoing. For instance in Cambodia, sur vivor s, victims families, ar chivists, scholar s,
and tour ists ar e all co-cr eator s of these layer s of nar r ative, witnessing, and pr otest.
Accor ding to this “plur alist” method, the subjects (and their descendants) as well as the
cr eator s of the r ecor d become an integr al par t of it’s pr ovenance.501
Applying this method to the Bilibid pr ison r ecor ds means acknowledging the layer s
of inter pr etation and r econtextualization alr eady cr eated by photogr aphing and discussing
them with colleagues. Histor ian Ambeth Ocampo, for example, added a layer by
immediately suggesting we compar e them to the cr anial measur ements of Pinoys contained
in the anthr opological car ds in the Smithsonian’s collection.502 Philippine National
Ar chives Dir ector Victor nio Manalo added another by pr oposing that the pr ison r ecor ds be
r ead alongside those of other car cer al institutions at the time, such as the Culion Leper
Colony on Palawan Island.503 Subsequent conver sations with Vicente Rafael at the
Univer sity of Washington, Filomeno Aguilar and Fr ancis Gealogo at Ateneo de Manila
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Univer sity, and Ging Gutier r ez and Aar on Mallar i at the Univer sity of the Philippines,
added additional layer s. Meanwhile, the pr oposal for tr ansfer r ing and pr eser ving the
pr ison r ecor ds made its way to Dr . Mar is Diokno, Chair of the National Histor ical
Commission of the Philippines, who has since r eceived appr oval fr om the Depar tment of
J ustice for the NHCP Ar chivist to par ticipate in digitizing them.
As the digitization gets under way, let’s r etur n to the question of what might be
done with these r ecor ds. They can be used to uncover “hidden histor ies,” cr eate new
nar r atives about U.S. colonial r ule, under stand for ms of car cer al violence, and expose
atr ocity.504 Yet cr itical tr auma studies scholar s like Maur ice Stevens ur ge that we move
beyond “memor y or for getting” as the dominant mode of histor y-making, ar guing that “we
can no longer be invested in mer ely conveying ideas.” 505 In par t, he is speaking of the need
to shift investments to a mor e embodied and politically contentious exper ience of engaging
in str ategies of healing, memor ialization, and pr otest. For many, the opposite of er asur e is
not just r emember ing, as both Maur ice Stevens and Michelle Caswell have ar gued, but
justice. But, can pr ison r ecor ds that wer e used to alienate and exter minate be usefully
r eactivated to cr itically confr ont, subver t, and sur vive ongoing for ms of alienation that
wer e used to tr y and natur alize violence in the fir st place?
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Cr itical Pr ison Studies scholar s and activists like Angela Davis, Ruth Wilson
Gilmor e, Dylan Rodr iguez, have long been making connections between slaver y, settler colonial genocide, imper ial expansion, and pr isons. They also lift up pr ison abolition as the
only viable str ategy for the futur e. Davis’ position is str aightfor war d: if we do not want to
live in a wor ld gover ned by r acism, and if the pr ison system is demonstr ated to be, and
have always been, thor oughly r acist; and, if the pr ogr essive r efor ms of the past ar e shown
to have had devastating, if sometimes unintended, consequences; and fur ther , if
abolitionism in the past has pr oven to achieve positive r esults in the case of slaver y,
lynching, and r acial segr egation; then, it becomes possible to imagine a wor ld without
pr isons.506 At it’s cor e, the pr ison abolitionist position is based on the mor al imper ative
against putting human beings in cages.
Seen fr om this per spective, the Bilibid pr ison r ecor ds become tr aces of tor tur e, far
fr om figur es of bur eaucr atic intr igue. While it is clear that cr imes like adulter y no longer
car r y the punishments they once did, the belief that sur ely ther e wer e “bad people” who
deser ved to be locked up per sists. In fact, Ber tillon’s system was or iginally intended to
classify fir st-time offender s fr om those r ecidivists who wer e thought to be by natur e
cr iminal. Embedded in this sear ch to identify “habitual cr iminals” was the desir e in ear ly
twentieth-centur y cr iminology and penology to distinguish the r edeemable fr om the
ir r edeemable subject. Applying that same logic to the collection of pr ison r ecor ds, cr eates
an untenable hier ar chy of blame. If it is easy for most to agr ee that a washer woman should
not have been put in a cage for adulter y, as was the case with sever al of these r ecor ds,
wher e is the br ight-line for deter mining who does deser ve to be caged? As Ruth Wilson
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Gilmor e has explained, this for m of selective exoner ation r einscr ibes the notion that some
people do deser ve to be locked in cages, and the task lies only in better deter mining whose
those people ar e.507 This leaves the under lying logic of r etr ibutive punishment intact.
Admonishing the r eluctance to engage ser iously with an abolitionist fr amewor k as a
“failur e of mor al, legal, and political imagination,” Allegr a McLeod has r ecently pushed
for an “abolitionist ethic” in legal studies.508 The Bilibid pr ison r ecor ds offer an
oppor tunity to extend a similar appr oach into ar chival theor y. Consider how plantation
r ecor ds took on an entir ely differ ent significance after slaver y was for mally abolished. If
ar chive-building was a cr ucial par t of empir e-building in the Philippines, as Ar chival
Studies scholar Cher yl Ber edo has demonstr ated, then cr itical appr oaches pr omise to be
par t of it’s undoing.509 Alr eady embedded in the pr ison abolitionist fr amewor k is an
analysis of the r elationship between imper ialism and incar cer ation. The question then
becomes how ar chival studies might help r ever se the pr ocess of nor malization by which
“imper ial conquest,” to dr aw on Cher yl Ber edo’s phr asing, was tr ansfigur ed into matter s
of “r outine business”? 510
Beginning to answer this question has a lot to do with our r elationship to time.
Following Ann Stoler ’s suggestion that the concept of “r ecur sive tempor alities,” which fold
back on themselves, ar e mor e attentive to the ways colonial histor ies r emain pr esent, it is
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possible to under stand “r eactivations” of colonial pasts as being “mobilized in pr esent
political acts,” for what might have been and what still might be.511 Wr iting on the histor y
of colonial photogr aphy, Vicente Rafael makes a similar point. Photos of the dead fr om the
Philippine-Amer ican War , “… r elay a past that cannot be assimilated into the pr esent…
their status vis-á-vis the living r emains in doubt. This is the sour ce of their hor r or .” 512 Read
as an attempt to “cer tify master y over death” in the face of fr ustr ations at the illusiveness
of guer r illa war far e, Rafael inter pr ets images of the war dead within the context of the
“r uthlessly voyeur istic technology of subjugation” that is the photogr aphic ar chive of U.S.
colonial r ule. Viewed in this way, photogr aphs of the impr isoned might also be under stood
as a for m of “unassimilable memor y” in that they “r ecall the tr auma at the cor e of
empir e.” 513 Yet, he r efer s to the images of cor pses as “undead” because of the way they
br ing the past into the pr esent, suggesting that they car r y with them an alter nate
tempor ality: a “futur e anter ior ” insistently pr oclaiming “this will have been.” 514
If ar chival appr aisal is an act of futur e r emember ing, then it is not only possible but
essential to begin thinking fr om a time in which pr isons ar e obsolete.515 Wr iting fr om the
United States, wher e mor e black men ar e cur r ently under cor r ectional contr ol than wer e
enslaved in 1850, and women of color ar e exper iencing the fastest gr owing incar cer ation
r ates, it is ur gently necessar y to find new ways of fighting the violent alienation and
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exter mination of Amer ica’s car cer al empir e; locally and globally; past, pr esent, and
futur e.516 In the U.S. context, naming cer tain pr actices as vestiges of the way pr isons gr ew
up in empir e not only denatur alizes them but also opens space for mor e r obust anti-war ,
anti-tor tur e, and anti-pr ison movements. In the Philippines, these pr ison r ecor ds might be
used to uncover hidden stor ies but also to indict the long legacies and cur r ent r ealities of
the car cer al pr actices of the U.S. state. This may be aided, to invoke this essay’s epigr aph,
by “cr iminality’s fugitives, poised to r etur n;” not as objects of state sur veillance and
violence but as lightning r ods for collective pr otest against mass cr iminalization, fr om
Spanish and U.S. colonialism, thr ough mar tial law, to today.
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